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Foreword 

Many crime analysts in recent years 
have tended to overlook the problem 
of youth gang violence in our major 
cities. They shared the popular view 
that gangs were a problem of the 
1950's but no longer. 

Now, in the first nationwide study 
ever undertaken of the nature and ex
tent of gang violence, Walter B. Miller 
reports that gangs in many cases have 
continued to be a problem for the last 
20 years and in other cases have 
changed in their patterns-such as in
creased use of guns, less formalized 
organizational structure, and greater 
activity in the schools-previously 
considered "neutral turf." 

How could there have been such a 
misreading of the national situation? 
According to Miller, the problem lies 
in the lack of any systematic method 
for gathering the right information. 

Miller's study concentrated pri
marilyon the eight largest U.S. cities. 
He fmds gallg violence levels high in: 
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, 
Detroit, Philadelphia and San Fran
cisco. From available data, he esti
mates the youth gang population in 
these cities as ranging from 760 gangs 
and 28,500 members to 2,700 gangs 
and 81,500 members. Statistics kept 
by these cities show 525 gang-related 
murders in the three-year period from 
1972 through 1974, or an equivalent 
of 25 percent ,of all juvenile homicides 

in the cities. Miller believes these fig
ures may "represent substantial under
counts" because of the different 
definitions in use in the cities for 
classifying gang-related homicides. 

In making these determinations, 
Miller rel;ed on the judgments of 
criminal justice and social service per
sonnel in the cities rather than under
taking an independent survey of gang 
members. 

Miller already is expanding tI;is 
study under a new grant from tl'JiiJ 
National Institute for Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prever.don. This 
second study will focus on additional 
cities and also will attempt to fmd, 
among other things, some explanations 
for the serious gang violence so preva
lent today. ' 

Milton Luger 
Assistant Administrator 
Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention 
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I. /~~ational-Ievel Survey of 
Youth Gangs and Groups: 
Rationale and Methods* 

*The author is grateful to Professors 
Albert K. Cohen and Andrew Rutherford 
for critical reactions to earlier versions ()f 
this report. 

The United States in the mid-1970's corded such offenses, and the character 
faces a profusion of serious crime of political responses to such informa-
problems. These affect life at all levels, tion! fonus of crime which may in fact 
and include consumer fraud, govern- be quite inappropriate as0bjects of 
mental corruption at federal, state and concerted effort become the recipients 
municipal levels, epidemics of arson in of major resources, while othl'T forms, 
major cities, widespread use of habit- which may pose a greater threat, are 
forming drugs, organized crime, and a more endemic, and show a better po-
wide range of predatory and assaultive tential for change through planned ' 
crimes commonly referred to as "street programs, are neglected. 
crime." The multipliCity of crime prob- The problem of violence perpetrated 
lems, and the limited resources availa- by members of youth gangs and youth 
ble to the enterprise of crime preven- groups is one of the host of crime 
tion and control make it imperative problems currently affecting American 
that priorities be set by policy-makers. communities. But the process by which 
What are the best patterns of allocation botll the general public and policy 
of available resources to current crime makers have acquired information as 
problems? / to the contemporary character of this 

Setting of such priorities must of phenomenon has been peculiarly 
necessity involve a wide range of con- erratic, oblique, and misleading. There 
siderations-including the degree of are a variety of reasons for this. One is 
thr.eat posed by various forms of crime the dominant role played by New York 
to the domestic security of the nation, City in the origination and dissemina-
their susceptibility to change through tion of media information. Looking at 
explicitly-developed programs, the the nation from a New York eye-view, 
political feasibility of affecting such the youth gang situation appears simple 
programs, and many others. But an in- and clear. In the 1950's black-jacketed. 
dispensable prerequisite to any in- youth gangs roamed the city streets. 
formed decision-making process must They bore romantic names such as 
be infonnation-reliable, accurate, and Sharks and Jets, engaged one another 
current-as to the actual scope, charac- periodically in planned rumble.s which 
ter, and degree of social threat posed required courage of the participants 
by the various forms of crime. By its {"heart"} but were not particularly 
very nature, criminal behavior which dangerous to the general public; and 
victimizes identifiable classes of per- were receptive, or at least susceptible, 
sons-the old, females, the innocent-is to peace parlays by mediators, oui~ 
unusually subject to distortion, since it reach programs by social workers, and 
so frequently evokes strong emotions. enforcement measures by the police. 
The media, as the principal source of Then, quite suddenly in the early 
public knowledge of the prevalence 1960's, the gangs were gone. The po-
and character of crime, are particularly lice and social workers had enfeebled 
subject to such distortion, since of the their internal organization, making 
enormous multitude of potentially re- them particularly vulnerable to the 
portable offenses, they generally select dual onslaught of drugs, whichililP~'d 
those most likely to evoke the strong- their fighting spirit, and politicanlctiv
est reactions. Often the types of crime ism, which directed their remaining 
.selected for intensive media attention energies toward agents of social injus· 
actually represent a small proportion tice rather than one another; . 
of the total crime picturP-\ may repre- All was quiet on the gang front for 
sent relatively transienf~ ~ifesta. ,; almost 10 years. Then j suddenly and 
tions, and have little potintial for being without advanced warning, the gangs 
materially altered by programs of pre- reappeared. Bearing such.names as' 
vention or control. But because of the Savage Skulls and Black Assassins, 
fragmentary and often exaggerated na· they be~ to form in the South Bronx 
ture of disseminated information ac· in the spring of 1971" quick,y spread , 
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I to other parts of the city, and by 1975 York began once again to attend'the The present slirveywas designed to 
I 

comprised 275 police-verified.gangs problem of gang violence in the early provide at least tentative answers to all 
with 11,000 members. These new and seventies, it was virtually impossible to of these as well as other questions, but 
mysteriously emerging gangs were far evaluate the quality, accuracy, or gen- the present report addresses only a few 
more lethal than their predecessors- eralizability of their often sensation- of them. Because of the paucity of na- ~ heavily armed, incited and directe(l, by aliZed claims of a "new wave of gang tional-Ievel information available at J 
violence-hardened older men, and di- violence." Moreover, academic and the time the survey was initiated, there 
recting their lethal activities far more other crinunal justice researchers, for was no way of knowing whether there 
to the victimization of ordinary citi- reasons to be discussed later, had essen- was enough substance to claims ofin-
zens than to .one another. \\ >. tially abandoned youth gangs as an ob- creasing gang problems in major cities 

The major problem with this rather ject of study and were in no position to support more than an exploratory 
straightforward account, whatever its to fill the informational gap. study. As will be seen, the hypothesis :) 
accuracy, is that there are other cities It was primarily because of the una- that American cities in the 1970's are 
in the United States. In the year 1967, vailability of information of the most facing gang problems of the utmost 
virtually Jhe midpoint of the New-York basic kinds as to the youth gang situ a- severity was supported far beyond any 
delineated "no gang" period, a docu- tion in the United States of the 1970's expectations, and the information 
ment issued by the mayor's office of that the present survey was proposed gathered during the initial phase of the 
Chicago, the Nation's second largest ~and undertaken. Is there really a "new survey was far more voluminous than 
city, reported a figure of 150 gang-re- wave" of gang violence in the United had been anticipate'd. The present 
lated homicides-probably the highest States, or is there only an image ere- document is therefore intended as an 
annu!ll figure ever recqrded for an ated by the sensation mongering interim and preliminary report, based 
Americanccity. In Los Angeles, mem- media? Are today's gang members on site visits to what now appears as 
bers of an extensive network of gangs really amoral killers, preying on help- an incomplete sample of cities with 
in the densely-populated Hispanic bar- . le~_adult victims rather than fighting serious gang and/or group problems, 
rios of East Los Angeles continued all orltranother as in the past? Are gangs 

.r 
and selecting from a much larger body 

through the 1960's, as they had in the and their violent activities confined to of collected information a limited 
'50's, to kill each other in the course a few localized districts of a few cities, number of subjects, designed primarily • 
of continuing intergang rivalry. Police- or have they spread throughout the to present a preliminary set of conclu-
reported gang killings in Philadelphia, nation-operating in the suburbs and sions as to the existence, scope, serious-
which started a steady increase in ,~\ small towns as well as in the urban ness, and character of violence and 
1965, had reached sufficient propor- ghettos? Are the "new" gangs of today other forms of crime by youth gangs 
tiOI!S by 1968 that the governor di- vicious wolf-packs, wandering widely and youth groups in American cities, 
~cted the State Crime Commission to and striking suddenly at all manner of and to suggest what order of priority 
conduct an extensive inquiry into the victims at any time or place, rather be granted the problem of gang vio-
burgeoning problem of youth gan~ than acting in accordance with the reI- lence among other crime problems fac-
violence. atively predictable discipline of the ing the nation. 

During this entire period the New well-organized and authoritatively con- Gangs and In/ormation. The task of 
York based media,.and many criminal trolled "fighting gang?" What propor~ obtai~ing and presenting accurate, bal-
justice professionals as well, continued tion of violent and other crime by anced, anc=~urrent information con-
to entertain the conviction that youth American youth can be attributed to ceming youth gangs and related phe-
gang violence was a thing of the past, youth gangs and groups? How effec- nomena presents unusual difficulties. 

"its few remaining manifestations trivial tive have local service and law enforce- These have several sources. First, al-
and moribund. It was this conviction ment agencies been in controlling the thoug!t gangs and their illegal activities 
that erigendered the notion that gangs gang violence of the 1970's? Are there are far more visible than illegalities in-

.. had suddenly and mysteriously "re- promising new programs which show volved in corporate crime, syndicate 
(? emerged" !ifter a decade of quiescence. greater success than the gang-control crime, and various forms of consumer 

How could so blatant a misreading of efforts ofthe past? What operatmgphi- fraud, all of which may involve intri-
the overall national situation have oc- losophies underlie current measures , cate and ingenious methods of delib- ,~ 

~ ·"i curred? The answer is simple. There for deaIing with gangs? What are the erate concealment, there are still ele-- was not atthe time, nor is there at prospects for g!lllg violence-is it atem- ments of concealment, duplicity, and 
preSent; any agency, in or out of gov- porary reSUrgence in a few communities deliberate deception in the activity of 
emmerit, that takes as a major respon- of a fad revived from the 1950's, or gangmeinbers which can be brought 

.;, .. 5ibiIitythe $atheWtg ofihformation as does it appear instead as an intrinsic to light only by trusted persons who 
.-:,to:MJlgs anclgan!activities on anauon- feature of lIJlestabUshed way oflife of maintain close and continued contact· 

~: •• ~::..:~ " > 
wide balis. When the media in-New youth in the 1970's? withgangrnembers. A second reisoil ,; .. 
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is that gang activities through the years 
have provided a highly, marketable 
basis for media pieces which are often 
sensationalized or exaggerated, and 
which represent as typical the most ex
treme forms of current gang manifesta
tions. This is one aspect of the relation 
between youth gangs and adult agen
cies which has remained virtually un
changed throughout the years. A third 
reason is that information concerning 
gangs tends to be highly politiCized; 
the kinds of information released by 
many of the agencies dealing with gang 
problems-police, courts, probation, 
municipal authorities, public service 
agencies, private agencies, and others
are frequently presented in such a way 
as to best serve the organizational in
terests of the particular agency rather 
than the interests of accuracy. This as
pect of the relation between gangs and 
adult agencies has also showed remark
able stability over time. 

But probably the single most signif
icant obstacle to obtaining reliable in
formation is the fact, already noted, 
that there does not exist, anywhere in 
the United States, one single agency 
which takes as a con~inuing responsi
bility the collection 'of information 
based on' explicit and uniforml./~p
plied data collection categories which 

, would permit comparability from city 
to city and between different periods 
of time. Data-collection operations 
such as the routine collection of unem
ployment data by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics or of arrest data by the Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation have never 
been seriously considered, let alone 
jmplemented. This striking omission 
bas a variety of detrimental conse
quences, and is a major reason why 
authorities are caught off guard by 
what appears as a periodic waxing and, 
waning of youth gang violence, and for 
the generally low effectiveness of ef
forts to cope with it. 

Methods of the Twelve-City Survey 

For purPoses of gathering information 
capable of providing preliminary an
swers to the question of the degree to 
which the activities of youth ga~gs and 
groups constitute a crime problem on 
a nation-wide basis; site visits were 
made to 12 of the nation's largest 
cities. The major criterion for selection 
of cities was population size, but also 
considered were the nature of available 
information as to gang proolems, 
achieving some order of regional repre
sentation, and other factors. The 12 
cities were as follows: New York, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, 
Houston, Detroit, Baltimore, Washing
ton, Cleveland, San Francisco, St. 
Louis and New Orleans.1 Site visits 
ranged from two to five days per city. 
An "interview guide" was prepared to 
serve as a basis of information gather
ing; HUs was not intended as a formal 
questionnaire, but was used rather to 
provide a set of questions which could 
be asked, as appropriate, in the several 
cities, in order to cover informational 
areas which could be examined on a 
comparative basis for all cities. The in
terview guide is included in this report 
as Appendix A. Most interviews lasted 
between one and four hours, depending 
on scheduling circumstances and the 
time available to respondents. Siaff 
members representing 81 different 
agencies participated in 64 interviews, 
with a total of 1 S9 respondents con
tributing information. Agencies are 
categorizable according to 18 types. 
Types dZ'agencies and numbers of re
spondents are indicated in Table I. 

1 In a thirteent~~ty, San Diego,a sinlle 
inteIYiew was condUCted. Julditional discul'. 
sion oC reasons COl. the choice of cities is 
included in5ection II. . 
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Table I 

Number and Agency-affiliations 
of Survey Respondents· 

Agency 
No. Persons 
Interviewed 

1. Police Dept: 
Juvenile/Yth Div'n/Bureau 37 

2. Police Dept: , 
Youth Gang Div'n/Specialists 7 

3. Police Dept., Other: 
(e.g., Crime Analysis, 
Community Rels.) 

4. Municipal/County Gangl 
Group Work. "Outreach" 

S. Municipal/County 
Youth Service 

6. Municipal/County 
Criminal Justice Council, 
Planning Agency 

7. Municipal/County, Other 

8. Private Agency Gang/Group 
WorJt, "Outreach" 

9. Private Youth Service 

10. Private Service, Other 

11. Judicial 

12. Probation, Court 

13. Probation, Other 

14. Prosecution 

15. Youth Corrections: Pu:ole 

16. Youth Corrections: Other 

17 ... Public Schools 

18. Academic Research 

6 

28 

13 

8 

10 

14 

4 

8 

7 

3 

2 

1, . 

5 

2 

1 

'159 
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Selection of respondents was based 
on several criteria. Highest priority 
was given to those who~ professional 
activities brought them into the most 
direct'contact with youth in the com
munity; Thus, for service agencies, 
preferred respondents were those en
gaged in "outreach," "area work," or 
"gang/group work" programs, and for 
police agencies, personnel speCializing 
in gang work on the level of intelli
gence, operations, or both. In addition, 
the commanding officer of the youthl 
juvenile bureau/division in each of 
the 12 cities were interviewed, often 
in conjunction with line personnel 
familiar with, particular districts, pre
cincts, or neighborhoods. Members 
of police research or data analysis 
divisions were also preferred re
spondents. 

Initially, probation personnel were 
not seen as priority respondents, but 
contacts during earlier itineraries 
showed that most probation workers 
were closely familiar with the com
munity situation, and thus were inter
viewed more extensively in later 
itineraries. The low representation of 
academic researchers among reF:~ond
ents does not reflect a low selection 
priority but rather the extreme rarity 
of academicians conducting gang
related research. The paucity of 
school personnel iii Table I reflects 
the fact that the importance of the 
schools as an arena for gang activity 
did not become clear until initial data 
analyses. Telephone interviews with 
selected school personnel were con
ducted, and suchresppndents will be 
utilized more exten~ively during the 
second phase ofthe survey. 

'A "full" interview involved re .. 
sponsesto:approximately6~ items of 
judgement orinf9rmation: however, in 
few casel was it, possible to obtain re
s~n"s to all items, and selections 
were made on the basis of type of 
agency, time available, local circum
stances, detail offe.red 1).y respondents, 

, "arid ,other factors. As the table shows, 
"int~rvi~~s often involved more than 
o"erespondent:--particularlyin cases 

. where adeq1,Ulte city-wideinfotmation 

required persons familiar with often 
contrasting crime situations of differ
ent mtra-urban areas. Of 68 full or 
partial interviews, 32, or 47 percent, 
involved multiple respondents. Often 
there was consensus with respect to 
particular items; frequently there was 
not. For this reason the "respondent" 
rather than the "agency" is the unit in 
some of the foHowing tables.2 

Most available studies of gangs are 
based on the situation of a single city. 
So far as is known, the present study 
represents the fust attempt to compile 
a national-level picture of youth gang 
and youth group problems, based on 
direct site visits to gang locales. Prece
dents are provided by two previous na
tional-level studies. The first is that of 
Saul Bernstein, who in 1963 surveyed 
nine major cities with gang or group 
problems. While Bernstein did visit the 
cities, his major focus was not on the 
character of gang activities as such, but 
rather on social work programs using 
the "outreach" approach.3 The most 
comprehensive national-level survey of. 
gang violence presently available is 
that of Malcolm Klein. Klein in 1968 
conducted an extensive review of all 
available literature on gangs, and re
ported his fmdings in an appendix to 
the report of the National Commission 
on the Causes and Prevention of Vio
lence.4 Klein's report clearly treats 
gang violence as a nation-wide phe
nomenon, but utiliZes as its primary 
information source research reported 
by others rather than information ob
tained directly from local responde!].ts. 

Since a major objective of the pres
ent survey is to present conclusions of 
potential relevance to policy decisions, 
many of its conclusions must be 

2 In addition to interView data, approxi- . 
mately 225 pages of reports, statistical data, 
and other jlocuments were obtained from 
agency representatives in the 12 cities. 

3s. Bernstein, Youth on the Stree,,; Work 
with AIie1uzted Youth Group" New York, 
Association Press, 1964. 

4M. Klein, "Violence iii 'American Juvenile 
,Gangl" in Mulvihill and Tumin,Olnie, of 
Viqlence, National Comriliuion on the 
causes IUld Prevention of Violenc~. V. 13, 
196~, p. 1,428. ' , 

4 

judged in light of certain methodolOgi
cal implications of this objective. As 
noted earlier, high-quality, reliable in
formation concerning gangs reqUires 
intensive, painstaking, and long-term 
research. Such methods could not be 
executed in the context of the present 

. survey. Much of the base data from 
which conclusions are derived-single 
interviews with .iocal respondents, 
press accounts of uneven detail, in
house descriptions of agency opera
tions, statistical tabulations compiled 
under less-than-ideal circumstances
fail to reach the level of quality nec
essary to sound research. 

Using such data clearly entails risks 
that conclusions derived from them 
may in varying degrees be inaccurate, 
incomplete, or biased. This risk has 
been assumed deliberately in the inter
ests of presenting conclusions which 
are as concrete and current as possible, 
and which are presented here in many 
instances without the caveats and qual
ifications whi<;h careful readers will of 
course realize are called for. 

Two major devices are or will be 
used in an attempt to accommodate 
this problem. First, the practice is fol
lowed, primarily in connection with 
tabulated fmdings, of indicating as ex
plicitly as possible sources of b~s or 
inaccuracy which may affect the base 
data. Such information appears in 
footnotes to tables, in the discussion 
of tables, or both. For example, meth
odological considerations affecting the 

, figures used in the central table on 
gang-related killings ate noted both in 
footnotes and in the discussion of the 
table. 

The second device relates to plans 
to develop an expanded and, amplified 
v~rsion of the present report. Copies 
of this report will be sent to repre- , 
sentatives of each of the agencies par
ticipating in the survey, as well as to 
an additional number of concerned 
persons (e.g. gang scholars, crJiminal 
justice professionals) who were not 
contacted during this phase of the 
survey. Accompanying the report will 
be an invitation to react to its conclu
sions-firstto appraise their accuracy, 
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and second to provide additional ma
terial felt to be germane to issues 
treated here but not adequately cov
ered. Insofar as such responses are 
forthcoming, this will permit correc
tions, emendations, and additions 
which should serve to increase the ac
curacy of the subsequent report, and 
to some extent correct for the meth
odological weaknesses inherent in the 
study. 

Scope of the Present Report. Find
ings reported in the present document 
represent only a small part of informa
tion already collected, and in some in
stances, analyzed. In addition, the 
process of analyzing materials for this 
interim report has revealed gaps in
volving both substantive areas for 
which some data are available, and 
areas for which little ,or no data has 
been collected. Since this report fo
cuses almost exclusively on the activi
ties of the gang members themselves, 
the issue most conspicuously left un
attended is that of program-what is 
being done, and what might be done, 
to cope with problems of gang and 
group violence and crime in the various 
cities. 

Following paragraphs will specify 
first the substantive areas which are 
treated in the present report, and sec
ond those which are not. Of approxi
mately 65 to 70 topics and issues for 
which information was sought either 
through interviews or other sources, 
following sections report fmdings in 
varying degrees of detail with respect 
to about 25. These are: the basis for 
the choice of site-visit cities ; site-visit 
cities which report youth gangprob
lems, and how serious these are jUdged 
to be; respondents' defmitions of the 
term "gang;" cities which report prob
lems with youth groups, and how seri
ous these are judged to be ;judgments of 
seriousness of gang or group problems 
byvarious city agencies; the numbers 
of gangs and/or groups in major cities; 
the numbers of gang and/or group 
members in major cities;thepropor
tion c;>f youth affiUateawith gangs; 
age, ~x;~social status,localiiy, and 
ethnic characteristics of gang mem-

"1.,1 •• , . 
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bers; numbers and rates of gartg-related here are: judgments as to the effective-
killings; gang-related killings as a pro- ness of the totality of agency efforts 
portion of all juvenile killings;numbers to cope with gang/grouPI)roblems in 
and rates of arrests of gang mem- the several cities; judgments a,s to the 
bers;gang-member arrests as a pro- degree of interagency coordination and 
portion of all juvenile arrests; forms overall planning relative to gang/group 
of gang member violence; victims of problems; descriptions of methods em-
gang member violence; gang weap- ployed by the'various agencies in the 
omy; motives for gang violence; types several cities; descriptions of the opei'-
of gang activity in the public schools; ating philosophies underlying these,' 
issues relative to gang problems in methods; overall philosophical ap- -
the schools, and reasons for current proaches to problems of prevention 
patterns of gang violence in the and control;S and evaluations of the 
schools; brief histories of gang de- effectivenoss of selected programs. ~p-
velopments in six major cities; re- proximately 150 manuscript pJlges 
spondents' predictions of future gang! describing current program~atic ef-
group trends; population develop- forts in the 12 survey cities have been 
ments affecting future trends. prepared and analyzed in terms of a 

Given the purposes of a national- simple analytic scheme and are cur-
level survey of gang problems, treat- rently in draft form. 
ment of the subjects just cited is in- Also omitted, from the present re-
complete in several important respects. port is any systematic treatment of the 
First, most reported findings apply central issue of explanation; respond-
only to the six cities in which all or ents cited what they considered to be 
nearly all respondents reported prob- major recent developments in their 
lems with gangs, so dermed ("gang cities affecting gang, group, orgeneral 
problem" cities, Table IV). Informa- youth violence, and offered explana-
tion of eqUivalent character for the six tions for these developmmttl. How do 
/~ities reporting problems with law-vio-, these explanat:l;nnelate to ~rte , 
lating youth groups ("group problem" another, and to more cotnPf~hensive 
cities; Table V) is not included. Second, explanational theories? Other inter-
the 12 cities surveyed do not include ' viewtoplcs,n()t reported here include 
one of the 10 largest-Dallas; the pro- organization and leadership of;gangs; 
vocative .nature of the reported situa- gangs and drug/alcohol problems; legal 
tion with respect to gangs in Houston activities of gang memtJers, including 
strongly indicates the desiratJility of their employment status; the relation~ . 
including Dallas in the s\irvey. Third, ship of gangs to organized adult crime 
finl,i,ings do not cover the circum- " in the several cities; their involvement 
,stances of approximately 15 other with political and/of id~ological move-
major cities for whichinf9rmation col- ments; their involvement with and ac,· 
lected during the initial phase of the tivities in the correctioOld system; the 
survey indicates the likelihood 9f mod- existence and activities of local ciiizen~~ . 
erate to severe gang problems. These groups concerned with gang problems; 
include Buffalo, Boston,Denver, New- the activities of federat.leyet.a~encies. 
ark, Milwaukee, and Pittsburgh. 

As noted abQve, the major topic . 
omitted in the present 'report concerrts, 
the methods, programs, and proce
dures used or proposed by police, serv
ice agen,:ies, municipal officials Ipld 

. others for dealing withcriJrie lind vio
lence by youtJ! gangs, groups, and 
youth in general. InclQ~ed among top

, ics for whichprog{aJll~lI'el"vant info .. - , 
. mationwas,gatheredbQt not r~p6rted 

,5. 

SA preliminary zepQ1't o,it th,1 topic has 
bl:enprepared; see W •. MiUer !'Qperatinl 

,Philosophies of Qimmal JustiCe.n1l Youth 
Service Professionals in Twelve l4ajor Amer. 
ican Cities;" Report ,to th~ ~w Erit'orc~ " 

. ment Aslistince Adminiltntion, U.s. J>e.', 
partment oUultlce; May 19J5. ' 
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affecting gangs, and others (See Inter
view Guide, Appendix A), 

In addition to,these topics, approx
imately 120 pages ,of draft manuscript 
have been prepared covering the hIs
tory organg and group problems in 
the major cities over the past five to ' 
ten years, with special attention to 

"pdtems of media coverage and local 
political developments ~ffecting gang

" control policies.6 

Present plans call for a second 
phase of the youth gang/group survey, 
in the course of which areas of inquiry 
not covered in this report, or covered 
in a preliminary fashion, will be sub
ject to further investigation, analysis, 
and reporting. Activities for this sec
ond phase will include the following: 
site visits to a limited number of ad
ditional cities seen as strategically re-

6Thelematerials: as well a. the analyses of 
proaram efforts cited above, were prepared 
by He4y Bookin, Ph.D. Candidate, Depart
ment of Sociology, Harvard University. Ms. 
Booldnalso preformed virtually all the pre
liminary data-analysis upon which the sub
stantive rmdings of this report lire based, as 
well as makinl valuable contributions to the 
form and, substance of the report it,self. She 
has thus played a major collaborative role in 
the production of this document. ' 

levant to substantive and/or theore
tical issues emerging from the initial 
phase of the survey; I!ontinuing data 
collection and analysis of gang/group 
control and prevention methods cur
rently employed in major cities; a 
major effort 'directed at the basic issue 
of "explanation," which would incor
porate both explanations offered by 
respondents and a specific research de
sign which would take- as a major de
pendent variable "intercity variation in 
severity of gang/group problems" and 
examine its relation to a range of inde
pendent variables such as city size, im
migration patterns, raCial/ethnic char
acteristics, unemployment rates, 
school-related variables (e.g., presence/ 
absence of "busing" programs) arrest, 
court-appearance, and incarceration 
practices and policies, and others. This 
examination will employ factor anal
ysis or analogous types of cluster
analysis technique. These last two en
terprises, that of increasing understand
ing of the "causes" of more or less se
rious gang/group violence, and that of 
exploring methods of coping with the 
problem, are seen as closely related, 
on the assumption that the likelihood 
of developing effective methods for 
dealing with a social problem is en
hanced by the availability of plaUSible 
explanations for its existence. 

' . . ,' 
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n. Youth Ganp and 
Law-Violating Youth Groups 
in Twelve Major 
United States Cities: 
Existence and Seriousness 
of the Problem 

The basic informational question 
underlying all subsequent fmdings and 
recommendations is .this: Are major 
American cities currendy experiencing 
problems with youth gan~ and/or 
youth groups, and, if so, how serious 
are these problems? The· present chap· 
ter presents information bearing on 
this question. As already mentioned, 
direct informatioJl based on Carefully 
documented and systematically col
lected data is not available, aJld the 
effort and resources necessary to ob
tain such data would be clearly in
commensurate with the scope and 
purposes of the pilot phase of a gen
eral survey. As one feasible and rela
tively adequate substitute for such 
information, the present survey uses 
as its primary (but not only) informa
tion-gathering technique a series of on
site interviews with a selected number 
of those law-enforcement and service 
professionals in major cities whose 
jobs require that they be familiar with 
the gang or youth group situation in 
that city. 

ISsues such as the "seriousness" of 
gang problems call for judgments and 
estimates as well as direct factual in
formation, and a major basis of char
acterizations of "seriousness" pre
sented here are estiMates given by 
some proportion of the approximately 
160 persons queried. 

7 

Choice of aties 

What cities were chos~n and why? In
formation collected prior td the site 
visits (newspaper accounts;.rnagazine 
articles, agency reports,telephone .. 
calls, other sources) initially indicated 
a relationship between the size of cities . 
and the likelihood of finding serious 
problems with gan~ or groups. (The 
k,rger the city, the more likely the 
existence of gang problems.) Subse
quent analysis suggested that the size 
of the metropolitan area (the "Stand
ard Metropolitan Statistical Area" or 
"SMSA" delineated by the U.S. . 
Census) showed a more direct rela
tionship than the size of the municipal 
city itself. Size of metropolitan area 
was thus taken as the major basis for 
initial selection of cities. Table Illists 
the 15 largest SMSA's, ranked by site~ 
as given by the 1970 Federal Census; 
asterisks indic!lte cities visited. 

Table Il shows that site-visits we~e' 
made to 11 of the top 15 MetropC}Utan 
areas. A 12th city, New Orleans, was' 
also visited, due primarily to reports of 
serious problems with youth violence 
in: the city, and also. to broaden reo . 
gional representation (Northeast. 4; 
Midwest, 4; South, 2; Far West, 2). 
In a 13th. city, San Diego, a single: 
interview was conducted, and f'mdingS 
from this city do not appear inploSt 
subsequent tabulations. 

Of the four cities iIi Table Jl not 
visited, (Boston"Pittsburgh, Newark; 
Minneapolis-St. Paul) avaUable.infor· 
mation indicates the possibility or . 
likelihood of gang '~r group problems 
in aU four, and these cities will be.·, 
surveyed in the second phase of die .' \nc:! 
study. ..' 

Respondents in all. 12 cities were 
asked most or all·of;the folloWing , 
quesUons:1n your judgriint, is there' 
a "sans problem" in this city? How 

.. serious do you consider this problem 
to .be,tint withre,pect to other. ' 
serious crimeProJJle~) (tIel Pa~I . . .. 

. . crimes), and second tc). other major 
urbanprobl~~? DootheJ cleiipate4' 
.nci~rec~ tbee*enee oh ..• 
san8pro.,lem1 ~ Y9Q feelt..ere im't _, . 

-",< '";, 
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'Table II 

, Fifteen Largest Metropolitan Areas 
With Youth Gang Survey Cities Indicated 

SMSA 

1. New York, N.Y. 
2., Los Angeles-Lo~g Beach, Cal. 
3, Chicago, Ill. 
4. Philadelphia, Pa.·N.J. 
5. 'Detroit, Mich. 
6. Sail Francisco-Oakland, Cal. 
7.W!lshington, D.C.-Md.-Va. 
8. Boston, Mass; 
9. Pittsburgh,"Pa. 

10. St. Louis, Mo.-m. 
11. Qeveland, Ohio 
12. Baltimore, .Md. 
13, Houston, Tex. 
14. Newark, N.J. 

.15. Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn. 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce 
PC-(1)-Bl Burlllluof the Census: 1970 
.Cenllus of the Population,.General Popula
tion Characteristics, Table 66, pp. 314-316 

Table III 

Five Most Frequently Cited Criteria 

Population, 19701 Youth Gang Survey 

11,571,899 * 
7,032,075 • 
6,987,947 • 
4,817,914 • 
4,199,931 • 
3,109,519 • 
2,861,123 • 
2,753,700 
2,401,245 
2,363,017 • 
2,064~194 • 
2,070,670 • 
1,985,031 • 
1,856,556 
1,813,647 

I Population changes between 1970 and 
1973 have altered these numbers, but ranks 
remained ,unchanged. 

for Defining a Gang: Six Gang-Problem Cities 

'NRes!?ondents=57 : N Responses= l58 

Violent otcrlnlinalbehavior 
a major activity of group members 

GrQup o~ganfzed, with functional 
rQle~division, chain-of-command 

! ". 

Identifiable leadership 

. 9.,rouPI».embers in continuing 
,recurrent inte~acdon . . 

OJ"'!P lderitifies with, claims 
,90nttol OVer, identifiable com~ 

, fulinitftemtorY . 

,II' 

No. Responses No. Responses % Responses 
specifying !lS specifying specifying 
defining cri- criterion not as defining 
terion necessary criterion 

30 11 73.2 

21 2 91.3 

20 0 100.0 

19 1 95.0 

17 0 100.0 
1:-' 

107 14 88.4 

problem with ganS'l, are there prob
lemswith troublesome youth groups? 
Collective youth violence? Youthful 
crime "rings?" Ifso, how serioUs do 
you feel such problems are? Do other 
agencies recognize the existence of 
such problems? 

Defmition of"Gang'~Before pre
senting the respondents' answers to 
these questions, it is necessary to ex
amine the meaning they ascribed to 
the term "gang." Low consensus , 
among respondents in their concep
tions of the na.tme of a gang would 

l! \\. 

necessarily introduce considerable 
ambiguity into their appraisals of the 
nature of gang problems. If, for ex
ample, some significant number of 
respondents were to consider as a 
"gang" any ad hoc assemblage of 
youths such as civil-distu-rbance looters 
or anti-school-integration demon
strators, or to apply the term to any 
sporadic assemblage of street-corner 
loungers,judgments that their city 
faced serious gang problems would 
have to be interpreted with consider
able caution. 1 

Following the questions as to the 
existence and seriousness of gang prob
lems, each respondent was asked "Just 
how do you define the term "gang?" 
Two, kinds of probes followed the re
plies. The first queried specifically as 
to elements omitted from the defmi
tions (e.g. "Is it necessary for a group 
to engage regularly in illegal activity 
for you to consider it a gang?" "Does 
a grpup have to have a name in order 
to be a gang?" "Can a group be !l gang 
without making special claim to a par
ticular turf or territory?"). The second 

I An extended discussion of definitional 
issues is contained in W. Q. Miller, "Ameri
can Youth Glangs: Past and Pre'sent" in 
A. Blumberg, Current Perspectives on Crimi
nal Behavior, 1974, pp. 213-221. 
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was intended to find out whether re
Spondents made a distlftction between 
"gangs" and ''law-violating youth 
groups." A typical "hanging group" 
or "street group" was described in 
some detail (congregate around park, 
housing project, store; engage in noisy 

. disturbance; commit minor offenses 
such as petty shoplifting, smoke mari
juana, drunkenness, vandalism), and 
respondents were asked whether they 
considered such groups to be "gangs." 

Results of these queries for the Six 
cities designated in Table IV as "gang 

'problem" cities are shown in Table III.2 

Of initial significance is the fact that 
of 24 respondents providing codable 
answers to the "gang vs. group" ques
tion, 18, or three-quarters, denied the 
status of "gang~' to ''hanging'' or 
"street corner" groups. Thus the ma
jOrity of respondents in the six largest 
metropolitan areas reserved the use of 
the term "gang" for associational units 
which were both more formalized ,and 
more seriously criminal than the more 
common type of street group. What 
characteristics did respondents cite as 
major defining criteria of a "gang?" 

Table III lists in rank order the five 
criteria most frequently cited. along 
with the percentage of respondents 
citing or accepting the specified cri
terion as an essential feature of a 
"gang." 

The criteria most frequently cited 
were: violent or criminal behavior as 
a major activity of group members; 
group organized, with functional role
division and chain-of-command author
ity; identifiable leadership; continuing 
and recurrent interaction or associa-

2 Analyses of responses for the six "group
pr~blem" cities of the present survey, in~ 
eluding comparisons of these with "gang 
problem" city responses, will be presented 
in a future report. The small number of ' 
cases on which present, conclusions are 
based will be incxeased by the planned addi
tion to the analysis of responses ftomeight " 
a4ditional gang- and group-problem cities 
in addition to the six for whicltdata has 
been collected butnQt analyz~. 

~-- ---.-~---~---

tion among group members; identifi
cation with and/or claims ofcofltrol 
over, some identifiable community 
territory' or territories. Citations of 
these five represented 77 percent . 
(121/158) of all cited criteria. 

RephraSing these separdtely cited 
criteria in more formal terms produces 
the follOWing defmition: 

A gang is a group ofrecurrently asso
ciating individuals with identif13ble 
leadership and internal organization, 
identifying with or claiming control 
over territory L'l the community, and 
engaging either indiVidually or collec
tively in violent or other forms of 
illegal behavior. 

to cOInmon problernsfltrtd se1f-protec~ 
tion-and that while illegal behavior .' 
might often. accompany this process, . ' 
it was not per se an esseI).tial condition 
of gang formation (this position con-' 
tradicts that of others who maintained 
that the commission of violent or , 
illegal acts was in fac~ ili,e central pur~ 
pose behind the formation of gangs), 

Other reasons wl're:gangsare, ~uf. 
ficiently frightening that they can 
achieve their endsmerety by threaten
ing 'Violence without haVing to engage 
in it; the gang to which the respondent 
belonged as a youth did not engage in 
illegality; conceiving a gang primarily 
iril,terms ot'illegal behavioroverl,ooks 
th'k fact that much of what gangs do 
is not illegal; once a community per-

Several considerations are relevant to ceives a group as a "gang" theY will be 
the general utility of this respondent- so defined whether or not they are 
based definition. One concerns those involved in illegality; 
criteria which a minority of respond- Thefiv~ criteria of Table m repre-
ents asserted were not essential to the sent 77 percent of all criteria cited by 
definition; a second concerns six less- the 57 respondents~ The remaining 
frequently cited criteria not included 33 percent (51 responses) i~clude It 
in Table III; and a third concerns in- number of additional criteria relating 
tercity variation in definitional con- to age, sex, group size, and others. ' 
ceptions. Of these" the age factor is probably 

Results presented in Table III in- most important to defmitional speci-
dicate a high degree of consensus in ficity. Eight of 12 respondents (two-
definitional conceptions among re- thirds) who cited age specified that 
spondents representing avariety of in their Ininds the term "gang" applies 
profeSSional pursuits in six different to youth or juveniles. The remaining' 
cities. Ninety percent or more were in f(lUr felt that groups containing adults 
agreement as to four of the five cri- could properly be designated gangs. . 
feria, with the remaining criterion Some of these had in mind units such 
(illegality/violence) showing an agree- as motorcycle gangs, who~e.membe~ 
ment level of 1'3 percent. It is of inter- often include persons in their twenties 
est that the criterion with the lowest and thirties. No respondent Cited;,..,::' 
level of general acceptance was also maleness as a criterion of gang mcm .. ?i· 
the one most frequently cited. bership~and several stated spc;cifically 

No systematic attempt was made that members could ~e either male or 
to fmd out why so,"e respondents female. 
felt that involvemt~t in illegal be- Few respondents explicitly ad~ 
havior was not an 6ssential criterion' dressed the issue of size , apparently 
of a gang, and in some cases no reasonsbetng satisfied with the size implica
were offered. Reasons that were given ,tion of the term "group": Different 
varied considerably. The most com- respondents used the numbers three, , 
mon was that the major influence be- (oOr, and five as the bottom. siZeJimit 
hind the formati()nofgangs is the fora "gang." Oneresponc1ent put the , 
natural tendency ofsimllar-agedp,eers upper limit at three or four thousand. 
to form themselves into.gtoups for a Also cited were: having a lllliQeand/o( 

, '~ . . variety 'ofpurposes-mcluding com-" identlfyirlg dIeS.s,oJ' insignia; a c1uh~-
,'panionship, seeking collective sol~tions. holi~ or other, ineetin8.P1aco·;.ha~n8'.< : .~ 
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~~. mUltiple units (age~level subdivisio~, disagreed with the inclUSion of the Youth Gang Problems in' 
branches); an:d periodic combat with . criterion under consideration. Twelve aties: 

I "rival gangs~ Afmal c~tegory inciuded Thus, although addltional cases 
aiet of diverse criteria such as main- would be needed to provide respect- Table IV shows the responses of re-
tairling a distinctive subculture or able statistical underpinning to these spon!ien.ts representing 61 agencies 

'. · • counterculture, being bound by conclusions, prelirn~ary data indi- in 12 cities to questions regarding the 
· 'mutua11oyalty, using. the'group to cate. that the defmition presented . existence and seriousness of gang 

achieve status superior to that which earlier based on 158 defmitional cri- problemsin.their cities. The table in-
, one could achieve as an individual, alld teria cited by 57 respondents, corre- dicates that at least some respondents 

Illiintaining clandestine and/or ritual- sponds quite closely with conceptions in 11 of the 12 site visit cities felt that 
· isticpractices. shared by a substantial majority of their city was currently experiencing '. f-

It is also important to know, in respondents in six major cities. The a problern with youth gangs. Four t evaluating tespondents' judgments as definition thus indicates quite specifi- major categories of city can be dis- i 
.to the character of gang problems, to cally the kind of unit referred to in tinguished on the basis of the degree '. 

wilat degree conceptions of gangs may respondents' evaluations of gang of agreement among respondents as 
have varied by city. Comparing defi- problems in their cities. to the existence of a. gang problem in 
nitional criteria offered by local re- their city. In the first category, all _ 
spondentsshows little intercity varia- those questioned, or all but one, af-
tion.While the total number of firmed the existence of such a prob-
respOnses is much. too small to support lem either on a city-wide basis or in 
statistically sound conclusions,3 what particular urban districts. These cities 
evidence is available fails to' show that are Los Angeles, PIilladelphia,Detroit, 
the c;tefinitional criteria cited by re- New York, Chicago, and San-Fran-
· spondents in' any city differed signif~ cisco. Only two of 39 agency repre-
icandy from those cited in others. sentatives queried (one in De~roit, one 

'With regard to P distinction be- in San Francisco) felt there was no 
tween a "gang" :u!Ci a "group," all gang problem in their city. In two addi-
respondents in forlr of the six cities tional cities, Cleveland and Washing-
rnade the distinction, and in the two ton, a majority of those questioned 
cities where some failed to do so, reported a gang problem, and in three 
(ancago, Detroit), Ii majority did. others, St. Louis, Baltimore, and New 
With regard to the five major defining Orleans, at least one respondent 
criteria, the highest proportion of re- claimed that gang problems existed. 
spondents in any city not accepting In only one city, Houston, was there 
any .of the criteria was one-third, and unanimous agreement that the city 
this degree of non-acceptance oc- was not experiencing any problem 
curred in only two of 30 possible with youth gangs. 
· cases. (In Detroit, one-third of the How can one account for differ-
~spondimts felt that illegal behavior ences in the judgments of respondents 
iQd organizatiQfl were not essential to in the five cities where consensUS was 
the definition ofa sling). In 19 of the lacking? One reason relates to the 
· -
'30 poiSible instances, no .respondent part of the. city respondents were fa-

miliar with; the survey found a sur-
prising degree of ignorance among 
many respondents as to conditions in 

.' districts of their own cities they did 
... .. not customarily contact. Another.and 

probably more influential reason re- .. 
lates to differences in definitional con-
ceptions":'an is$ue discussed in the 

<': previous section. 
It is' clear that one can recognize. 

JTlIe ~tive ~.~ cUa~butel"101 . the existence of a "pl'oblern'· in .the 
.'POnit. CI~r. 30 'cen~ (fi)'O In~or .crit~'. .area of crime or other areas without 
"~tlell)'·~ . .. . . at the same time perCeiving i~ as a " 

~:·f:'· . 1O u 
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"sclious" problem. Respondents were 
asked to evaluate the "seriousness" of 
the city's gang problem with respect 
to two scales of comparison: the first 
was other "serious" crime problems 
faced by the city. A list of such crimes 
was cited, based on previously ob· 
tained information as t() crime prob· 
lems in that city, but including only 
serious felonies-the eight "Part I" 
offenses designated in the Uniform 
Crime Reports of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation. "Homicide" and 
"Armed Robbery" were two of the 
offenses most frequently cited for 
purposes of comparison. A second 
scale of comparison was a list of non· 
crime "urban problems"-also derived 
from information specific to the city 
being surveyed, and generally including 
problems such as "housing," "fiscal 
problems," "race relations," and the 
like. Seriousness estimates based on 
this second scale are not included in 
the present report. 

Respondents were asked to use a 
scale of 1 to 10 in rating seriousness 
with respect to the "serious crime" 
scale; numbers 1,2,3 were considered 
as indicating an estimate of "low" 
seriousness, 4, 5, 6 as "medium," and 
7 through 10 as "high." Of the six 
cities with high respondent consensus 
as to the existence of a gang problem 
(hereinafter "gang·problem cities"), 
a majority of respondents in three, 
Los Angeles, Philadelphia and Detroit, 
rated the seriousness of the gang prob. 
lem as "high," in two, New York and 
Chicago, as "medium," and in one, 
San Francisco, as "low." Respond· 
ents in the "high" proJ,lem cities made 
comments such as "It is clearly an 
extremely serious problem." In the two 
"medium seriousness" cities, the "me· 
dium" estimate WaS often explained 
on the grounds that a city·wide judg· 
ment was being rendered, and that 
while gang problems were very serious 
in some areas, they were either absent 
or oflow seriousness in others. 

In fact,almost all respondents cited 
variation by districts as a complicating 
factor in making judgments. This was 
clearest in San Francisco, where all reo 

-- ----:- --------;--- -.-
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Table IV 

Respondents' Estimates as to Existence and Seriousness of 
Problems with Youth Groups Specifically DeSignated as 
"Gangs" 

N Cities = 12; N Respondents = 67 

Proportion Reporting 
Group Problems 

Estimate of Seriousness relative to most 
serious crime problems 

No 
High Medium Low Estimate 

All, or all but one: 37 
39 (95%) Los Angeles New York San Francisco 

Philadelphia Chicago 
Detroit 

Majority: 
5 8" (63%) 

Minority: 
4 16 (25%) 

None: o 4" ( 0%) 

12 Cities: 
46 
67 (69%) 

spondents rated the seriousness of the 
problem on a city·wide basis as "low," 
but at the same time every one rated 
seriousness as "very high" or "the 
highest" in one district-Chinatown. 
It is clear that a "high" rating could 
have been obtained for all 6 cities by 
soliciting estimates only for specific 
districts, but the estimates recorded in 
the table reflect primarily city·wide 
judgments. 4 

Other factors enter into the "me· 
dium" serious ratings for the two 
lai:ges~\ cities, New York and Chicago .. 
in the face of data presented later . 
showing that the scope of the gang 

4 Intracity ~tions in serio~sne~ of gang 
problems involve impor~t methodologi
cal and coriceptUlli considerations. Attempts 
will be made durlJig the Second phaSe of this 
study to utilize flJier IJitracity distinctions, 
and to employ units luchas police preclJict 
or census tracts as part of the comparative 
analyses. . 
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Cleveland Washington 

St. Louis 
Baltimore 
New Orleans 

Houston 

problem in these cities is greater than 
in some cities estimating higher serio 
ousness. The enormity of the popu· 
lation masses involved here, and the 
profusion of and severity of "prob· 
lems" both with other forms of 
crime and other urban conditions 
operat,es to produce perceptions of 
lesser Seriousness of gang problems 
when gauged against the totality of 
urban problems. Further, as will be 
discussed later, almost every'Chicago 
respondent referred his "serious· 
ness" estimates to the gang situation;:, 
of the tate 196Q's, when an extra· . 
ordinary development of "super
gangs" in that city made a deep im
print on respoD(lents' consciousness. 

. It is quite clear that the lack of . 
consensUs in" Cleveland, Washington, 
St. LoUis, Baltimore,andNew OrIea,ns 
mosfoften r;epreserited defu»tiofial 
differences; a typical response wclul4 . 
be, "WeU,lt aU 4epends on what yo~ 

" ...... ~ 
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\' classify as 'gang.' We have 'violence
prone clusters' or 'loosely-knit street 
cotner groups' or 'delinquent street 
clubs' that often present serious prob
lems, but we don't consider these to 
be 'gangs.'" In Washington, a police 
official said "There are only five gangs 
in the city that are at all vigorous," 
while a social service worker in the 
same city said "We only recognize 
about five gangs in the city, but the 
police claim there are about 100." 

Only in Houston was there unani
mous agreement that the city had no 
gangs, however ddlned, and that there 
had been none since 1945. The case of 
Houston is of particular interest; of 
the 15 metropolitan areas of Table II, 
it is in all probaoility the city with the 
least serious "problems" with either 
gangs or groups; moreover, it is cur
rently the fifth largest municipal city 
in th~ U.S., and while all larger cities 
report serious gang problems, Houston 
reports none. Further analysis of why 
only Houston, of the six largest cities 
(Detroit is sixth) reports no gang prob
lems is central to the "explanational" 
component of the present survey, a 
component not included in this report. 

Problems with Law-violating Youth 
Groups in Six Cities. As noted earlier, 
the notion of "gang" evokes in most 
people quite specific conceptions of a 
distinctive and readily recognizable 
type of unit-conceptions, however, 
which may differ quite markedly from 

. person to person. On the assumption 
that one respondent's "gang" might be 
anothei's"group" and vice versa, re
spondents were queried as to the ex
istenceof problems in their city with 
a set pf gang-likemaJ1ifestations which 
they might' or migphot consid~r as 
"gangs;" Respondentswere asked 
about "troublesome youth groups," 
"collective youth violence,"'''street 
corner groups," "neighborhood 
hanging groups," "youth/juvenile 
burglary or crime rillg~t ~nd the 
like; It was assumed that the six 
'''gang-problem'' cities~listed in Table 
IV would also,have "group" problems, 
sothtsquestion was not asked in those 
·'~iti~s.' Ifrespondellts ceportl'd . prob-

lems with "youth groups," they were 
asked to provide seriousness estimates 
on the same basis as in the "gang" 
cities. Table V shows responses of 25 
respondents concerning "group" prob-1 __ \ 

lems in their city. 
Respondents reported problems 

with "groups" in everyone of these 
cities. One common response to the 
query as to the existence of four or five 
kinds of collective youth crime was 
"All of the above." In only one city, 
Houston, did more than one respond
ent deny the existence of "group 
problems;" two out of four respond
ents, however, reported that such 
problems did exist. Of 25 respondents 
in the six cities, 22, or 88 percent, re
ported the existence of problems with 
one or more kinds of youth groups. 

For the other five cities, Cleveland, 
Washington, New Orleans, St. Louis, 
and Baltimore, respondents were un
animous (with one dissenter, in New 
Orleans) that one or more of the cited 
kinds of collective youth crime pre
sented problems. In several instances, 
one of the cited manifestations was 
reported as absent; for example, 
"youth/juvenile burglary rings" were 
reported as absent by several respond
ents. The majority of respondents in 
Cleveland, Washington, and New 
Orleans rated the group problem as 
"high" in seriollsness; in St. L<;>uis as 
"medium" and in Houston as "low." 
Seriousness ratings were not solicited 
in Baltimore. Cleveland in particular 
stressed the .seriousness of youth group 
problems; one police official said "It's 
pretty damn bad right now and getting 
worse." 

Respondents' Estimates of the Rec
ognition of G~ng Problems by Others. 
Respondents in the six "gang problem" 
cities were asked for their judgments 
as to whether other groups or agencies 

. (including other branches of their own) 
recognized a gang problem in the city. 
This question was asked both to ascer
tain the degree of correspondence be
tween respoildents' positions and their 
perceptions of others', and to get some 
notio~ of which city agencies or groups 
accorded higher or lower priority to 
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problems of gang violence. The five 
ag"ncieli or groups for whom estimates 
were sought were the pollce, the muni
cipal or county government, the 
schools, the social agencies, and the 
citizens or residents of the city. 
Tables VI and VII show respondents' 
estimates. 

Eighty-three percent of the 135 
responses included a judgment that 
others perceived gangs as a problem. 

For all six cities, the type of agency 
seen by others to be most cognizant 
of and concerned with youth gang 
problems was the schools, with 96 per
cent of respondents estimating that 
school personnel were concerned. 
Elementary, Junior and Senior High 
Schools were mentioned, with Junior 
High Schools most frequently cited 
in connection with gang problems. 
As will be discussed later, most re
spondents felt this recognition was 
especially noteworthy in light of a 
traditional tendency by the schools to 
conceal from outsiders internal prob
lems with diSCipline or serious mis
conduct. 

Ninety-one percent of respondents 
felt that city residents perceived gangs 
as a problem and many cited a perva
sive sense of fear by citizens in local 
communities-particularly minority 
communities. Almost every agency 
cited examples of desperate pleas from 
the citizenry for help in coping with 
gang violence. Ninety percent reported 
recognition by the police of gang prob
lems; some police o,fficers in juvenile 
or gang divisions felt that their fellow 
officers failed sufficiently to recognize 
how serioUS gang problems were, but 
most officers, as well as non-police 
personnel, attributed to the pollee a 
clear recognition ofthe gravity of the 
problem. 

Perceptions of the municipal or 
county governments and the social 
agencies, public and private, differed. 
While the majority attributed concern 
to these agencies, about 7 in 10, in 

, " 

contrasrto the 9 in 1 0 esti~tes for 
schools, residents andpi>llce, felt that 
these agencies were concerned with 
gang problems. One common com- .' 
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plaint about city governments con
cerned'discrepancies between words 
and deeds. One respondent said "They 
are big on rhetoric, but the amounts of 
money actually allocated for gang
related problems reflects a low priority 
in fact." The reluctance of some social 
agencies to recognize the seriousness 
of gang problems was most often at
tributed to a marked preference for 
working with the "good kids" rather 
than the tough, often violent, and 
seldom tractable gang members. 

There are considerable variation 
among the six cities with respect to 
estimates of gang-problem recognition 
by others. 

In New York, all respondents agreed 
that all·five categories of agencies and 
citizenry recognized th~ existence and 
seriousness of gang problems. This is 
probably related to the saliency of 
media communication in this city; 
since 1971 youth gang problems have 
been heavily publicized in magazine 
articles, newspaper features, and 
television programs. For a New York 
resident, lay or profeSSional, to be 
unaware of gang activities in the 
Bronx and elsewhere would require 
an unusual degree of insulation from 
media soUrces. The rankings of Los 
Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit, and 
San Francisco correspond fairly well 
to estimated and documented levels 
of seriousness in these cities; for ex
ample, in San Francisco. the city 
judged to have the least serious prob
lem of the six "gang-problem" cities, 
only about one-half of the respondents 
estimated that city residents and agen
cies recognized the existence of a gang 
problem. Only Chicago shows a figure 
incommensurate with the scope of the 
problem in that city. This is probably 
due to the circumstance cited in the 
discussion of Table IV; compared to 
an estimated 1,000 gangs and a re
ported 150 gang-related killings in one 
year during the "supergang" era of the 
1960's, a mere estimated 700 ganJS 
and 37ki11ings in 1974 appears as a 
problemoflesser seriousness. 

Summary. Findings with respect to 
the question "Are major·.American 

Table V 

. Respondents' Estimates as to Existence and Seriousness of 
Problems with Law-violating Youth Groups, Conective 
Youth Crime and Related Phenomena 
N Cities = 6;. N Respondents = 25 

Proportion Reporting 
Group Problems 

Estimate of Seriousness relative to most 
serious crime problems 

., 

High Medium Low 
No 
Estimate 

All or all but one: 

Half: 

None: 

6 Cities: 

Table VI 

20 (95%) Oeveland St. Louis 
21 Washington 

2 "4 (50%) 

o ( 0%) 

22 
25 (88%) 

New Orleans 

Houston 

Respondents' Estimates as to whether Major Agencies or 
Groups Recognize thl) Existence of a Youth Gang Problem: 
By Agency 

N Cities = 6 
N Responses = 135 

Baltimore 

Category of Agency/Group 
being Judged: All Cities 

% Estimating Agency/ 
Number of • Group Recognizes 

1. Schools 
2. City Residents 
3. Police 
4. Municipal/County Gov't. 
5. Social Service ~ncies 

All Categories 

13 

Responses· E,astence of Gang PrOblem 

29 96.5 
23 91.3 
31 90.3 
29 68.0 
23 65.2 
13582.9 
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cities currently experiencing problems 
with law-violating youth gangs or 
youth groups, and if so, how serious 
are these problems?" may be sum
marized as follows. In 12 major cities, 
including 11 of the 1 5 largest metro
politan areas, 70 percent of67 criminal 
justice and social service professionals 
reported the existence of gang prob
lems in their city. In six ci~ies, Los 
AQgeles j Philadelphia, Detroit, New 
York, Chicago and San Francisco, all 
or all but one of persons questioned 
reported gang problems; in two other 
cities,. Cleveland and Washington, a 
majority reported gang problems, and 
in three others, St. Louis, Baltimore, 
and New Orleans, a minority. In one, 
Houston, no respondent reported a 
gang problem. Seriousness of the gang 
problem was rated as "high" in Los 
Angeles. Philadelphia, and Detroit, 
"medium" in New York and Chicago, 
and "low" in San Francisco. 

Of those cities where agreement as 
to the existence of a gang problem was 
lower than those just cited, respond
ents in all six reported problems with 
some form oflaw-v.iolating youth 
group. In three cities, Cleveland, 
Washington, and New Orleans, the 
seriousness of such problems was rated 
as "high;" in one, St. Louis, as "me
dium;" and in one, Houston, as "low." 

Table VlI 

Respondents showed a high level 
of agreement in their defmitions of 
the term "gang." Approximately 90 
percent agreed on five major defining 
criteria: organization; identifiable 
leadership; continuing association ; 
identification with it territory; and 
involvement in illegal activity. Three
quarters differentiated between groups 
so defined and youth groups seen to 
lack some or all of these criteria. 

. Thus, in 12 citie$ whose metro
politan population of approximately 
55 million comprises about 40 per
cent of the total popUlation of all U.S. 
metropolitan areas,problems with 
either gangs or groups were reported 
in a1::12, with the majority of respond
ents in lObe. cities rating such problems 
as highly serious with respect to the 
most serious forms of crime, four 
rating seriousne~s as "medium" and 
one as "low.".s These preliminary 
findings indicate that in the eyes of 
profeSSionals in major cities who are 
closest to problems of youth crime, 
crime and violence perpetrated by 
members of youth gangs and/or law
violating youth groups currently con
stitute a crime problem of major scope 
and seriousness in urban America. 

5 No estimate was given for Baltimore. 

Respondents' Estimates as to whether Major Agencies or 
GroupsRecognize the Existence of a Youth Gang Problem: 
By City 

N Cities = 6; N Responses = 135 

City ,being Judged: 
All Agencies/Groups 

.1. New York 
2_ Los Angeles 
.3, Philadelphia 
4. Detroit ~ .. 

. 5. Chicago . 
'6. San FraJlcisco 

SixCities .. 

% Estimating Agency IGroups 
Number of RecCignizes EXistence of 
Responses Gang Problem 

18 
21 
19 
22 
40 
15 

135 

14· 

100.0 
95.2 
89.5 
81.8 
77.5 
53.3 
82.9 



III. The Size of the Problem: Presentation of figures as to the,n.J,1m· 
Numbers of Gangs, Law-violating bers of gangs and/or law.violatif,~/ 
Groups, and Gang/Group Members 'youth groups and their membership 
in Major United States Cities which are at the same time reasonably 

accurate and reasonably comparable 
from city to city, involves unusual dif· 
ficulties, as already noted. Among the 
problems encountered here are the abo 
sence of any uniform standards for de· 
fining and/or typing "gangs" (each city 
has its own defmition and typologies);' 
the absence in any United States city 
of an agency responsible for keeping 
account of the numbers of gangs and 
gang members independent of the or· 

.ganizational interests of particular servo 
ice agencies; and the continuing changes 
in numbers, sizes, designations, subdi· 
vision identity, locations, and composi· 
tion of gangs in each city. 

Pressures exist both to exaggerate 
and to minimize the size and serious
ness of gang problems, and techniques 
are employed both to inflate and de· 
flate figures. These opposing processes 
may exist in the same city at the same 
time (opposing interests present con· 
flicting figures), or in the same city at 
different times (deflate one year, in· 
flate the next, to show need for addi· 
tional resources; inflate one year, de· 
flate the next, to show success in 

Table VllI 

dealing with gangs).1 
". 

Despite these problems, it is impor· . 
tant for policy purposes to present the 
best possible estimates as to the num· 
bim of gangs and gang members. A reI· 
atively reliable estimate of 5,000 gang 
members in major cities would have 
considerably different implications for 
crime control priorities than an esti· 
mate of 25,000. 

Table VlII presents estimates of 
numbers of gangs and gang members 
for the six "gang·problem" cities for 
the 1973·75 time period. The interpre. 
tation of this table will be facilitated 
by first considering the following data 
from Chicago. 

In 1966 the commanding officer of 
the Gang Intelligence Unit of the Chi· 
cago Police Department made public 
departmental estimates showing that 
the police ha.d recorded the existence 
of about 900 "youth groups" in the 
city, of which about 200 were suffi· 
ciently involved in criminal activity to 

1 The expanded version of this report will 
present further detail as to the dynamics and 
politics of inflation-deflation procedures, 
including a discussion of the "overp1ay·under~ 
play" process in representing the scope of 
gang problems, 

Estimates of Numbers of Gangs and Groups 
in Chicago, 1966, 1971, 1975 

Year Estimated No. Estimated No. Estimated No. 
"Groups" "Gangs" ~~Hard·Core Gangs" 

1967 9001 200· 201 

1971 N.E. N.E. 12.151 

1975 7003 ISO' 10·1i~ 

N.E. = No Estimate Obtained 
1 Source:GIIlJ InteWaence Unit, Chicqo P.D~ . 
'SQurce: G .... CQrneJlnveatiption Bureau, ChicIIO P.D. 
3Source: JUyeriile DelinquencY Sub~mmittee of U.S. Senate 

Judiciary Committee 

15 . 

Estimated No. 
Gang·Members 

N.B) 
3,0001 

3,OO()'6,OOO 

o 
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" merit police attention (membership to show considerable stability; while 
····listskept by the GIU) and thus to be no f"IgUre was obtained for 1967, ex-

designated "gangs," and that about 20 trapolations based on fig~res for 1971 
of these were "hard-core" -that is, ac- and 1975 would indicate an approxi. 
tively involved in serious violence and mate figure of about 6,000 members of 
tJllis meriting close po!ice surveillance. gangs, so defmed-the samenllmber as 
These f"JgUIes reflect what .1s essentially the "high" estimate for 1975. 
a typology of different kinds of gangs, The distinction between "gangs" 

. as used by the Chicago police. The and ~'groups" made explicitly in the 
''900'' fIgUre represents the "looser" Chicago estimates also affect interpre-
definition which would include street tations of Table IX. In Philadelphia, 
cpmer groups, ''hanging'' groups, and for example, the police department in 
others of the kind tabulated in Table 1973 provided a public estimate of 88 
V; the "200" figure represents the gan~ with a membership of 4,707, but 
"stricter" definition which in general mentioned also that there were many 
would correspond to those groups con- additional.comer groups which did not 
sidered to be "gangs" as tabulated in meet their criteria for a gang (defend-

. Table IV, and the "20" figure repre- ing turf by violence); however, in their 
sen~ a subtype of the latter, seen by request to the city for operating funds 
the police as posing the most serious for the same year, the department ap· 
crime problems. In 1975, almost a full parently decided that enough of the 
decade later, the corresp'onding figures latter did meet the criteria of "gang" 
were 700, 1 SO, and 12. (The "gangs" to ~aise their "gang" figure to 237-
and "hard-core" figures were provided about two and a half times the number 
by the Commanding Officer of the Gang used in public state:Jients. This kind of 
Crimes Investigation Unit, the GIU . discrepancy shows how it is possible 
,having ~een abolished in 1973. and the . for agencies in any city to manipulate 
"groups~' fIgUre by the Juvenile Delin- gang statistics simply by shifting the 
quency Subcommittee of the u.S. Sen- line of demarcation between "gangs" 
ate Committee of the Judiciary, on the and "groups" in an upward or down-
basis of investigations conducted by ward direction. 
the staff of Senator Qirch Bayh, its Table IX presents estimates for the 
chairman.) six "gang-problem" cities, along with 

While these figures appear to indi- sources and dates of information. For 
cate something of a reduction in the each city except San Francisco, both a 
size of the gang problem in Chicago (a "high" and "low" estimate are given 
d<lcrease of 25 percent in the number for all categories. More detailed infor-
of gangs ~stini3ted by the police in a mati0n.as to the exact sources and 
nin~yea{period), what is significant methods~of estimatjon for all fIgUres 
\tere is the constancy of the ratios be- in the 22 cells of Table XX are given in 
tween types: in 1967,~2l percent of Appendix B. In some cases estimates in 
pollce-recognized groups were re- column one (numbers of gangs) derive 
garded as "gangs;" in 1975;· 21 percent; from different sources than those in 
in 1967, 10 percent of gangs were des- column two (numbers of gang mem
ignated as "hard-core,"and in 1975 bers) so that caution should be exer-
about 8 percent. What appears here as cized in attempting to derive average 
an unusual degree of stitbility occurred gang sizes from these figures. 
during a period of enocmous1urbulence High and low fIgUres are given to 
among slum youth of the city. includ- present some notion of the order of 
ing a dramat;C .emergence and decline discrepancy within cities as to size esti-
of highly.pu~\licized "sullergangs" -in mates, and to provide bases for both 
the ahennatJi of which-many people "conservative" and "non-conservative" 
felttha~ the "gang probleJll"in Chi- totals. 
cago h~dall but disappe~d. Estimated With some exceptions, the major 
numbers organg members also appear reason for discrepancies between 

'/' fo-
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"high"aud,"low" figUrell is'defini
tional; "high" estimates generally in:
volve the "looser" definitions which 
encompass the various kinds of law
violating youth groups cited earlier; 
"low" estimates are based on "stricter" II 
definitions, generally including police
specified criteria such as involvement 
in serious violence, visible and explicit 
"leadership" and/or "organization," 
names and/or "colors," and other cri
teria commonly used to distinguish 
"gangs" from "groupS.,,2 

For Chicago, the "gang/group" dis
tinction is explicitly made, as shown 
in Table VIII. The "1,000+" figure for 
Los Angeles clearly includes "groups," 
as shown in Appendix B. New York 
City's "high" figures include approxi
mately 60 groups initially identified as 
possible gangs, but which upon further 
investigation failed to meet police 
criteria for "gangs." Detroit's "high" 
figure derives from the statement of a 
veteran police officer that he could 
cite 100 gang names for the East Side 
alone, but that these groups were rela
tively small, and constantly forming 
and reforming into different units. 

Totals based on the "low" or most 
conservative estimates indicate a mini· 
mum of 760 gangs with_ a membership 
of approximately 28,500 youth in the 
six "gang problem" cities. What order 
of ~agnitude do these figures repre
sent? On an average day in 1970-71, 
the total number of juveniles confined 
in all jails and all juvenile detention 
facUities in all 50 states was approxi
mately 19,600,3 The conservative esti
mate of the n¥mber of members of 
police-recognized gangs in six cities is 
thus approximately one and a half 
times the average daily number of ju
veniles confmed in all jails and deten-

I) 

2For one citation of these criteria, see 
W. Miller, "White Gan!!,'!" in J. Short, Ed., 
Modem CrimifUlls. Transaction Books, 1910. 
p. 82. See also Table Ill, Chapter II, and 
discussion. 

3R. C. Sarti, Under Lock and Key: JUJle1iila 
in Jail. and Detention. Nationallnititute of 
J uvenile ~onections, University of Michigan 
December, 1974, Table 2.S •. 

Cl. " 
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tion facilities throughout the whqle 
country. 

The total "high" estimate for the 
six cities, including as it most probably 
dQes estimates of both "gangs" and 
"groups," substantially exceeds the 
tctal number of youth (under 18) ar
rested for violent Part I crimes in the 
whole of the United States for the year 
1973. (Total persons under 18 arrested 
for murder, forcible rape, robbery, ~ 
gravated assault, 50 states, 63,700; 
tota~"high" estimate of gang/group 
members, six cities, 81,500 or about 
25 percent higher).4 

40ime in the United States, 1973. Federal 
~}lreau of Investigation, Qarence M. Kelley, 
Director, September 6, 1974, Table 29. 

Table IX 

Numbers of Gangs and Gang Members 
in Six Gang-Problem Cities, 1973·1975 

On the basis of the "low" figures in 
Table lX, it would appear that New 
York currently estimates the highest 
number of gangs (315), and Chicago 
the next highest (150-220). However, 
los Angeles estimates the highest 
number of gang members (12,000), . 
with New York second (8,000). 

In addition to showing the range of 
estimates, the difference between the 
"high" and "low" estimates for the 
six cities-apprOximately 2,000 gangs 
and 53,000 members-has a direct pol
icy implication. Insofar as these figures 
represent members of "groups" iden
tified by official agencies but not cur
rently considered sufficiently violent 
or well-organized to merit the designa
tion "gang," they represent the size of 
the youth population in the rue. cit~s 

which currently manifests lOme poten· 
tial, of whatever degree, of takinathe < 

form bf "gangs" rather than "groups!' 
Not included in the totals just reo . 

ported are estimates for the five 
"group-problem" cities of Table V. In 
addition, they do not include e.stimates 
for more· than a dozen other IIlljor . 
cities which. were not part oftbe initial 
survey, but are possible "gang prob
lem" cities. Newspaper fIles for a seven 
month period between November . 
I 

1974 and June 1975 show that the 
terms "gang" or "gang fight" were used 
in connection with collective youth 
crjmes in apprOXimately 50 United 
St~es cities and towns other than the 
twelve cities of Table IV. 

Among these are the cities of Al
b.any, Rochester, Syracuse, Buffalo, 

City Estimated" Source Date Estimated No. Source 
No. Gangsl of Info. Gang Members of Info. Date 

New York high 473 P.D. 11/73 40,000 - low 315 P.D. 3/74 8,000·19,500 
Juvenile Cts. 6/74 
P.D. 3/74 

Chicago high 700 US Sen., J.D. Comm. 4/75 10,000 P.E.L.2 6/74 
low 150-220 P.D. 4/75 3,000-5,000 P.D. 4/75 

los Angeles high 1,000+ P.D. 3/75 15,000 
low 160 Juvenile Ct. 1/75 12,000 

) P.D. 1/75 
P.D. 3/75 

Philadelphia high 400 P.E.L. 6/74 15,000 P.E.L. 6/74 
low 88 P.D. 1/74 4,700 P.D. 1/74 

Detroit high 110 P.D. 4/75 1,250 P.D. 4/75 
low 30 Soc. Agency, Bd. of Ed. 4/75 500 P.D., Soc. Agency 4/75 

San Francisco 20 P.D.,Prob'n 2/75 250 P.D.,Prob'n 2/75 

Six Cities high 2,700 81,5QO 
low 760 28,450 

<:!~ 

1 See Appendix B for additional detail as . " 

~o sources of hlgh and low estimates. o· 

P.E.L. = Pennsylvania Economy League 
"TbeGang ~oblemin P1tjJadelphia" 
Report # 375, June 1974. 

. . 
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Denver, Des. Moines, Newark, New 
Britain, Bridgeport, Hartford, Miami, 
Memphis, Jacksonville, Providence, EI 
Paso, Milwaukee, and Pittsburgh, It is 
almost impossible to ascertain on the 
basis of these newspaper stories, and in 
the absence of site-visit data-collection, 
whether the term "gang" in these re
ports refers to the kind of group found 
in the major "gang-problem" cities, 
but there is a good likelihood that 
there are gang problems in at least 
some of these cities, and possibly in 
most. 

In addition to estimates of the total 
numbers of gang and group members 
in major "gang-problem" cities, it is 
important as well to adjust for city 
size, and attempt to estimate the pro
portion of youth in the several cities 
seen to be affiliated with gangs"or 
groups. Table X uses the figures of 
Table IX to provide such approxima
tions. An "average" estimate of the 
numbers ·of gang/group members in 
each&ity was obtained by adding the 
highest and lowest estimates and divid
ing by two; "high" estimates were 

Table X 

· derived either by using the "high" esti
mate of group members; or by multi
plying the highestim,ate. of number of 
gan~ by an average estimated gang 

lsize of 30. 
On the basis of the "average" esti

mates, Philadelphia lind Los Angeles '0', 

· show the highest proportions of gang! 
group members to the male adolescent 
population-approximately six per 100 
youth. New York shows about four, 
Chicago two, and Detroit and San 
Francisco less than one. For all six 
cities the rate is about 37 per thousand, 
or something under 4 percent. The 
ranking of cities according to these 
"proportion" estimates corresponds 

· closely to the "seriousness" estimates 
shown in Table N. The one exception 
is Detrpit, whose rate relative to the 
four largest cities does not correspond 
to the "high" seriousness evaluations 
made by local respondents. 

The "high" estimates suggest that 
close to one out of ten male adoles
cents in Philadelphia is affiliated with 
a gang or group, about six per hundred 
in Los Angeles and New York, and 

Estima~ed Proportions of Youth Affiliated with Gangs or 
Law-violating Groups in Six Gang-Problem Cities 

"Average" "High" 
City Estimate' Estimate2 

Philadelphia 59.1 3 88.6 
. Los Angeles 57.3 63.6 
New York City 39.1 65.1 
Chicago 22.0 33.9 
Detroit 6.3 9.0 
San. Francisco 0.5 0.5 

Six Cities. 36.7 54.6 

'Table IX "high" and "low" estimates/2 + No. male youth 10-19 
U.S. Census 1970; 

2Tilble IX "hig)l"estimates of gang-members or "high" estimate 
of No. salliS x 30, whichever higher+No. male youth. 10-19 U.s. 
CenlUil970. . 

3Rate .,er l~OOO males 1(}.19., 
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something over three per hun~redin 
Chicago. For the six cities, the figures 
suggest that something on·ihe.order of 
11 adolescent males per 200 are affili- . 
ated with gangs or groups. , 

It shou.ld be added that these esti-' 
mates in all likelihood substantially 
underestimate the actual proportions 

, of youth affiliated with gangs or law
violating groups in the six cities. Even 
the "high" estimates, which do in 
some cases include units more "loosely'-" 
defmed, are still substantially influenced 
by the "stricter" definitions which re
flect law-enforcement purposes of po
lice agencies rather than "informa
tional" purposes of a census-type 
surveyor investigation. 

The likelihood that a careful gang! 
group census based on clearly defined 
descriptive criteria would yield higher 
figures is suggested by statements from 
local respondents. In Los Angeles the 
Commanding Officer of the Gang Ac
tivities Section of the Police Depart
ment said "There are thousands of 
gangs in I.os Angeles; every park has a 
gang, every bowling club has a gang .... " 
A youth worker in Chicago said "Every 
community haS a lot (of street groups)
maybe three or four. In some areas you 
fmd one in each block-sometimes, one 
in each building! A colleague contested 
the "three or four per community" es
timate, saying ''There are two or three 
ellery block, not every community!" 

Summary. Accurate data as to the 
actual numbers of gangs and gang 
members now active in major cities are 
extremely difficult to obtain. However, 
it is important for policy purposes to 
have some notion, however general, of 
the size of the gang problem. "Low" 
estimates indicate.a minimum of 760 
gangs and 28,500 gang members in the 
six "gang-problem" cities; "high" esti~ 
mates, which still in all proba~ility err 
on theconse!~;.itive side, indicate 2,700 
gangs .and/or law-violating youth . 
groups, and 81,500 gang/group mem
bers. On the basis of "low" estimates, 
New York City, with police estimates 
of 315 gangs with 8,000 "verified" or . 
20,000 "alleged'* members, has the 

' .. 

!, 



highest gang population of the six 
cities, and San Francisco with 250 esti
mated gangmernbers the lowest. When 
adjusted for population size, Philadel
phia shows the highest proportion of 
the six' cities, with approximately 60 
gang members per thousand male 
youth aged 10 to 19. 

It should be noted in addition that 
while the numbers presented here indi
cate a gang/group problem of consider
able scope, the general impact of gangs 
on the crime problems in a city, and 
in particular on citizen perception of 
the gravity of such problems, is actu
ally considerably greater than the num-

19 

bers alone would indicate. This is . . 
because gang~rime tends to, embody •. 
degree.ofvioleJice, and becauae images·· 
organg violence tend to evoke a seDle 
of threat in the community,thatare 
not found in the case of crilnescom
mitted by non-gang populations of 

. eq1.livalent size. 

.) 
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IV ~ Social Characteristics 
of Gang Members 
in Six Cities 

'))"~ 

Age, Sex, Social Status, 
Locale, National Background 

,0 

.' . 

With few exceptions, studies of gangs 
and gangme~bers conducted during 
the past SO years have shoWn that . 
the greatmajorhy'ofyouth gang mein
bers share.a common set of social char
acteristics. Most gang members resem
ble one another in four respect~: sex, 
age, social class status; and focale. 
They are predominantlyinale, range 
in age from about 12 to about 21, orig
inate in families at the lower educa- . 
tional and occupationalle",:?ls, and are 
found primarily in the low-income or 
"slum" districts of central cities. In a 
fifth respect, ethnieity, or national 
background; or nice, gangs have shown 
wide variation-with membership during 
different historical periods. reflecting 
the full range of national background 
groups composing our society. What is 
the situation of the gangs of the 1970's, 
which differ in some importimt re
spects from their predecessors, with 
respect to these traditional social char
acteristics of gang members? 

Accompanying the renewed concerh 
over g&ng problems in the 1970's has 
been a questioning of the applicability 
to contemporary gangs of each of these 
"traditional" sets of characteristics. 
Oaims ar~ made that the age of gang 
members has expanded both upwardly 
and downwardly-that violent gang 
activity among six and seven-year 91ds 
has bec9me prevalent, and that men 
through their twenties and thirties are 
playing a mu~h larger role in gangs. Fe
male garig activity, traditionally far less 
prevalent than male, is said to have be
come far more common; claims are 
made that city .slums are no longer the 
primary habitat of gangs, but th;it they 
are now found equally in middle class 
suburban areas. Claims have also been 
made that the currerit.gang problem 
in the U.S. is now aImostentirely a 
black prQblem in contrast to the, mul
tiple ethnic statuses of gangs of the 
past. What are the findings of the SUr" 
vey withres~ct to tbe$e clair.ns? 

Larger gangs have traditionallycorri
priseda set ofage-differentiated sub- , .' 
divisions ("segments"), bearing names 
such as "Pee-Wees," "Midgets/' "Jun
iors," "Old Heads," arid the like. Re
spondents in alI six "gang problem" 
cities reported the existence of this 
phenomenon, withs,ome reporting it as . 
very prevalent. ' 

The notion that a subs~antial mim
ber of gang members are now older. 
than was formerly the case ("Some are 
in their late twentieS and even thir
ties") is particularly prevalent in New 
York. Two major factors are cited; the 
first is based on the thesis that in· 
creased gang activity is largely a product· , 
of returning Viet Nam veterans, who, 
in resuming gang membership, brought 
with them the knowledge and weap-
onry of actual military combat. The 
second factor involves a current version 
of the "Fagin" thesis ( olderman uses 
youths as criminal agents) which /!S-
sert~ that adults and/or older gang 
members delegate lipecificcririles to 
juveniles whoare liable to less severe 
penalties than adults. III Los' Angeles 
claims of involvement of older men 
apply primarily to the traditional Mex.
ican commun#ies, where "veteranQs" , 
often maintain some.order ofaffilia.; '., 
tion with gang names in particular bar· 
rios well into thejr adult yearS~'The 
notion that a substantial number:..of 
gang members are now younger ("Six, 
and seven year olds are heavilyinto' 
robbery and burglary") is related to , 
the thesis that the age of Yiolentcritn
inality is becoming progressively lower. 
(One New York respondent said "The 
averagevioI!mt offender ul\ed to be 
about 16; but is now, 12-14"): 

SiinilllI'·claims·of the expansion of 
. thegang-m~mbe .. age range are made .. ~" 
iil oth~r·cities ~ well. TheI:e 'isun-.·, .. 
doubtedly some basis in f~6tforbotb 

. types of claim, but pre1uninilly'findfD8si 
~ ,. - : ' - .' . . :\< ",~ ":'. -;, • 



seem.to indicate rather clearly that 
.. what age expansion has occurred does 

"Dinot represent a substantial develop. 
mente . 

It seemslikely·thatclaims ofsig· 
nificant age.rangee~p~ysion derive 
from pvergeneralizations from a rela· 
tively small number of striking but 
atypical cases; available data indicate 
. that. the ~larger the gang populations for 
which agec;lata arc compiled, the closer 

. do 'age distributions apprm~imate "tra· 
ditional" distributions. Table XI pre
sents pooled figures obtairtedin reo 
sponse .to the question "What is your 
estinlate of the age·range' of the bulk 
of gang' members in this city?" 

These estiniates do not diverge sig. 
nificantly from the traditional 12·21 
rllQge.Estimates offered by some reo 
spondents as to ~e "peak" ageot' gang 

,membership intliree of the six cities 
arealsos~rprisinglysimilar. The 
"younger age" thesis is reflected in the 
fact that in two cities, Chicago and 
Philadelphia, respondents used the age 
.of eigiltastheir lower limit, and in ~wo 
others, New York and Los Angeles, 
10. TheJact that age 22 represents the 
upper estunate in four of six cities 
·does not correspondto.the·notion that 
a substantial number of contemporary 
gang members are in their late twenties 

. or thirt.ies. . 

Table XII provides even less support 

~spondents~ Estimates of Age·range 
of Majority 'of Gang Members 

Cit~ y 

. '. 
NeWY9rjt 

. Chicago' '. 
l.IlsAnFl~ 

I' .:'. ~hnadelphia 'De.twlt .... '., 
SIn FrancisCo '. ',::, ':.,".,' 

... ·,:·N.lt~~~te 
(:" ...... " " 

. . . 
·<"i:I~'" .~ . .'.';::'.~'.", 

i~]:·~~·;)'~.:,t~,~ '., ',. 

Estimated 
Age 'Range 

1()'22 
; 8-22 
1()'22 
8~22 

12·20 . 
12-20 . 

!~ 

"'" 

to the "substantialage-expanslon" the· 
sis. TheseftgU1'es.are derived from com· 
pilations of reported arrests of gang 
members dunng the 1970-'74 period. 
Of 807 gang·member aiTest~ reported 
for the four largest cities, 93 percent . 

. fell within the 14·21 age·span, and 82 
percent within the 14-19 range. Only 
6 percent of those whose arrests were 
reported were younger than 13 or older 
than 23. m,all four cities the modal 
age was 16·17, a figure approximating 
respondents' estimates of 17·18 as 
"peak" years of gang membership. 

The low 4 percent for the "13 and 
below" category could be attributed 
at least in part to a general reluctance 
by police to arrest early and pre·teen 
youth, but this interpretation would 
also imply a greater willingness to ar· 
rest those at the higher age levels-a 
proposition which is not supported by 
the very low 2.1 percent figure for the 
23 and over age category. Distributions 
for the four largest cities are remarka· 
bly similar. For example, percentages 
of those 17 and under vary only about 
5 percent among the four cities (60 to 
66 percent). 

Preliminary evidence, then, does 
not support the notion of a significant 
expansion of the traditional age range 
of gang members. What is possible is the 
;.addition during the current period of 
~perhaps a year or two at each end of 
the raDge. 

Estimated 
"Peate'! Age 

. 17,18 

. N.E. 
17,18 
18 (~edian) 
N.E. . 
N:E. 
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itals = mode 

I Perpetrators, victims reported in daily press from police sources. 
2 Assailants only: Pennsylvania Economy Le,gueReport, p. 10. 
3Through ApriL 
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Sex of Gang Members 

Urban youth gang activity was and. isa 
predominantly male enterprise. Tradi- ' 
tionally females have been involved in 
gang activities in one of three ways; as 
"auxiliaries" or "branches" of maie 
gangs, as essentially autonomous units; 
and as participants in se~ually "miXed" 
gangs. Of these, the first has been by 
far the most common. The member. 
ship of female adjuncts or auxiliaries, 
frequently bearing a feminiZed venian 
of the male gang name (Crips; Crip
ettes;Disciples, Lady.Disciples), gen
erally comprises for the most part fee 
males related in some way to the, male 
gang members-as girl friends, sisters, 
sisters of girl friends, friends of siste~s, 
and so on. Autonomous female gangs 
'have been relatively rare. Although . 
stories are frequently told about serio 
ously criminal and/or violent behavior 
engaged in by females, 'often undertaken' 
in the process of abetting male viola· 
tions, arrests of female gang members 
have generally been far fewer than . 
those of males, and their criminality 
tends to be substantially less serious. 

None of the information collected 
in the initial phase of the survey indio 
cates that the gangs of the 1970's differ 
significantly from their predecessors in 
the above respects. The existence of 
female auxiliaries of male gangs was reo ' 
ported for all six gang·problem cities. 
In New York police estimated that 
about one half of the gangs they knew 
of had female branches. However, their 
number was estimated at only about 6 
percent of the. total known gang popu
lation. The number given 'for fully 
autonomous female gangs in all of the 
Bronx and Queens (population, 1970, 
3.4 million) \Vas only six. A general ' 
estimate that gang members are, 90 per
cent or more male probably obtairis for· 
all gang" cjf les.· .' ".,', 
. .·zx. ' ' 

D¢spite claims by some that cru.ni· 
nalitYbyfemales,either in general. Or 
in connectiolnvitb gangactivitYris . 
both mor~ prevalent, and viole .. ' tlllUl '.' 
mtQepllst~what data w,,~eaVaUable~\;' 
didno~,proridemuchsupport to such i 

:cw.ms.Forex~ple,bf 4,4qO air~.:ts 
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'Qrgang members recorded by Chicago 
pOlice in 1974, about400, under lQ 

,Locales and Social Class Status of Gangs other populations to "outer-city" and 

per~rif, involved females. In Philadel- Groups of adolescents customarily con-
"ph~, of approximately 4Q female gregatein.communities of all sizes, in 

" ::groupsldeiltified by the police, neit' t. all regions, and.atall economic levels~ 
- one met their criteria ofa "gang," nor"" ,However, the kinQs of youth congrega
did the municipal gang control agency - tions'whoseillegal activities are suffi-

.-classify asinglegirls'group as posing ciently threatening and persistentasto 
, a "serious threat," Similarly, stories earn them the designati~ "gang" have 
told ab,ou.tthe natUre of female partic- traditionally been found in greater 
ipation in gang activities (weapons car~ numbers, and have engaged in more 
riers, decoys for ambush killings, par- violent activities, in those sections of 

, tfcipants in individual or gang fighting) large cities whose populations fall in 
did not differ significantly fromthos~ the lower educational and occupational 
told in the past. The classic rationale categories. During the past 25 years a 
for 'gang fighting, avenging the im- set of fundamental changes have af-

'pugned honor offemales,was fre- . fected both the distribution of urban 
quendy cited. Most respondents, how- populations and the subcultures of 
ever, felt that the part played by youth. In response to a complex set of 
females did not represent a particularly processes involving racial and eth,nic 
serious aspect of current gang problems. migrations, development of extensive. 

- . urban~area motc;>r highway systems, and 
others, there has been a massive move
ment of urban populations out of 
"central" city areas to outer city, ring
city, and suburban communities. While 
most of the outmigrants have been 
middle- and working class, many lower
income populations have also been 
directly affected. Concomitantly there 
have been Significant changes in basic 
orientations of many middle class 
youth respecting traditional morality, 
the legitimacy ()f official authority, the 
value of the "work-ethic" and other 
''Value'' issues. 

Both of the$,e developments, along 
with others, have laid the groundwork 
for what could be a serious erosion of 
the demographic and cultural condi· 
tions associated With the concentration 

suburban areas, and considerable dis- .' 
cussion of the rise of gangs among 
iniddle-claSs youth~ In light-of these 
developments, is ihere anything in the 
present situation of your city that 
would call for any significant modifi
cation in tlte"traditional" statement 
as to the 'concentration of gangs and 
gang violence?" 

Somewhat surprisingly, of 30 coda
ble responses to this question in the 
six gang-problem cities, 26 (87 percent) 
agreed either with some qualification 
or without qualification that no modi
fication of the "traditional" generaliza
tionas to gang concentration was nec
essary for their city. The city whose 
respondents showed most unanimity 
was Los Angeles, with four out of six 
giving l!P unqulllified "no modification" 
ailswe~~ one a qualified "no modifica
tion," and one an ambiguous answer. 

-Of the five respondents not supporting 
the "traditional" statement, three gave 
equivocal or non-responsive answers, 
one a qualified rejection (in Detroit), 
and only one a flat rejection (San Fran
cisco). 

Given this unexpected degree of 
consensus that the primary locus of 
serious gang activity in the 1970's, as 
in the past, is the "slum" areas of cities, 
some qualifications, derived both from 
other data and from the "qualified 
agreement" responses, are called for 
(one-half of the "no-modification" re
spqnses were qualified). One major as
pect relates to the fact that the· tenns 
"inner-city" and "slum/ghetto" today 
show considerably less correspondence 

of gangs in "inner-city"areas. And in- in most cities than in the past. One 
deed there has been considerable dis- good example is found in Chicago, 
cussion of the spread of gang activities where classics(;ciological stud~s of the 
from the slums to the suburbs, and 1920's and 30's showedhighest"con-
from l()wer-income to middle class centralions of gangs in the industrial/ 
populati6ris. Because of the.se changes residential zones of the central city. 
and speculations,. respondents were . Today, in Chicago as in other major 
asked tl!e following question. "Tradi- metropolises, the central di~rict of the 
t~onaUy the largest numbers of gangs.cityhas becoRie largely commercial. 
andthe-rnore se~ousfOrins organg ac- "(fmance, retail) and service (fo9d,en
.tivities have j)een concentrated in the~rtainment) zon~s, often tht()ughde-

'. "slmn "'or "ghetto~' areas of central. libe~ate urban planning. Thinesults 01' 
cities. There has r~erit1Y been a,greatatleast two conditions inimical to the 

,_ d~al of movement o( working claSs' arid forination/maint~rianceof gangs-a . 

" 
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dearth of residential family units with 
adolescent offspring, and a policy of 
intensive police patrol of "downtown," 
aimed to protect both daytime com
mercial activities and nighttime service 
activities. 

What has happened, as in other 
cities, is that "slums" or "ghettos" 
have shifted away from the "inner-
city" areas to "outer-city," ring-city, 
or ~uburban areas-often to formerly 
middle- or working-class neighborhoods, 
with special concentration in housing 
project areas. The gangs are still in the 
"ghettos" but these are often, in the 
1970's, at some remove from their ' 
traditional "inner-city" locations. 

The development of problematic 
gangs in the suburbs (or "out in the 
county'; for several cities) was noted 
as a major development by surprisingly 
few respondents, despite a direct ques
tion inquiring as to such a development. 
Some stated flatly-"There are no gangs 
in the suburbs." This general impression 
Seems·to be inconsistent with state
ments made by some that as ethnic 
slum populations have moved more 
widely throughout the metropolitan 
area they have taken their gangs with 
them. The above-cited consensus in 
los Angeles is particularly notable in 
this respect in light of the fact that 
both respondents and media report 
movements by Mexicans and others 
from traditional barrios such as East 
Los Angeles into county areas, and 
also report serious gang problems in 
communities like Compton, which·.are 
outside the city limits. One Los Angeles 
respondent noted these apparent in
consistencies but stated e)lplicitly that· 
"the gang problem diminishes the 
more you move away from the center 
city;" 

As in the case of numerous other 
factual issues treated in this report, 
information as to the actual preva
lence and seriousness of youth gang 

, activity in the new suburbs, ring 
co~munities, and "inihe county/' as 
well as information as to.gang activity 
among middle-class youth,remains 
sufficiently incofl}plete.asto call for' 
further investigation. 

" :' 

National Background of Garig Mem
bers 

panic, and somewhat under one-tenth 
Asian and non-Hispanic white. Thus 
about four-fifths are black or Hispanic. 

In the absence of carefully-collected On a city by city basis, percentages 
information on gangs and groups in vary widely from the six city totals. 
major cities, it is impossible to present The estimated percentage of black 
an accurate picture of their racial and/ gangs ranges from 90 percent in, Phil-
or ethnic status. However, since the adelphia to 5 percent in San Francisco', 
issue of race or ethnicity figures prom- In three cities, Philadelphia, Detroit, 
inently in any consideration of gangs and Chicago, black gang members are 
and has significant policy implications, in a majority, and in, three in a minor
it is important to attempt at least some ity. New York leads in estimated num-
general estimates. bers of Hispanic gang members, with 

Respondents in the six gang.prob~ about one half Hispanic (primarily 
lem cities were asked first to identify Puerto Rican)follo~d by Los An-
the major racial, ethnic, or national geles, with approximately one third 
background categories represented in (primarily Mexican). Chicago also esti-
local gangs, and secondly, to essay mates about one third Hispanic Oocally 
some estimate of the general propor- termed. "Latin" or "Latino"), with 
tions of each major category. Most re- Hispanic gangs reported as present but 
spondents were reluctant to attempt in small numbers in the other three 
such estimates, and emphasized the cities. 
speculative nature of those they did Asian gangs (also called "Oriental"), 
make. (One exception was Chicago, representing a relatively new develop-
where four respondents gave identical ment in United States cities, comprise 
percentage estimates). The figures in the bulk of the gang problem in San 
Table XIII then, should be regarded very Francisco, but are reported as wen for 
much as approximations which could los Angeles, New York, and Chicago. 
possibly fall quite wide of the mark. While most attention is paid to what 

Four national origin categories are are called "Hong Kong Chinese," a 
delineated-African origin ("black"), rather surprising range of different 
Asian origin (Chinese, Japanese, Fill- Asian backgrounds are represented; 
pino, Korean, Vietnamese, Taiwanese, Filipino gangs are reported as an in-
Thai, Samoan, American Indian, others):' creasing problem in San Franciseo; and 
,J,3uropean origin, except Hispanic (Eng- 1.os Angeles, in addition to Chinese lJncf 
iiish, Italian,' Irish, Slavic, Scandinavian, Filipino gangs, reports gangs of Korean, 
German, Albanian, others), and Span- Japanese, Thai, and other Asianori-

ish-speakingcotintry (Mexican, Puerto gins. 
Rican, Panamanian, others). The latter Some black gangs in New York are 
category is not coordinate with the reported to derive from various ~arts 
others, in that it is defmed linguistically of the West Indies and Central ::America 
rather than on the basis of continent . as well as Africa via the American 
of ancestral origin; moreover, those south. The, few American Indian gangs 
categorized as "Hispanic" often repre- reported for Chicago are bere classified, 
sent complex racial and national miX- as "Asian" in origin. White gartgs in " 
tures (e.g., European Spanish, Ameri- Chicago are reported to include Ger. 
can Indian, African); Despite this an- mans, English (Appalachian JIlountilin" 
thropological heterogeneity, "Hispanic" eers), ScaJ)~avianl, and Polos; and in 
is a SOCiologically meaningful category Detroit,. Albanians and Malle'se,. 
in contemporary United States. AS"fu the past, theblllk of youth 

As'summariied, ill Table XIV, the, ganSs are homogeneous with res.,.;ptto 
totals of Table XIII yield, estimaies ethnic sta~lis; som~' whit~san., may 
that approximately half of the gang include a fe",bl.cks; ·'mu1t.ionational 
members in the * gang-problemciti~s Cat~RUc" (e.g.;lrish,Jt81iaii~. PoUsJt,) 
are black, apprQximately ()neosix.th ms-' 'gangS 8@ notqncornfl}Qit among . ' 

.,' 
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Table XIII 

Ethnic/Racial Background of Gang/Group Members in Six 
Gang-Problem Cities by Continent of Ancestral Origin 

Africa Asia 

No. % No. % 

NYC 10,150 (35) 1,450 (5) 
Chicago 4,725 (60) 225 (3) 
L.A. 9,000 (35) 2,700 (20) 
Phila. 9,000 (90) 0 
Detroit 745 (85) 0 
San. Fran. 15 (5) 235 (90) 
Six Cities 29,135 (47)6) 4,610 (7.5) 

Table XIV , 

Major EtbA"c Categories of Gang Members in Six Cities 
1/ 

Hispanic 

No. 

14,500 
2,250 
4,725 

500 
45 
15 

22,035 

Number % 

Black 29,000 47.6 
Hispanic 22,000 36.1 
Non-Hispanic White 5,400 8.8 
Asian 4,600 7.5 

61,000 100.0 

'. 
"', " 

Europe 
Africa 
America 

% 

(50) 
(30) 
(35) 

(5) 
(5) 
(5) 

(36.0) 

,.,' . 

Other Est. No. Gang Memb. 
Europe (low·high average) 

No. % No. % 

2,900 (10) 29,000 (100.0) 
525 (7) 7,500 (100.0) 

1,350 (10) 13,500 (100.0) 
500 (5) 10,000 (100.0) 

85 (10) 875 (100.0) 
0 250 (100.0) 

5,360 (8.8) 61,125 (100.0) 

whites; some Puerto Rican gangs, often 
representing complex racial mixtures, 
may include a few ancestrally African 
blacks. But in general the religion, race, 
and national background ofgang mem
bers within particular gangs are similar. 

Summary. Age, sex, social status, 
and locality characteristics of gang 
members in six cities dUring the fIrst 
half decade of the 1970's are not sub
stantially different from those of past 
eras. Information both from respond. 
entsand other sources indicates that 
some changes have affected each of 
these characteristics, and some striking 
exceptions to each generalized conclu
sion can be cited. But overall changes 
are of considerably lesser magnitude 
than indicated through the consideration 
of relatively small numbers ofextreme 
or atypical cases. There appears to have 
been some expansion at both higher and 
lowerlevels of the ''traditional''i,age 
range of 12-21, but this probably does 
not exceed one or two years at the 
most at each end of the range. Prelim
inary data show that 93 percent of 
gang member assailants and victims are 
between 14 and 21, that the modal 
ages for arrests are 16 and 17, and that 
the "peak" age for gang ,membership, is ' 
about 18. " 

... :,~' 
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Reports indicate more violent activ-

ity by some female gang members than 
in the past, but the actual proportion 
of male to female gang members has 
shown little change, with males out
numbering females by about 10 to one. 
There are few "autonomous~' girls' 
gangs, and those that exist are seen to 
pose far less of a threat than their male 
counterparts. As in the past, the more 
seriously criminal or violent gangs tend 
to be concentrated in the "slum" or 
"ghetto" areas of the cities, but in 
many instances the actual locations of 
these districts have. shifted away from 
central or "inner-city" areas to "outer
city" or suburban communities outside 
city limits. There is little evidence of 
any substantial increase in the propor
tions of middle class youth involved in 
seriously criminal or violent gangs, 'but 
data from the "group-problem" cities, 
not presented here, suggest increased 
development among many blue collar 
and some middle class youth of gang -
like manifestations such as "burglary 
rings" and vandalism gangs which have 
been responsible for many burglaries 
and extensive property destruction in 
suburban or ring-city communities. 

The ethnic or national background 
status of contemporary gangs shows 
both a clear resemblance to and clear 
differences from previous periods. The 
difference relates primarily to the actual 
ethnic composition of the bulk of 
gangs. In most past periods, the major
ity of gangs were white, of various 

"" " '-'-, 

European backgrounds. Today there low-skilled laboring sectors of Ameri-
is no "majority" ethnic category, but .. can cities has comprised disproportio~-
the bulk of gang members, about four ate numbers of the more recently-mi-
fifths, are either black or Hispanic.The grated populations-:-either via external 
rise in the proportions of Hispanic immigration (Germans, Irish; Poles, 
gangs to over one-third of the. estimated Italians) or internal migration (rural to 
totals, and their presence in all six cit- urban, south to north). The present 
ies, represents a new development on period is no exception. Ethnic catego-
the American scene. The rise in num- ries most heavily represented in gang 
bel'S of Asian gangs represents an even populations are by and large the more 
more marked departure from the past. recently migrated groups-blacks (south 
Accepted doctrine for many years has to north, urban to rural, or both), His
been that Oriental youth pose negligible panic (Puerto Rico, Mexico, Cuba), 
problems in juvenile delinquency or Asian (Hong Kong, Philippine Islands). 
gang activity; this accepted tenet has There are some exceptions. The Los 
been seriously undermined by events Angeles "gang-barrios" go back three 
of the 1970's not only by the violent or more generatioqs. Italian gangs in 
activities of the newly-immigrated Northwest Chicago are often lineal de-
"Hong Kong Chinese," but by the scendants of their parental or grand-
development in several cities of gangs parental progenitors. Black gangs in 
of Filipinos, Japanese, and other Asian older sections of Philadelphia can 
groups. The estimated number of Asian point to long local gang traditions. 
gangs is now almost equal to that of But, in general, the ethnic categories 
white gangs, and may exceed their num- most heavily represented in gang popu- . 
ber in the near future. Gangs of non- lations are those whose educational and 
Hispanic European origins-both the occupational status-due either to re-
"classic" white ethnics of the 1880- cency of immigration and/or other con. 
1920 period (Irish, Italians, Jews, straints-has not moved beyond the 
Slavs) and the classic ethnics of the lower levels. The social observers of 
1820-1860 period (German, British New York City in the 1880's, when the 
Isles, Scandinavians) are substantially city was swarming with Irish gangs, 
underrepresented in contemporary would be incredulous had they been . 
urban gangs. _ told that within the century the police 

The similarity to the past inheres in would be hard put to locate a single 
the fact that the ethnic status and so- Irish gang in the fiv~ bor()ughs of the 
cial class position of gang-producing city. 
populations have always'been closely 
related. At different periods in its his-
tory the ethnic composition of the 
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V. Gang-Related Killings and 
Other Officially-Recorded 
Gang-Member Crimes 

In appraising the seriousness of national 
youth gang problems in the 1970's, a 
major question is "How lethal are the 
criminal activities of contemporary 
gangs?" Probably the single most com· 
mon basis for police action with re
spect both to youth groups and gangs 
can be encompassed under the broad 
category "disorderly behavior;" police 
eac~l year respond to hundreds of thou
sands of complaints of boisterous be
havior, drunken noisemaking, obstruc
tive congregation, and the like, by the 
thousands of youth groups in United 
States communities. But such activities, 
despite their ubiquity, enormous vol
ume, and caItacity to engender immeas
urable annoyance, can hardly be said to 
constitute a major threat to the Liter
nal security of the republic. 

The remainder of this report will 
concern itself with kinds of gang 
behavior which do in fact constitute 
serious criminality-presenting, first, 
material with respect to statistical prev
alence and, second, more descriptive 
treatments of activities such as school
related violence, forms of gang assault, 
weaponry, and others. 

Gang-related Killings 

The central and arch typical form Of 
; 
t 

violent crime is murder. Iri. the 1970's, 
the phenomenon of deaths which occur 
in connection with gang activity has 
been subject/to far more direct atten
tion as a specific kind of measure than 
in the past. Reasons for tlus will be dis
cussed in the expanded version of this 
report. Despite its importance, attempts 
to present data relevant to this issue 
which are reliable and comparable from 
city to city involve all the difficulties, 
and a few more, previously noted for 
gang-related information in general. 

To start with, each city has its own 
,terminologies and definitions, with ex· 
plicit rationales sometimes present and 
sometimes not. At least five terms for 
loss of life are used-murder, homicide, 
manslaughter, killing, and death, with 
little consistency of definition. The 
term "gang-related homicide" isused 
in New York and Philadelphia; "youth
gang homicides" in Chicago. The cities 
use different criteria for determining 
whether a killing is "gang-related." '-', 

One might suppose that a relatively 
simple criterion would suffice; killings 
would be considered "gang-related" if 
members of known gangs were either 
assailants or victims. But in Chicago, a 
killing is considered as "gang-related" 
only if it occurs in the course of an ex
plicitly-defined collective encounter be
tween two or more gangs (a "gang 
fight"). Thus, the retaliatory killing of • 
a single gang member by members oft'" 
rival gang in a passing car would not be 
counted as a "youth;.gang homicide" . 
by the Chicago police. At the other 
extreme,the L9s Angeles police classify 
as a "gang-related death" any form ~f 
murder, homicide, or manslaughter in 
which gang niembersflre in any way in
volved. it. security guard kllled in the 
attempt to forestall a robberY by a 
single gang member woqId be tabulated 
as a gang.rel!lted death. Moreover, Los 
Angeles figures inclUde not only what' , 
are commonly regarded ~"yoqth 
gangs,'; but alsomcmbersof motorcycM 

,c,' gangs and car or van clubs, many of. .. -, 
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whose members are well beyond the change in Philadelphia, and a substan- of this division state that they designate 
'''youth'' catego!'y.In addition, city po- tial drop in New York. l a homicide as "gang-related" on the 
lice may at any time decide to change In connection with the latter, it is basis of iilformation gathered at the 
their methods of reckoning,whether a important to note that in two cities, scene by the investigatin$ officer or in 

.I~~ling is "gang-related" in response to New York and Philadelphia, a change the course of subsequent investigation. 
\) es~ntially political pressures, so that in methods of determining whether It is not knoWll'whether or not the 

even figures for two successive years homicides were to be recorded as "gang- Detective Bureau utilizes the gang 
may not be comparable. related" was instituted by the police membersh!p'lists compiled by the GIU. 

Table XV, which provides the most between 1973 and 1974. In New York, Officials,JHhe Gang Unit claim that 
direct indication of the degree ofle- prior to 1974, the responsibility for they have not been able to learn from 
tha!it~' of contemporary gangs, must be determining whether a homicide waG the Detective Bureau exactly how the 
interpreted with the above considera- gang-related was assigned to the Gang determination of "gang-related" is 
tions in mind. Such interpretation is,__ !ntelligence Unit, which maintains ex- currently made. The apparent drop in 
facilitated, however, by footnotes in".:' tensive fdes on gang members, and on homicides between 1973 and 1974 
dicating the presence of factors of the the basis of which one .can readily as- must therefore be interpreted with 
type just noted. certain whether a murder victim or considerable caution. It may well repre-

Table XV indicates the number of suspect is a known gang member. sent a true reduction in gang related 
gang-related killings (including mur- :,,1 In 1974 this responsibility was killings; on the other hand, it is also 
ders, homicides, and other deaths, as 'i' taken away from the Gang Unit and likely that some or all of the reduction 
locally defined) recorded in five of the give~ to the Detective Bureau. Officials reflects changes in data-gatheringmeth-
gang-problem cities for the years 1972, . ods rather than a true reduction.2 

1973, and 1974. The total is 525, a lNew York City and Los Angeles record In Philadelphia, the actual details of 
. figure equivalent to approximately one "attempted" as weB as successfully executed the change m methods of determining 

in five of all juvenile homicides in these gang-related murders. In 1973, approxi- whether a homicide was gang related, 
cities, as will be shown in Table XVII. mately 400 "Assaults with intent to murder" instituted the same year, are not 

were recorded for the two cities, ghing an 
Trends over the three years appear to approximate "success rate" of one actual known, having been reported simply as 
indicate a sharp rise in Los Angeles, a murder for every lIVe attempts. Informa- a "change." As in New York, the 

tion concerning gang-related killings re-
gradual rise in San Francisco, a drop ported for 1975 is included in Chapter change in methods was accompanied 
followed by. a rise in Chicago, little VIII. by a substantial drop in the number of 

gang homicides reported by the police
from 44 to 32. This reduction was uti

Table XV 

Gang-Related Killings: Gang-Problem Cities: 1972-74 

lized by the former police chief, a can-
didate for re-election as mayor, as evi
dence of increased effectiveness by his 
administration in coping with gang vio
lence-a majo'r campaign issue in Phil-

3 year adelphia. However, in contrast to New 
1973 1974 total Average/year York where police statistics were not City 1$l'72 

New York 
Chicag02 

Los Angeles3 

Philadelphia 
San Francisco 

.' Five Cities' 

57 
45 
32 
39 
5 

178 

41 
20 
39 
44 
10 

154 

301,4 

37 
70 
431,5 

}'3 
193 

1 Methocl of detennininB if "gang related" different from previous 
. year. 

2lncludea only homicides occuriDg in connection with explidtly-
3 delipatedJ1118 fiahtL 
Includes Cycle GIIII and CI: Club inc:identL . 

. 4lncludes Detective Bureau fiaure of 12 plus 18 Jdditional cuea 
If.c0r4ecl by Youth Aid Division. 

flnc1udea police fiaureof 32 plus additional 11 recoJded by 
,Pe.1vania Governor's Justice Commiuion. 
Data from DetlOit not aVlilabIe. 
- ::j - -

30 

128 
102 
141 
126 
28 

525 

publicly challenged from outside the 
43 department, agencies not directly re-
34 lated to the police or municipal gov-
47 emmr.;nt have been keeping independent 
42 tabulations. One of these, the Regional 

9 Planning Council of the Pennsylvania 
175 State Governor's Justice Commission, 

released data showing that 11 killings 

2Dr.tective .Bureau figurei nleasecl in Febru
ary 1975 recorded 12 youth Pili homicides 
for 1974. while figures.provided by the 
Youth Aid Division in June put the." at 
30. A.Man:h newspaper ItJliY inte!pletecl 
the apparent drop from 41 to 12 homicides 
u evidence for a '"lull in themepliIctMtiea 
ofpnp" (New York 11mea,Maa:h 23, 
1975). 
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in addition to the· 32 recorded by the cials ~()adopt a much more restrictive How do the five cities rank on the. 
police could be categorized as "gang- defInition. basis of population-adjusted rates? 
related" on the basis of information Influences extrinsic to the task of Table XV] suggests that PhUadelphia 
they had collected, and the figure in gathering accurate and systematic in· pnp are the most lethal, with approx. 
Table XV, which incorporates these formation as to gang.related killings, irnately one in every thousand rnak 
11 cases, thus shows essentially no then, are seen to affect figures pre- youths being Victimized by gang killings 
change over the previous year rather sented for each of the four largest cit· every three years. Los Angeles is next, 
than a reduction. ics. On the basis of these figures, it with a rate ofsix"per 10,000 for the 

In Los Angeles, some respondents would appear that the average yearly three year period, and San Francisco 
reported that political conside1ations number of gang-related killings for the the lowest, with a rate·of six per 
also influenced the police-released fig- five cities was about 175-with a de- 100,000. For the five citieS, about four 
ures on gang homicides-only in the crease in 1973 over the previous year youth per 10,000 males age 10 to 19 
opposite direction from New York and (about 13 percent), and a rise to higher were.killed by gang violence dUring the 
Philadelphia. Los Angeles is in the levels in 1974 (25 percent over 1973).thl'ee year period. 
throes of an intense struggle between Do these gang-related killings repre-
liberal and conservative forces over the sent any significant proportion of the 
proper legal handling of juveniles. Po- total number of juvenile homicides in . 
lice figwes showing a dramatic rise in Table XVI the png-problem cities? Table XVII. 
gang-related deaths are used in support shows wide variation from city to city 
of their contention that the failure of Rates of Gang-related killings: in the proportion of gang.related kill. 
the courts and corrections to prevent Five Cities 1972-1974 ings to juvenile homicides-with San 
the return to the community ofvio- Francisco figures suggesting that esti· 
lent, hard-core, repeat offenders con- City Three year Rate

l 
mated numbers of gang killings are 

., tributes directly to youth violence in Totals equivalent to almost three-quarters of 
\) general and gang murders in particular. all juvenile hornicides,in contrast to a 

One respondent said, "Gang-killings in Philadelphia· 126 . 7.4 figure of about one in 10 for Chicago. 
Los Angeles will rise so long as it is Los Angeles 141 6.0 In Los Angeles equivalent figures are 
politically expc:dient for them to do Chicago 102 3.5 ~ four in 10, and in Philadelphia three. 
so." One element in calcUlating gang- New York 128 2.1 Figures for the five cities of Table XV 
related deathsin Los Angeles, as men- San Francisco 28 0.6 suggest that gangrelited killings are 
tioned earlier, is that killings invo1virig Five Cities 525 3.9 equivalent to about one in four of all·· 
members of motor<:ycle gangs and van juvenile homicides~a substantial pro· 
clubs .are designated as "png-related," ,1Per 10,000 Males 10-19, U.S •. Census 1970. portion. . 
along with those of the more numerous ________ -:-._' ___________________ _ 

street gangs. 
Figures for Chicago are based on the Table XVII 

most restrictive defulition of any of the 
four cities; as noted earlier, only killings Juvenile Homicides and Gang-related Killin&,! 
occurring in the course of explicitly
designated gang fights are categorized 
as "gang homicides." Since .this cpte
rion excludes a Wide range of assaultive 
crime involving gang rnembers{e.g., 
gang members shoot an adult who has City: Year 
appeared as a cowt witness against 
them) there is little doubt that Chicago 
fIgUres represenh substantial under~ 
count of possible gang-related homi
cides. Althoup;,no directinforrnation 
is available as to .changes instituted by 
police· in reckoning sans homicides, 

San Francisco: 1974 
Los Angeles: 1973 
Philadelphia: 1972 
New York: 1973 
Chicago: 1913 
.Five Cities 

Mwder/Homicide 
arrests, persons 
17 & under 

Number 

18 
92 

127 
-2681 

188~1 
693 ' one might speculate that very high 

gang-related homicide figures iDthe 0\ 

'late 1960's (e.g.. UO inJ967) JDaY - '. lYeara 16 and 17 via extrapolation. 

have served as an inducement (or:offi~ 

31 

Gang-related 
Kiillings 
as percent 
Qfju~enile 
hornicidis 

Percent 

72 
42 
30 
15 
10 
24 
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... Gang Member A.rrests 

Information as to the numbers'of gang 
members arrested in major cities can 
· provide sOJne indication of the amount 
of police effort ,consumed in dealing 
with gang.member crime.·Relevant 
data,are1,diifficuIt to obtain. For 1973, 
,overall carrest figures were obtained 
onlyforNew York; for 1974, however, 
figures were obtained directly or esti
mated on the basis of partial data for 
the· three largest cities. Philadelphia 
does not compile arrest tabulations on 
the basls of gang membership; Table 
XVIII shows that there were approxi· 
mately 13,000 arrests of gang members 
for the 'three largest cities in 1974, of 
wllich approximately half were for 
"violent crimes." Actual arrest vol· 
ume in these cities was quite similar, 
wit.'t none varying much from the 
three-city average .Qfabout 4,000 

'arrests~ 

A further question arises as to what 
,prpportion of all juvenile or youth are 
rests is accounted for by gang member 
arrests. Unfortunately, data to answer 
this question are very difficult to ob-

· tain, due largely to differences in age 
categories used to tabtil~te data both 
within aildamong cities.' Table XIX 
.'attempts a very rough :t}~roximation 
of this relationship. 

Table XVIII 

Arrests of GangMembers 1973-74 

1973 

Table XIX 

Gang Member Arrests as a Proportion of Juvenile Arrests 
1973-74 

Gang Member 
Arrests,3 

Juvenile All Offenses, 
Juvenile Arrests as%of' 
Arrests Violent juvenile 
All Offenses l .Crimes2 arrests 

New York 23,600 7,079 
Chicago 65,166 9,857 
Los Angeles 35,593 4,609 
Three Cities 124,359 21,545 

I Chicago, LA, 17 and under; NYC 15 and under; 1973 fJgUIes. 
2 Homicide, Assault, RobberY,Rape. 
3 All ages. 
4"Violent" crimes not identical with footnote 2 offenses. 
5 Footnote 2 offenses. 
6Gang member arrests for 1974. 

15.2 
7.26 

11.56 

10.0 

Gang Member 
Arrests, 
Violent 
Crimes4

, as 
% of juvenile 
arrests 

31.44 

25.74 

44.55 

31;5 

Table XIX indicates that arrests of 
gang members in the three largest cities 
in 1973 were equivalent to about one· 
tenth of all juvenile arrests. However, 
when violent crimes only are consid
ered, the proportion of gang member 
to juvenile arrests rises to one-third
ranging from about a quarter in Chi· 
cago to a surprisingly high 45 percent 
in Los Angeles. The difference between 

proportions of arrest for all crimes (10 
percent) and for violent crimes (30 per· 
cent) provides evidence that gang 
members are arrested for violent crimes 
at a substantially higher rate than the 
general juvenile population. 

1974 
· City All Offenses Violent Crimes All Offenses Violent Crimes 

It is important to note, however, in 
interpreting this table, that the gang
arrest ,percentages are inflated by two 
major'factors. The most iinportant is 
that the "juvenile" cJtegory in Chicago 
and Los Angeles applies to persOns un
der 18, while gang-member arrests in
volve a substantial number of older 
persons (Table XII shows that approx
imately 35 percent of arrested gang 
members. are between 18 and 22) •. In 
New Yorltthe "juvenile" age is below 
16, so the effect is even more pro
nounced here. Secondly,'whileit was 
possible to make the category "violen,! 
crimes" comparable for the three cities 
by confining thlJldeugnauon "violent~ 
to four tnajor offense categories (hoin-

New York 
Chic~g04 
Los Angeles 
. Philadelphia 2 

Tmee Cities 

3588 
NI 
NI 

1643 
NI 
NI 

(307)3 

4548 
4417 
41041 

13,069 

1379 
25305 

2052 

5,961 

. icide;aggravated and simple &$sault, 
'C;:XtraPQlatiOn: ViQlent CJim.,lx2. 'rape, robbery), figures for gang mem-
2No mestdllta kept by Police Department. . 
!Incidenti of ASsault related ollJ,y to inter-gang Conflict. ber ctlme co1lld .not be broken down 
IncIUll~ QIlJ,y gang members melted by Gang C~es Unit. accor«lingto :eq1livalent categones,and '. 

· ~ BaIOdPartlf on eltimates,' ''violent'' gang-Jll!,mb~r (:rimesinclude 
j. ". N.I.lJiformationn~t~.b~ some not lncludedintlie four major ~ 

",-;:,;",;"";",;,',,,;;,.,_. ,.;....... ~ ... ~;:c...;....;.,...._.::::q,..;."'_ .. .;.,.....;.,.... ___ ...:.... __ ..;.;.;._--.;._..;.;.;.~....-__ cate8C?ries (e.g.,"Ih~,~tin8 at inhabite(l 
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dwelling," Los 4ngeles; "kidnap," 
"possession of d'angerous weapon," 
New York). 

Additional data could make it pos
sible to show more precisely the pro
portion of juvenile and youth. arrests 
accounted for by gang member arrests; 
on the basis of data available for this 
report, Table X,IX represents the best 
approximation possible. But even if 
the factors noted above result in an 
inflation as high as so percent, the 
nwrtber of gang-m~mber arrests remains 
a substantial proportion of total youth 
arrests for the more vioJent forms of 
crime. 

Summary; Two different but related 
kinds of information emerge from data 
on gang-related killings and other 
crimes. The fust provides data of vary
ing degrees of reliability as to volume, 
distribution and trends of gang-mem
ber crime in major cities; the second 
provides evidence relating to the ma
nipulability of statistical materials. 

Methods of defining and recording 
gang-related offenses differ from city 
to city and over time. Present fmdings 
are based on judginentsas to which 
currently available sets of data are 
most reliable, but are subject to modi-

, fIcation iCand when better data become 
available. Gang-related killings, a major 
indicator of the seriousness of gang vio
lence, show a total of 525 for nve gang
problem cities over a three-year pe
riod-1972 through 1974-an average 
of 175 killings per year. Trends over '0· 

. the three years show a dip in 1973 fol-

- < -,- --- - :;; 

lowed by a rise in 1974, with 1974 fig- attributable to gangmembers. Using 
ures 9 percent higherthan 1973, and total juvenile arrests as Ii baseline (many" 
25 percent over 1973. The three year gang-member arrests involve youth Qldet 
homicide rate for the five cities was than the "juveqile" category) shows' " " 
approximately four killings per 10,000 that the volume of gang-member arrests 
male youth, with Philadelphia showing in the three largest cities is equivalent 
the highest rate, almost one gang killing to about one.tenth of all juvenile ar. 
per 1,000 male youth. rests, but almost one-third of all arrests' 

Calculating gang-related killings as a for violent offenses. These last two cal-
proportion of all juvenile (under 18) culations suggest that' arrests of gang 
homicides showed a five-city propor- members involve violent crimes to a . 
tion of about one in four. San Francisco sub~tantially greater degree than do ' 
shows the highest proportion, with those ofthe general youth population, 
gang killings equal to almost'three-quar- (it is important to note that gang crime. 
ters of all juvenile killings, and Los An- figures are given asa proportion of ' 
geles the riext highest ratio"">about four juvenile figures, not as the proportion 
in 10. of juvenile offenses attributable to gang 

Incompl~te data on arrests of gang members). 
members show a one year (1974) total With regard to the manipUlability of 
of 13,000 gang-member arrests for the gang-related statistics, descriptions of 
three largest cities, of which approxi- the process of deriving figures for each 
mately half (6,000) were for violent of the four largest cities-New York, 
crimes~ This ratio of gang-member ar- Chicago, Los Angeles, and :Philadelphia, 
rests-one violent offense ,arrest out of suggest that in all four cities the prac-
every two arrests, compares t9 ana- ess of deriving publishable statistics in- , 
tional-Ievel youth arrest ratio of one in volves objectives other than that of 'J, 

five when the category "violent crimes" providilig systematiC and accurate' data. 
includes misdemeanor assaults, and one In all four cities at least some Of these 
in 20 when only aggravated assaults are influences can appropriately be desig-
included. 3 Dated as "political." This fmciipg lends· ' 

Finally, data are presented to pro- support to a recommendatlort to be 
vide a rough approximation of the por- forwarded in a subsequent report, that 
tion of officially-recorded youth crime federal influence, resources, or both 

3Crlmein the UnitedStiltes.1973, Feda:a1 
Bureau of Investigation, Care'l1lce M. Kelly, 
Director, September 6, 1974, Table 36 • 
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be directedtQdeveloping and ~ple
menting modes of gathering irifofllUltlon 
about gangs which might servetotral)-' 
,scend, to ~me feasiJ?le exte'nt, them~ " 
fluence, of palitic8l considerations on ' 
data-gathering operations. . . 
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VI. Gang-Member ,Violence 

, ' .. 

Statistical data as to the numbers of 
gangs, gang members, and arrests for 
various types of offenses are of direct 
value in approximating the size artd 
scope of contemporary gang problems, 
but they do not convey much of the 
"flavor" of gang violence and other 
problematic activities. Following sec
tions will deal briefly with major forms 
of gang activity primarily on a "quaU
tative" rather than a quantitative level, 
so as to provide a clearer picture of the 
character of certain current gang activ
ities.1 ' 

The present section discusses as
saultive behavior and other forms of 
violent crime engaged in by gang mem
bets either collectively or as individ
uals. Violent crime by gang members 
plays a central role in whether yoltth 
gangs are perceived as a "problem" in 
a particular community, and how 
serious that problem is seen to be. 

As noted earlier, and discussed else
where2 the bulk of activities engaged 
in by gang members are non-criminal, 
and the bulk of criminal behavior en
gaged in by members of most gangs is 
of the less serious kind. While the 
kinds of disorderly congregation, pub
lic drinking, and similar activities that 
are characteristic of so many gangs are 
often seen as "problemmatic" in 
smaller and/or wealthier communities, 
such behavior would scarcely give rise 
tq the "high seriousness" estimates 
ascribed to gang problems by respond
ents in the largest cities. 

It is the practice by youth gangs of 
violence, and particularly lethal vio~ . 
lence, tfl'i't provides the most crucial 
element in perceptions by city officials 
that youth gangs present a "problem." 

~ -----c--~= 

On a very gross level, one can distin~ 
guish four kinds of gang·member vio
lence; these will be cited in ordllI of 
their increasing capacity to engender 
perceptions that gangs pose a serious 
problem., 

The first is often regarded as "npr
mal'~ gang violence-attacks in which 
both assailants and victims are gang 
members. With the partial exception 
of unusually bloody, large-scale, or 
.protracted intergang conflict; this type 
has the lowest capacity to engender a' 
sense of problem. This is documented 
by the fact that continuing intergang 
violence during the 1960's in Chicago, 
Los Angeles and Philadelphia (150re-' 
ported gang-related killings in Chicago 
in 1967) went. almost totallyunre
marked by the New York and Wash
ington-based media. Some secretly. or 
openly espouse the cynical position 
that such violence is a solution rather 
than 'a 'problem; the more gang mem
bers kill one another off, the fewer 
will be left to present problems, This 
sentiment wasforwarded openly by 
one respondent. 

A somewhat higher degree of con
cern may be engendered when gang 
members victimiZe non-gang members 
with social characteristics similar to 
their oWn. Insofar as such non-gang 
members are seen. as "innocent vic
tims" of gang violence. (not infre
quently gang members will wrongly 
identify a target of retaliation), cQn~ .' 
cern is ilrOUSlld, but to the degree$at 
victims share the SjUlle age~ sex, ethnic 
and neighborhood characteristics as 
gang members, a similai' kind of~'IClt 
them kill each, other off" element may 
affect judgments. Respondents work
ing in slum communities frequently' 
complain that gang violence is seen ali 

IWormation, wu gathered with l~speC. to . problematic only wllen outsiders are , 
24~different form$of gang activity. (See ' 
Gang Survey Interview Guid~, Apperid~ A). victimized, Officia1co.nc,ern is Olore , 
Partial «lata derived from some,of th~se lik~i)' to' be aroused wherigangmClm- , 
forms hubeen r~portecl in earlier sections, ber crimeisc:Ulectec:J, against theprop~ 
(e.g., e~hnic statui,: .. leve~). Jhill.Cpor~ , f th ;" bli' h' ' , 
thuiincluclel analy •• balOd on efllttof erty 0, eg~nerq< pu , C-Ul QU~ ,"'I 
these 24 torm~ l~YUilapproxlniawlylf burg1~ief'Il~9re rQ~berie';lnqn"vaIl· 
forms yet to '~ repo~ on. . , ,daliSJ;ri, ofhomes~$c:lloQ~ •• pul),li~ ,.cU/ 
2Miller, Walter B., ~'Violent ~esin City ities, ,im, dthelike, ',,", .F.in, any.theN~'t. 
Ganga," Am",', oftbe A~n Aetidemy of "f " ,',' ' 'd' ,';';1' ,I,; 
J'olitictIl pnd Socilll,S~ience, Vol. 3~, MatCh,; se~se o·~p'ro~lemt'is~n&e .. ,Clr~:'iw~,len' 
1966~ pp; 96-112; , " '~llr~~,;l~eJlorper~ive~increaseiit", 
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vlctiinji.tion by gang members' of per
'~ns With different social character
istics-young children, femalesjilie 
elderiy,non-community members~ 

. throughmugging,robbery, rape, mur
.' der. In the m'd-1970's publicandedi

torial concern oVer gang violence was 
heiShtened when gang members in 

<::5Qme ciUes began to pursue a pattern 
of systematically victimizing elderly 
persons-accosting them on the street 
or in their dwellings,stealing their 
social security checks and other pos
Sessions, and frequently beating them, 
sometimes. fatally. 

Assuming thalit is this latter type 
ofgangyiolence which has the greatest 
capacity to create a sense of "prob-

-lem," it is 'significant that informants 
in several.ctties cited as a major new 
development of the 1970's the increas
ing tendency of gang members to vic
tinQze non-gang adults and children, 
with some claiming that this had be
come the dominant forin of gang vio
lence. New Yorkers and Los Angelenos 
in particular cited this development. 

What does the survey evidence 
show? Following sections will examine 
the Issu" of gang violence under four' 
headings: forms of gang-member en
gagement, victims of gang violence, 
weaponry, and motives for violence. 

{J 

Cr 

. Forms of Assaultive Encounters: 
Gang Members 

all fdtms had been reported for all 
cities, a total of42 would have ap
peared in the Table. As it is, the exist

There is a coirution misconception that ence'ofthe designated form'is indi~ 
the predominant form of hostile en- cated in 38 of 42 possible cases, The 
counter between or among gangs is the planned. rumble was not reported for 
"gang fight" or rumble-conceived as a San Francisco; no "execution" or 
massed encounter between rival forces, "fair fight" was reported for New 
arr~nged in advance by mutual consent. York; "punitive assault" was notre
Paralleling the notion that if there is no' ported for Detroit and San Francisco. 
gang fighting there are no "true" gangs This does not necessarily meakl that 
is the notion that if there are no these forms are absent in these cities, 
"rumbles" there is no "trlie" gang but rather that available information 
conflict. The widespread attention ac- did not indicate their presence. 
corded the prearranged rumble as a The eight forms of encounter of 
form of encounter in the 1950's rein- Table XX do not represent mutually-
forced the notion that it was the major exclusive categories, as will be shown, 
or even exclusive form of gang conflict. but rather elements or episodes which 
In fact, gang members in the past have can combine in many ways under vary
commonly engaged one another in hos- ing circumstances. The fairly wide-
tile encounters in a wide variety of spread notion that the "J?Janned 
ways, and the gangs of the 1970's are rumble" was the domfnafit form of 
no exception. gang conflict in the 1950's but dis~p-

Information gathered during the peared in the '70's is contradicted hy 
survey with respect to assaultive be- the fact that its existence was reported 
havior involving gang members (be- in five of the six gang-problem cities. 
havior involving non-gang-members is Detailed accounts of classic, full-scale 
discussed in the next section) was orig- mass engagements (called "jitterbug
inally categorized according to approx- ging," "jamming," and other terms in 
imatety 15 different types. 1hese were the '50's) were recorded for all five 
collapsed into a categorization delineat- cities during 1974 and 1975. However, 
ing 8 forms, as presented in Table XX. the notion that the planned rumble is 
TheSe are here deSignated the "planned relatively uncommon as a form of gang 
rumble," the "rumble," "warfare," the 
"for.ay," the "hit," the "fair fight," the 

confrontation (rather than having dis-
appeared) is given support by the fact 

"execution," and "punitive assault." . that respondents in three cities (New 
Table XX provides no in!ormation as York, Los Angeles, Detroit) reported 
to the prevalence or frequency of the this type as extant but rare, and one . 
several forms; it indicates simply that city, San Francisco, did not report it at 
the existence of the deSignated form in all.3 In Chicago, respondents said that 
one of the six gang~problem cities was the planned rumble type of engagement 
repqrted either by a respondent during was faidy common among Laun gangs, 
interviews or by another Source (news- but not among otfiers. . 
paper accounts, special reports, etc.) 
between January 1973 and June 1974. 
The 1973 cutoff date was adopted in 
order to insure that repor!ed forms 
represent the most current manifesta~ 
tions. 

Table XX .indicates'ilie existence 
in an. ci~es of most of the,designated 

. forins,th"'~showingthatcurrent1y, as 
in the past,viQle~t encountersamol)g, 
gang m¢m~rs.takea variety of differ
ent forms rather than. one or a few. If 

3The "rumble," in either its pre-arrangedor 
"spontaneous" manifestations, was in all ;. 
probability not nearly as common in the. 
1950's as generally Supposed. One study 
that reported prevalence data on forms of 
pn, enpgement in. the '50's state, that. ''Tbe 
most cODunonfonn (of Pnsillember .. . 
sault) was the collective enpgement be- . 
tween members of different, pnp; .. , (butl' 
few ·of these were full-scale massed-encounter . 
&ani fJghts:most were brief strike-end-fali- . 
bacle forays by smiU guerrilla blilds; '.' (Vi; .lJ. 
MDIertlbld.~1966,p •. 107.l·_" .. - f:.:. 
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Table XX; 

Major Formll of Allsauitive. Encounters: Gang Membef 
Participants 1973-1975 ~. ; 

Existence Reported No. Cities 
Reporting 

Form Form 

'''Planned Rumble": prearranged 
encounter between sizable rival 
groups 

"Rumble": encounter between 
rival groups, generally sizable 

"Warfare": continuing pattern of 
retaliatory engagements by members 
of rival groups; various forms 

"Foray": smaller bands engage 
rival bands 

"Hit": smaller bands attack one 
or two gang rivals 

"Fair Fight" .("Execution": single 
gang member 'engages single rival 

"Punitive Assault": gang members 
assault or kill present or potential 
members of own gang 

No. Forms Reported Per City 

R Reported by respondent 
o Reported by other source. 

The "rumble"-an engagement be
tweep gangs resulting from unplanned 
encounters. between fairly large num
bers of rival gang members (20 to 50) 
or from raids by one large group into 
rival territory; was feporied for six . 
cities. There is no uniformly accepted 
terminology (or the several forms of 
gang engagement cited here, but there 
is some overlap arnong cities in terms 
used for either or bo~h planned and un. 
planned rumbles. The term' "rumble" 
is used in New York,ClUcago, and . 
Detroit; "gang-barigihg'~in "Chj.cagQ and 

. Ips. Angeles; "gang warring"inPhlta. 

N.Y.C. Chi. L.A. Phil. Detr. S.Fr. 

R R R o R 5 

o R R R R R 6 

o R o R o R 6 

R R R .R o o 

o R R R R o 6 

R R R R o 5 

o o o R 4 

6 7 7 7 6 5 

delphia. The term "gang warfare," to ing"warfare" can include any com-
refer either to specific engagements or bination of rumbles, pianne4 rumbles, 
a continuing series of engagements is forays, hits; fair fights, and executions, 
used in Chicago, Los Angeles,Chicago, often inlogical sequences ("foray" 
and San Francisco. Terms such as . produces retaliatory "hit" leads to 
"jitterbugging," "janin:ling," and others "rumble" leads to retaliatory execu-
used duling the 1950's are not cur~ lion, and so on). The.essential elemcmt 
rently in use:The term l'warfare" as of warfare is that ofretaliatiQn and/or 
used here.appliesonly t() a continuing' revenge, with an inltia:ting incident 
seriesofengagenientsbetween rival" leading to,.aseriesofiet.tiatiQrts, 
gangscir among coalitions of iarigs.lri C()up.t~r-ret8Iiatioils andiQon (amo~g : 
some cities this' term (e.g;"~g~war- NewGuiJ1ea:,tri~s,this typepfen~ '. 
ring," In ~adelphi!l) is appli~~nogagemeritis·krtoWll.s the "PaY.back"'> 
particular'enc()unt~rsas well; J'ne'· ..•. , .' ,pllt~r~).1nSeyeial citiell'ganPdT ~t': 
actual kinds pf engagements, ci:iIDPri,S~ ofgimgrtiInC;s be~()IDe,plir¢d: with,,{ 
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",', "eaci{otheras enemi~s, with enmity 
:JOmetimes, brief, sometimes 11Isting. 

';Sonu!;,of the~ are: LatinKingsand 
Gaylords (Chicago); Bishops and 
Chains, "warfare,j between 1972 and' 
1974, when the two'gangs merged into 
a single gang ,called the "Brotherhood" 
(Detroit); Savage Skulls and Roman 
KUtgs (Bronx); Crips and Piru, Sangra 
and Lomas (Los Angeles); H\Va Ching , 

, '\ 

and Chung Ching Vee (San Francisco). 
The "foray" was repre$ented by a 

number of respondents as the currently 
dominant form organg engagement. 
This pattern, locally called "guerilla 
warfare," and by other terms, involves 
relatively small (five to 10) raiding 

, parties, frequently motorized, recon
noitering in search of rivals, and engag
ing in combat if contact is made. 
Forays are seldom announced, and 
cQunt on surprise for their success. 
Raiding parties are almost always 
armed, and tactics are mobile, fluid, 
and often intricate. Since the raiding 
parties almost always carry firearms, 
such engagements frequently involve 
serjo~s injuries and sometimes death. 
The "hit" resembles the foray in that 
it involves a small band of gang mem-

=bers generally in automobiles, scout
ing out individual members of rival 
gangs, rmding one or two, and blasting 
away at them with shotguns, rifles, or 

, other firearms. In a variant of a hit, 
members of the marauding band leave 
the auto once a rival is located and 
engage him on foot. ' 

, One, pattern of engagement which 
combines sever;!l of the forms jqst 
cited was reported, with high consen
sus as to details" by a majority of 
Cbicag<nespondents. A earful of gang 

, "meinbers cruises the area of a rival 
g30g~ looking for rival' gang members. 
If one is found, he Will be attacked 
moneofseveralways;gang members 

,will remitiJi in the car and Shoot the 
\?ctim1 or Will leave the, car and beat 
oulabhim. Ifthfvictbq ,is wearing 
}png .wea~er; ,ij1isw~llbe taken as a 
;trophy)~d mfact,tI$~d of coup-, 

,"cQuntii18isoftbllgl\terus1he<reaSon ' 
, " ;;f()i~~:~':hi~"e*ped1ti(;n;~typeof 
t;,,:,;AAd,tbl)'Jn~4~nt (can.e4!t··~reemp. 

~~-::~i;.<;·~ , " 
:1\,' .,. ',. '~,:_,:~:.'~~~,:"~:~'",""~,:"", ~';';.:;;i,;' , .~'_,. , 

jive strike" by one,respondent) is fol
"owed by a retaliatoryaUack in num
bers by the gatigmates of the "strike" 
victim,gener!llly in the form ofan un
announced excursion into rival gang 
territory, although in Some instances 
retaliation may take. the form of a 
planned rumble. The latter form was 
\\ stated to be more common for con-
met occurring in school-environments, 
and among Latino gangs. 

One respondent stated that while 
motorized forays and/or hits are com
mon in Chicago, its consequences are 
less lethal thim in Philadelphia, since 
th,e major type of weapons used, .22 
pistols or rifles, are less likely to pro
duce death or serious injury than the 
sawed-off Shotguns characteristically 
employed in the latter city. A Phila
delphia respondent reported that local 
gang members often conduct an initial 
reconnoitering excursion on bicycles, 
and return with cars once gang rivals 
have been located. 

The "fair fight" and "execution" 
share in common only the fact that 
they involve only two antagonists. The 
former type involves two rival gang 
members who engage in one-to-one 

. combat as representatives of their 
respective gangs. While never particu
larly common in the past, this form 
appears to have become virtually ex
tinct in the 1970's, although its pres
ence was reported in one instance. One 
respondent explained the demise of 
the fair fight on the grounds that to
day's gangs have abandoned the tradi
tional sense of gang honor, which re
quired that rival gangs accept as bin4-
ing the victory or defeat achieved by 
their deSignated champion. Today, he 
said, a defeat in a. "fair fight" would at 
once be followed by an attack by the 
losing side, diShonorably refUSing to 
accept its outcome. In Detroit, a re
spondent said tha,t one-to-one fights 
between members ofitival gangs most . 
often serve as the initiatory irici4ent 
wllicn,triggers a ~riesoflarg(lr scale 
retaliat~ry engagements .. 

I.ntlie "execution, "a patticular 
.,' member of a rival.gang is~.iect~d for ' 
a.sSa~ation~# the,b. of~h~ViQr 

,38 
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f~r which he is seen to have b~enre" 
spoDsible as an individual or as a repre'; 
Sentative ofros gang..:.forexample, 

. making advances to a girl associated 
with the off~nded gang. A single gang 
member actns a "hit;' man, seeks out 
the target, and attempts to kill him, 
generally by shooting. A "punitive, as
sault" involves actual or potential 
members of the same gang. A gang 
member may be subject to a discipli
nary beating or in rare instances killed . 
for violating gang rules; in some cases 
local youth who refuse to join a gang, . 
or having joined wiSh to leave, are sub
ject to attack on these grounds. Evi~ 
dence as to the prevalence of punitive 
assault is unavailable, but it is in all 
probability the least prevalent of the 
forms noted here; it has rarely been 
reported for previous periods, andmay 
represent one of the newer develop
ments of the 1970's. 

Property Destruction. In an earlier 
paper on gang Violence,· damage in
flicted on property was included as 
one form of violent crime. The present 
report does not include a discussion of 
this form. It Should be noted, however, 
that ~estruction of property consti
tutes a very serious form of gang crime 
in some areas. With respectto vandal
.ism per se, gangs in certain suburban 
and/or outer-city communities are ac
tively engaged in inflicting damage on 
automobiles and other property, with 
damage costs totalling hundreds of 
thousands of dollars. In some slum 
communities, gangs have effected al
most complete destruction of com
munity recreational facilities and have 
participated in extensive destruction of 
school facilities. Another extremely 
serious manifestation of property dam
age activities is gang involvement in 
arson. The burning of hundreds of 
struCtures-resident~1 and busineSs; 
abandone,d or occupied, has become 
increasingly prevalent in slum-area 
communities throllghout the nation, 
and in many in~tan~~,sgangmembers 
are the. agents of these cojrl1agi:ations;,.;.· ; . -,. , , 

... W. lJ. Miller, 1966, /bit: 
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sometimes accidcmtally, more often, 
deliberateJy . 5 

5 See, for example, F. C. Shapiro "Raking 
the Ashes of the Epidemic Flame", New 
York Times MagQzine, July 13,1975, p. 16-
'"We know it's the work of a juvenile gang. 
They're waiting for (the firemen) when we 
get there, all wearing their uniform jackets. " 

'",F 

Victims of Gang Violence 

Findings just presented convey some 
notion of the present character of 
gang-member violence·in major Ameri
can cities, but do not include jnforma
tion on two important related issues; 
what is the relative prevalence of the 
various forms cited, and what cate
gories of persons are the primary vic
tims of gang violence? The latter ques
tion, as already noted, is of particular 
importance in light of widespread 
claims that it is now non-gang mem
bers who are the primary victims
particularly adults. As is the case in 
other Sections of this report, the kinds 
of data n,ecessary to provide accurate 
and reliable answers to these questions 
are unavailable. However, to an even 
greater extent than in other sections, 
and partially with respect to the latter 
questions, it is important to attempt 
some sort of approximation, however 
rough and tentative, because respond
ents' estimates of the proportion of 
non-gang victims varies so widely. One 
stated, for example, that over 80 per
cent of victims were non-gang mem
bers, while another claimed that non
gang victims comprised only a small 

Table XXI 

Victims of Gang Violence: Four Cities 

N Incidents = 301: 1973-'751 

Type of Victim City 

N.Y.C. Chi. 

mino;-jty, and even here victunization 
was accidental. Not only were ,these 
tworespondertts referring to the same 
city, but they were both membe,rs of 
the same police department. 

One of the few available sources of 
routine identification as to the identity 
of victims which is amenable toquan
titative treatment are incidents of gartg 
violence described in the daily press in 
sufficient detail as to permit analytic 
categorization. Methodologically, the 
use of newspaper reports involves ob
vious problems, particularly with re
spect to issues of representativeness 
and selection criteria. However, the 
importance of analyzing some fairly 
large popUlation of events to derive 
numerical findings as to what cate
gories of persons are most frequently 
victimized serves to counter-balance 
to some degree the obvious limitations 
of the data source. Moreover, as will 
be seen, a surprising degree of regu
larity in the results obtained seems to 
indicate a higher level of adequacyfor 
these data than one might expect. 

Table XXI is based on l!nanalysis 
of 301 incidents of gang violence re
ported in the press of the four largest 
cities between January 1973 and JUne 

L.A. Phil. . FourCities· 
N=80 N=58 N=108 N=SS N;:30J 

Gang Member 51.22 56.9 66.7 65.5 60.5 
Via Rumble, 

Warfare 36.2 22.4 35.2 28.2 31.9 
Via Band, 

Ind'i Assault 15.0 34.5 31.5 36.2 28.6. 
Non-Gana Member 48.8 43.1 33.3 34.6 39.5. 

Peers 11.5 '8.6 11.1 18~2 . 11.9 
Children, Adults 37.S 34.S 22.2 16.4 27;6 ; , 

.' 
.' : <~ 

100.0 100.0 100.0·· .100.0 lOQ.o',' 

1 First 6 months ' 
·2 AU flaure. in table arepcr~taps: 

0 
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1975. The 1973 cutoff date was used 
,t9insure that reported victimization 
pa~terns be, as current ,as possibk. Two 
major categories of victim are distin
guished-gang members andnon-gang
member, as well as two sub-categories 
of each~ for gang members, whether 

'victimization occurred in the context 
'of larger~scale rumbles/warfare, or 
'smaller-scale band/individualassaults; 
'for non-gang members there are two 
subcategories of victim-peers-gen~ 
erally males of similar age, ethnic 
status, and residential areas, arid non
peers-mostly male or female adults, 
but sometimes children. 

One surprising feature of the table 
is the degree of similarity among the 
four cities in the proportions of re
ported victims in the several categories. 
Four-city totals show that just about 

, '60 percent of reported victims were 
gang-members, and 40 percent non
gang members. None of the four cities 
varies by more than 10 percentage 
points from these figures. These find
ings would appear to weaken assertions 
that the majority of victims of gang 
violence in the 1970's are non-gang
members, It should be noted that in 
addition to estimates reported earlier 
which diverge sharply from these 
figures, figures given by other respond
ents, sometimes in the same cities, 
were very close to those shown here. 
A probation worker in the city where 
police officials gave diametrically op
posed estimates reckoned that "about 
60:percent of gang victims are other 
gang members." , 

OCthe four victim subcategories, 
the gimg-members involved in rumbles 

,,' and "warfare" ranked highest as vic
tims, gang members assaulted in the 

,'coUrSe of individual or smaller band 
, encounters, second highest, adults or 

children not affiliated with gangs 
r!Ulked third, and non-gang peers, 

<fourth. ' 

'\yhile these figures would appear to 
weaken assertions that the priina~y vic-

o ti!11$,of1970"s gangs are uninvolved 
:." ("QIHsjders" rathefthaQ oHier gang 
~',:; ,:ine~bers or, Io,c:al peers, they ,provide 
~f:~',::~~lbasiifot ;det~troinirig whether the . 

r!~., ", '. 
~;i,,~ 

proportions shown here differ sub
stantially from those of the past. The 
28 percent four-city figUre for he,n
gang, non-peer victims might represent 
a major development if equivalent per
centages in the past were, say, in the 
neighborhood of 5 percent. Directly 
comparable data for past periods ate 
not available. However, there are data 
which permit an indirect comparison. 
These were gathered in the course of a 
three-year gang study in Boston in the 
1950's, in the course of which all 
known incidents of gang assault involv
ing members of seven gangs in one city 
district were recorded byfield workers, 
analyzed, and reported.6 

Table XXII compares propohions 
of three categories of victim obt~ined 
through the current four-city anal
ysis and the single-community study 
20 years earlier. In the face of dif
ferences of!ime, methods and loca
tions, pr(.)poq:ions are surprisingly 
similar. G~g members were victims in 
60 percent of reported incidents in the 
'70's compared to 57 percent in the 
'50's. Non-gang adults and children 
were victims in 28 percent of current 
incidents, 22 percent in the past. The 

'._--
6Walter B. Miller, Ibid., 1966, Table S, 
p.l09. 

Table XXII 

non-gang-~er category Showed less 
similarity, with such persons being 
victimized by gangs only. about half as 
often as during the recent period. Even 
so, the proportions fall within lOper
cent of each other. ' 

Comparing victimization figures by 
category for the four major cities 
clarifies the issue of non-gang-member 
victimization. The four-city average of 
victimization of children and adults-
28 percent-is somewhat, but not much 
higher than the 22 percent figure of 
the earlier study. On thi.s basis, such 
victimization does not appear as a par
ticularly distinctive practice of con
temporary gangs. However, looking at 
city-by-city percentages, it is apparent 
that the children and adult victimiza
tion figures in the two largest cities 
(New York 38 percent, Chicago 35 
percent) are substantially higher than 
those for the next largest (Los Angeles 
22 percent, Philadelphia 16 percent) as 
well as the 1950's figure (21 percent). 
This suggests that there is considerable 
substance to claims by New Yorkers 
and Chicagoans that increasing victimi
zation of children and adults represents 
a significant development, but that 
similar claims by Los Angelenos and 
Philadelphians be regarded with some 
caution. 

Three Categories of Gang Member Victims 

Two Studies Compared: 1955-57, 1973-75 

Type of Victini 

Gang Member 
Non-gang Child, 

Adult 
Non-gang Peer 

Three Categories 

301 Press-Reported 
Incidents, Four 
Cities, 1973-75 

60.5 

27.6 
11.9 

100.0 

77 Field Recorded 
Incidents, One Com
munity, 1955-571 

57.1 

22.0 
20.8 

99.9 

• Violent Crimes in City Gangs, 1966, Table S, p. 109 
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'. 
Weaponry 

How lethal is the violence of con tern-
porary gangs? Data just presented con
cerning the forms and victims of gang 
violence . provide no direct information 
as to the consequences of such violence. 
Chapter V does deal with one kind of 
consequence-death-in the discussion 
of gang-related killings, but no exami
nation of injuries, maiming, intimida
tion, property destruction, and other 
consequences ofactual or threatened 
violence is included in this report. 
However, the discussion of gang mem
ber violence in the 1970's requires at 
the very least some attention to the 
role of weaponry'-a primary instru
ment of violent victimization.' 

On October 27,.1919, a Chicago 
newspaper ran a story on the killing 
of a member of the Elston youth gang 
by a 15-year-o\d member of the 
8elmonts-a Northwest Side gang-in 
the course of a continuing "turf war" 
between the two gangs. The story used 
these words: "(The Elston gang mem
ber) was killed by a bullet from a .22-
caliber rifle. In the last two years, when 
the two gangs realized the impotency 
of using bare knuckles and ragged 
stones, each turned to firearms."s 

This statement, incorporating the 
basic notion that gangs until recently 
have engaged in violence by means 
other than guns but that today have 
turned to guns, has been forwarded 
repeatedly in almost identical form 
during every decade of the 55 years 
since the Belmont-Elston killing. Most 

often the time period cited for the re
ported resort to guns is "two or three 
years ago;" a less frequent version of 
the statement uses the period "IS or 
20 years ago"-often corresponding to 
the gang-member age-period of the 
reporter's life. 

Given the almost ritualized nature 
of the claim that gangs of the past used 
fists, clubs, missiles, and the like, but 
have "only recently" turned to guns, 
claims of increasing use and prevalence 
of guns must be approached with par
ticular caution. Statements regarding 
guns made both by survey respondents 
and in other sources have thus been 
subject to particularly careful appraisal. 
Approaching the factual accuracy of " 
such statements with an attitude of 
scepticism, one conclusion nonetheless 
seems inescapable. The prevalence, use, 
quality, and sophistication of weaponry 
in the gangs of the 1970's far surpasses 
anything known in the past, and is 
f~ro~ably the single most significant 
'ffi~l1~cteristic distinguishing today's 
gangs from their predecessors. 

Why has information as to gang
related killings, of the lOnd presented 
in Table XV, not been reported on a 
routine basis in past studies of youth 
gangs? Very probably a major reason 
is that in the past actual killings were 
relatively rare as an outcome of as
saultive activities by gangs. Admitting 
the dangers of generalizations in the 
absence of reliable information from 
the past, the weight of evidence would 
seem to support the conclusion that 
the consequences of assaultive activ
ities by contemporary gangs are 
markedly more lethal than during any 

'Information concerning use, prevalence, previous period. Data just presented 
and types of weapons was solicited in each respecting the forms ~nd victims of 
of the 12 survey cities as one .of the 24 
"gang information topics" mentioned earlier. gang violence show some departures 
However, this report does not present an from the practices of previous periods, 
analysis of this topic with the degree of de- but by and large these differences are 
tail used. for example. in the anitysis of the 
"operating philosophies" item of the survey not of sufficient magnitude to account 
guide (W.B. Miller. "Operating Philosophies for marked differences in the degree 
of Crjrninal Justice and Youth. Survey Pro- of lethality currently observed •. tt 
feuionals in Twelve Major American Cities" .'. . dif . 
Op. cit.). The .present treatment of weaponry would appear that the major fer~nt1-
is based on a partial and non-systematic exam· ating factor is that of weaponry. This 
ination of selected materials for s!x of the 12 raises $everal questions: how prevalent 
cities. . ·fl· . . h . th It f 
8Frederick M. Thrasher, The Gang, Univer~are lfe~rns, W at IS. e.c ara.cter 0 

sity of Odcago Press, 1927, p. 180. • gang.weaponryran!i how can oneac-
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count fOf increases in its prevalence 
and quality? . 

Questions as to the lise of firearms 
in the several cities typically elicited 
answers such as "Everybody's got 
them; they have them. either on their 
persons odn their homes" (New York); 
"Guns are now available allover; they 
are a prime target of burglaries" (Chi
cago); "In this city a gang is judged by 
the number and quality of weapons 
they have; the most heavily armed 
gang is the most feared; for our gangs, 
firepower is the name of the gatne;' 
(Los Angeles); "The most dramatic 
change in the gang situation here lies 
in the use of firearms" (philadelphia) .. ; 

There is little doubt that such state
ments involve elements of exaggera
tion; when pressed, some of these who 
claimed that "everybody" now has 
guns said thilt in a typical gang of 40 
persons, perhaps 20 own guns. com
pared to two or three in the past. 
Others stated that the gangs did not 
actually possess all the guns they used, 
but borrowed or rented arms from 
other gangs or persons. In the absence 
of more careful analysis of the weap
onry data, the possibility of such exag
geration remains. Even so, there was 
virtually unanimous agreement by re
spondents in all cities that guns of a 
variety of kinds were extremely preva~ 
lent in the community, easy to obtain, 
and used extensively by gang members. 

A very rough notion of the preva. 
lence of weapons is furnished by the 
kinds of arrest figures presented in the 
previous section. New York.pplice re· 
ported approximately 1 ,500 arrests of 
gang members for "posse;;sionof dan- . 
gerous weapons" between 1972 and 
1974 (all "dangerous weapons" are not 
firearms, but most are ); Chicagore. 
corded 700' gang member arrests for 
"possession of firearms" in 1974 alone; 
in the same year Los Angeles reported 
1,100 gang-member arrests for "assa\lIt 
with a deadly weaponj"and 11 Smore 
for "shOQting at·inhabited dw~1lings." 
Philadelphia reported a~Q~! 500 shoot· 
irig incidents involving gang 'members 
between 1971 !in" '73.1'Il:e8e"fi~res 
substantially ~nder-repre$Cnt,the •• ctual· 
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'number of guns in circulation, since 
:' they record only gun use or possession 

that comes to officialnotice.9 

Probably the most careful account
ing of gang weaponry in major cities is 
that of the Bronx Division of the New 
York City Police Department's Gang 
,:~~j?lligence Unit. Lists compiled in 
'r973 and '74 included 25 categories 
of weapon used by gang members. Of 
.these, weapons in 17 of the categories 
utilize gunpowder or some other ex
plosive. The categories include: 
"Rifles, all calibers;" "Shotguns, all 
calibers (sawed-off);" Handguns(re
volvers, automatics) 22, 25, 32, 38, 45 
caliber;" "SUmi-automatic rifles con
verted to automatic;" "Home-made 
mortars;" ,';Home-made bazookas;" 
"Molotov Cocktails;" "Pipe Bombs." 
In only one of the six cities, San 
Francisco, was the "Saturday night 
speCial" (a cheap, short-barrelled .22 
revolver) cited as the major kind of 
gang weapon; in all other cities re
respondents claimed that the majority 
of guns used were at the level of high
quality police weapons; the Smith and 
Wesson .38, one common type of 
police weapon, was mentioned several 
times. Home-made "zip guns," re
ported as prevalen t in the 1950's, were 
mentioned as still used by some 
younger gartg members, but several in
formants said that such crude weap
onry was held in contempt by most 
gang members. 

Accurate information concerning 
the role of weaponry .is important not 

. only be~al1se of its obvious bearing on 
the capacity of gang members to pose 
a lethal threat toone another and to 
non-gangvictims, but because such in
formation bears directly on the issue 
of the"causes" or origins of contem
porary patterns of gang violence.' ° 

'A'discussion ofreasons for the increased 
ayaUabilityof weapons in the 1970'swill be 
Ql!)lilded in the expanded version of this re
port: . 
IO:A,uUer!U1d more systematic treatment of 

, tb~ca\lse~or origins of current rilanifesta· 
.tionl.Qfyouth Ian8 violence will be included 
in. the expande4 version of this report. 

.'.; Ll:,: 

One of the most common elements of 
current efforts to account for increased 
gang violence is the notion, particularly 
favored by the media, that today's gang 
member, in common with other violent 
youthful offenders, simply lacks the 
capacity to conceive the taking of 
human life as wrongful. This position, 
frequently forwarded in the past in 
connection with conceptions of "psy
chopathic" or "sociopathic" person
alities, is given substance in current 
media images through televised or 
quoted statements by yoU1l,~ful 
killers such as "What do I feel when I 
kill somebody? Nothing at all. It's 
nothing more to me than brushing off 
a fly." 

These images serve to symbolize a 
theory that basic changes have oc
curred in the moral capacity of many 
youth whereby the act of killing is 
seen simply as a means to an end, un
accompanied by any sense of moral 
wrongness, and that the spread of such 
amorality underlies increases in lethal 
violence by gang members and others. 

Without exploring the plausibility, 
character of supportive evidence, or 
other implications of this position, it is 
appropriate simply to note at this 
point that of two posited factors for 
explaining increases in violence-a basic 
personality cha~ge in American youth 
and an increased availability of fire
arms, the latter appears far more likely 
to exert a significant influence. The 
fact that guns are readily available, far 
more prevalent, and far more Widely 
used than in the past seems well estab
lished, while the postulated changes in 
basic moral conceptions remain highly 
conjectural. 

This would suggest that theories 
based on changes in technologies or 
social arrangements show a more ob
vious relationship to changes in pat
terns of gang violence than theories 
based on changes inhuman nature. 
This point may also be illustrated in 
connection with a development noted 
earlier. 

Datajust presented indicates that 
the motorized foray has become more 
prevalent relative t() the rumble as a 
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form of inter gang conflict. One reason 
clearly. involves technology. The classic 
rumbleco\Jld be and can be executed 
with combatants proceeding by foot to 
the battle site and there engaging each 
other with fists, clubs, chains, and pos
sibly knives-logistical and technolog
ical means available to combatants 
throughout recorded history .By con
trast, the foray, in one of its major 
forms, requires two technological 
devices-the automobile and the gun~ 
While both have been in existence for 
some time, neither has been readily 
available in large numbers to urban . 
adolescen ts until relatively recently. 
In the 1970's, for reasons not well 
understood, the conjoint use of guns 
and cars has increased substantially. 
Those technological and economic fac
tors which govern the availability to 
adolescents of firearms and automo
biles have thus played a major role in 
changing the character of major forms 
of gang violence. 

I 
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Motives for Gang Violence 

Consideration of the reasons behind 
acts of violence by gang members is 
part of the larger issue of the motiva
tion for gang behavior in general, and 
as such is not treated in the present re
port. However, one aspect of this issue 
is relevant to the present discussion. 
Of four distinguishable motives for 
engaging in gang violence-honor, local 
turf-defense, control, and gain, all four 
have been operative in the past, and all 
four continue to be operative in the 
present. However, it would appear that 
violent acts in the service of the latter 
two-control and gain, have been in
creasing in frequency at the expense of 
the former. Much of the information 
concerning forms of gang violence
intimidatUn of possible court wit
nesses, claims of control over the facil
ities and educational/disciplinary pol
icies of the schools, claims of complete 
hegemony over parks and other rec
reational areas-reflects an increased 
use of violence for purposes of control. 

Similarly, reports of the extension 
of extortion or "shakedown" opera
tions from peers to adult merchants, 
robbery of "easy" victims such as 
elderly people, predatory excursions 
by .smallerbands for mugging or other
wise robbing the general citizenry, ap
pear to reflect greater stress on the use 
of violence as a means to the acquisi
tion of money and salable goods. All 
these issues-the nature of motives for 
violence, possible changes in the char
acter of such motives, and possible 
reasons for such changes, call for addi
tional information and analysis. 

Summary. A common propensity 
to exaggerate and sensationalize the 
prevalence and severity of gang vio
lence makes it particularly important 
to approach this topic with care, cau
tion, and scepticism. Claims that 
"gangs of today" are far more violent 
than their .predecessors must be re
garded with particular caution, since 
such claims have been made so often 
in the past. In reviewing acadeniic 
studies of gang problems in the 1950's 
and '60's, it would appear that the 

//' 
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<inore careful and scholarly the study, 
the less emphasis was placed by the 
authors on thtl centrality and gravity 
of violence as a basic form of gang 
activity. One of the foremost scholars 
of gangs of the '50's and '60's, 
Malcolm Klein, in a comprehensive 
view of gang studies of this period, 
consistently played down the saliency 
and seriousness of violence as a form 
of gang behavior, and concluded his 
review with the statement "Gang vio
lence, it must be admitted, is not now 
a major social problem."11 

Starting from the assumption that 
gang violence during the past several 
decades was less severe than repre
sented by most contemporary re
porters, and recognizing that the tend
ency to exaggerate such severity is 
equally characteristic of the present 
period, the foUowing conclusions as 
to gang violence in the 1970's seem 
warranted. , . ". 

Violent acts corh.:.itted by mem
bers of youth gangs in six major cities 
in the 1970's, as in the past, encom
pass a wide range of different forms 
and manifestations. Of these, violence 
which takes as its victims persons out
side the immediate orbit of gang mem
bers-primarily adults and children in 
similar or different communities-has 
the greatest capacity to arouse public 
fear, and to engender perceptions that 
youth gangs pose a serious crime prob
lem. Eight forms of inter-and intra
gang conflict may be distinguished
the planned rumble, the rumble, war
fare, the foray, the hit, the fair fight, 
the execution, and punitive assault. 
While there is some evidence of "spe
cializations" in different cities, most of 
the above forms were reported as pres
ent in all six cities. The noti~~ihat the 
"rumble," in either its "planned" or 
"spontaneous" form has disappeared 
was not supported by available evi- . 
dence; however, it does appear Qlat the 
"foray" -an excursion by smaller 
bands, generally armed and often 
motorized-has increased in prevalence 

11 M. Klein, ''Violence in American JuveQUe 
Gangs," Op. cit., p •. 1,457.' . 
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relative to the rumble. With respect to 
victimization, the notion that non-gang 
adults an<i children have become the 
primary victims of gang violence was 
not supported; of three categories of 
victim identifiable through press re
ports, other gang members comprised 
about 60 percent, adults and children 
about 28 percent, and non-gang peers 
about 12 percent. The 60 percent gang, 
40 perpent non-gang ratios based on 
four city averages do not differ sub
stantiaUy from figures recorded in the 
past. However, when figures are differ
entiated by city, considerable substance 
is granted the notion of increased non
gang-member victimization in the na
tion's two largest cities, where non
gang-members appear as victims in al
most half of the reported inCidents, 
and non-gang children and adults in 
well over one-third. 

A major development of the 1970's 
appears to lie in a very substantial in
crease in the availability, sophistica
tion, and use of firearms as an instru
ment of gang violence. This may well 
be the single most significant feature 
of t()day's gang activity in evaluating 
its seriousness as a crime problem. The 
increased use of firearms to effect vio
lent criIllas (often in concert with 
motorizi:ll transport) has substantially 
increased the likelihood that violence 
directed both to other gang members 
and the general citizenry will have 
lethal consequences. 

Participation. in destructive acts by 
gang members involving property. de
struction also appears to be on the rise. 
Major manifestations are extensive Van
dalism of school facilities, destruction 
of parks, recreational and other public 
facilities, and the destruction of build
ings througli"lfr1;bn. 

Related to dhanges in forms and vic
tims of gang-member violence noted 
above appear to be changes in motives, . 
for violence. Insofar as gang violence is . 
played out in an. arena of intergang 
conflict, motives arising out of 
"honor" ("rep," "heart" in the past), 
and defense of local turf .!?!~ a majo ... 
rol,,; as Jiluggings, robberies, ande~. 
tortion of community residents have 
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become relatively more prevalent, and 
as eff:uts to intimidate witnesses, de
tt~~~ school policies, and dominate 
public fac!Uities have become more /: 
widespread, the motives of "gain" anll 
"control" can be seen as playing a \\ 
larger role. 

In sum, taking into account tend
encies to exaggerate the scope and 
seriousness ,of gang violence, and to 
represent the "gang of today" as far 
more violent than its predecessors, evi
dence currently available indicates 
with considerable clarity that the 
amount of l~thaI violence currently 
directed by youth gangs in major cities 
both against one another and against 
the general public is without precedent. 
It is not unlikely that contemporary 
youth gangs pose a greater threat to 
the public order, and greater danger to 
the safety of the citizenry, than at a.ny 
time during the past. 

\ 
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VII: Gang Activities and 
the Public Schools 

:? 

The bulk of youth gang membet~,~n 
the largest cities are aged approxi
mately 10 to 21. Youth in the United 
States are required by law to be in at
tendance at a public or private school 
for seven of the 12. years of this age 
span. Furthermore, as shown earlier, 
approximately 60 percent of gang
member arrests involve persons aged 
17 and below. This substantial over
lap between the ages of required 
school attendance and the ages of 
customary gang membership, along 
witll the fact that about half of ar
rested gang-members are school-aged, 
would lead one to expect that when
ever one fmds serious gang problems, 
one would also fmd serious gang 
problems in the schools. 

Strangely enough, this has not, 
apparently, been the case in the past. 
In all of the literature devoted to gangs 
in the '50's and '60's, very little speci
fic attention was paid t() this area. The 
writings of Frederick Thrasher, whose 
study of gangs in the '10's and '20's is 
the most comprehensive ever produced, 
doos not even include a separatecha.p
ter on gangs and the schools. 1 Yet, in 
the 1970's, gang activities affecting the 
school system are widely perceived as 
a major problem. In a nation-wide 

IMost of the 10 rather brief references to 
gangs and the schools included in Thrasher 
(Op. Ot., 1927). illustrate strikingly the 
contrast between the gangs of the '20's and 
the '70's. One gang "dared not openly defy" 
school authonties; the sanctity o[1he school 
as "neutral territory" is noted. M. Klein 
(Street Gangs and Street M>rkers, Prentice 
Hall, 1971.) includes two brief discussions 
of gangs and schools, focussed prjrnarily on 
methods of behavior change, rather than 
descriptions of gang activities. 

4S 

Gallup Poll reported in late 1974,8 
surprisingly high 60 percent of re
spondents who provided "seriousness" 
estimates felt that "student gangs that 
disrupt the school or bQ~er other 
students" constituted either a very 
serious or moderately s:-rious problem 
in their local schools. In 1975, witnesses 
testifying before a senate subcommit
tee investigating violence in the schools 
repeatedly pointed to youth gang 
activity as a major contriputor to the 
larger problem of student violence. 

What is the character of gangactiv
ities in the public schools today, and 
why are they currently arousing so 
much more concern than.in the past? 
The present section will address the 
first issue quite briefly, and the second 
even more briefly. 

'.,. 
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GtmgActiv.ities in .the Schools The schools of this city have sold out There has been fighting between 

to the gangs. A major development black and white, and black and 
The point of departure for the present here is the intent by gangs to gain Chinese gangs in several high schools-
discu$Sion is the fact that in the 1970's control of the schools,. their intimi- thus far on a relativ~ly small scale. 
identifiable youth gangs are operating dation of school personnel, and their But if they move ahead with plans to 
within as well as outside of many extortion of children on a large scale. integrate the high schools, the gang 
·-:hoob in major cities, and that the The gangs have browbeaten the school conflict will make what is happening 
nature of such operations not only administrators. They have been bought now look like a picnic! 
poses serious obstacles to the primary off by being permitted to use the San Francisco 
mission of the schools-the education schools as recruiting grounds. 
of their students-but also poses a New York As in the case of gang violence in 
serious threat to the physical ~ety .general, it is probable that these state-
of students and teachers. Table XXIII The schools have become an arena of ments contain elements of exaggera-
lists 10 kinds of gang activity or re- expression for the gangs; high schools tion. It should be pointed out as well 
sponses to gang activities reported by in some districts have become houses that no adequate prevalence data is 
respondents, or through other sources for the gangs, and students are being available for gang activities in the 
for the six gang-problem cities. victimized through extortion; gangs schools, and that there are un-

As in the case of TableXX, no re- recruit openly in school areas. doubtedly some or many schools 'i~ 
port of the presence of a particular Chicago each of the six cities where gangs pre-
activity does not necessarily mean that sent little or no problem. As stated 
it is absent, but rather that informa- The gang situation in the schools is earlier, in huge cities of the kind under 
tion as to its presence was not ob- frantic. Of the inner-city schools, all consideration here, there may be very 
!ained. Table XXIII shows differ- of them have large gang populations substantial differences in the severity 
ences between the four largest cities within the schools. Gangs have com- of gang-related problems among dif-

. on the one hand, and the remaining pletely taken oyer individual class- ferent sections or neighborhoods. But 
two on. the other. Of 40 potentially rooms, and would have taken over even when these qualifications are 
reportable activities for the four larg- whole schools if police had not inter- considered, the statements just quoted 
est cities, 36 (90 percent) are reported, vened. Once the number of gang mem- accurately reflect the perceptions of 
whereas for Detroit and San Fran- bers in a class reaches a certain level, those professionals who are closest to 
cisco, eight of 20 possible activities are the teacher is powerless to enforce the gang-school situation in the several 
reported (40 percent). In the absence discipline. cities, and it is these perceptions, in 
of prevalimce figures, this would sug- Los Angeles cases where more systematic informa-
gest that problems with gangs in tion is unavailable, which must serve 
sehools are at present considerably 
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as the informational underpinning of The schools in this city are citadels of 
less serious in the latter two cities. fear; there is gang fighting in the halls; policy formulation. 

Nonetheless, the table $hows clearly there is no alternative but to set up No information was obtained as to 
that the schools are a major arena for safety zones where fighting will be the number of schools in each of the 
pog activity in all six gang-proble~ prevented through force. There is no six cities in which at least one gang was 
cities;.all six report three important point in trying to exaggerate the situa- operating, but problems currently ap. 
features--the presence of identified tion; the truth by itself is devastating. pear to be most widespread and/or 
gaJ)gs operatQlg in the schools, stab- Philadelphia serious in LoiS Angeles, Philadelphia, 
· binga, shootings; beatings, and other and Chicagol. Los Angeles respondents 
kinds of assaults on teachers, other 

The gang problem,here is serious-
said ''The problem is so out of·hand 

students and rival gang members in- at all three levels (elementary, junior, 
c) 

side the schools, and similar kinds of especially around the schools; every senior) thnt it can't be coped with." \\ 

assaults in the school environs. In all member of these gangs is involved in ''We have had three years of violence 
· citiesbut one, San Francisco, special all sorts of crimes, from larceny and killing in the schools with no real 
.~curity arrangements have been in- through murder . Gangs are active both action by the authorities .... " "All 
atituted either primarily or partly in inside and outside the schools. The the schools in the inner city have large 
~ponSe to problems of gang violence. police have been meeting contin- gang populations." Chicago respond-

· Statements by informants in each of uously with school and community ents said "School officials feel the 
.:the six cities in response to' the survey people, and at ,every meeting they gang problem is city wide." ''The 

inquirY as tOgaJ)g problems in the . come up with a new DllIQe for a new teachers feel that gangs are their 
.".cliQolsoonveysOme notion of local gang; biggest problem. " Philadelphia for 

, per:ceptlOQ .. /)(!troit . the past five years has been running· 
, .. '.-::'" .-. 
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Table XXllI 
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School - Related Forms of Gang Activity 

Fonn N.V.C. 

Identified gangs reported R 
operating in elementary, 
junior high, or senior 
high schools 

Several identified gangs 0 
attending same school 

G~~g assaults, shootings, inside R 
schools (corriders, classrooms, 
etc); teachers, other gang 
members, non-gang students 

Gang fights, attacks, shootings, R 
outside schools (playgrounds, 
environs) 

Gang members wearing "colors" R 
Gackets, swe;tters} in school 

lritimidation of teachers by R 
gang members (re: reporting 
gang activities to police, school 
authorities, appearing as court 
witnesses, etc.} 

Gang members claiming school- R 
rooms, environs, as'''gang-
controlled" territory 

Gang members collecting R 
''protection'' mQney from 
non-gang students 

Gang members inflict major 
damage on School buildings, 
facilities 

Gang problems I'equire special R 
securityarrangement5; publicI 
private security personnel patrol 
school interiors, exte~(m; 

No. Activities R.,rt~ pel' City 8 

R .. Reported by respondent 
o = Reported by other~iuce. 

,(; 
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No. Cities 
Reporting 

Chi. LA. Phil. Detr. S. Fr. Activity' 

R R R R R 6 

'R R R 0 5 

R R R R R 6 

R R R R R 6 

R 2 

R R 3 

R R R 4 

R R R 4 

R R R 3 

R R R R ,5 

" 
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special workshops to instruct school
teachers in methods of coping with 
~gs, and the city has set up special 
crisis intervention teams to be dis
pitched {t~ the schools during the 
many times that gang violence erupts 
or is threatened. One of the few urban 
communities to collect detailed infor
mation on gangs in the schools is the 
Bronx, which reported that named 
gangs were operating in at least 32 
schools in 1972. A year later, however, 
gang activity was reported to have 
lessened, with such activity having 
become at least less visible. 

In both Detroit and San Francisco 
gang violence in the schools seems less 
widespread than in the four larger 
cities. Even so, a Detroit respondent 
said "On a scale of 10, I would rate 
the seriousness of gang problems in 
the schools at II!" The more serious 
problems in San Francisco affect 
schools with substantial Chinese popu
lations, but several respondents ex
pressed fears that gangs in largely 
black schools are in the process of 
becoming more active. 

Correspondences between elemen
tary scltool districts and neighborhood 
boundaries, as pointed out by a 
Chicago respondent, create a proba
bility that gangs will form around ele
mentary schools, and in fact, the 
"feeder" process by which students 
from a larger number of elementary 
schools attend a smaller number of 
middle or junior high schools, and 
then, an even smaller number of high 
schools,has resulted in throwing to
gether gangs from different areas into 
th~ same junior and/or senior high 

. schools. Of the 32 Bronx schools con
tiiningilt least one gang,26 (81 per
cent) contained two or more. Los I 

Angeles respondents report"d that it 
, "wainot n all uncommon for five or 
',' Iix gangl'Ilom different junior high 

tchoolsto converge on a single high 
$Chool, In~ oDC' high school reportedly 
contained 10 differentsanas. Seven 
diffetentgangs were reported to bein 
attenclence at one middle school 

'Oll111or bigh)in the Gennantown 
, "lICcti(,)n',of PhUaclelpbja, 'and other 

schools contain similar numbers. Since particular importance, since it appears 
the gartgs coming into the bigher level to represent a major departure from 
schools are frequently rivals, a high past practice. Most cities reported a 
potential for serious violence is tradition whereby schools had been 
created. seen as "neutral territory" by rival 

Despite increasing attempts to gangs, a clearly rec~gnized physical 
strenthen school security, much of zone within whose limits enmities, 
this violence occurs within the schools vendettas, retaliatory obligations-
themselves; Victims of gang attacks however strongly maintained on the 
include other gang members, non-gang "outside" were, by agreed-upon con
students, and teachers. Iri all four of vention, held in suspension. (One re
the largest cities respondents provided spondent referred to the "medieval 
vivid accounts of gangs prowling the concept of sanctuary.") 
school corridors in search of possible Iri the 1970's this conventionl.Seems 
rivals, and preventing orderly move- to have eroded radically, at least in the 
ment through the hallways. All four four major cities. The traditioc¥ prac-
cities report open grulg fights occuring tice by youth gangs of making claims 
in the hallways-in some cases with of special rights of ownership and con-
considerable frequency. The shooting trol over particular areas and facilities 
and killing of teachers by gang mem- iti the community ("turr' "territorial-
bers was reported for Chicago and ization") has apparently in many in-
Philadelphia, and of non-gang students stances been extended not only to 
in Chicago and Los Angeles. Shootings school environs but to the schools 
and other assaults were also reported themselves. The notion of "control" 
to have occurred in school cafeterias, as applied by gangs to the schools 
auditoriums, and other internalloca- involves several features, inclUding 
tions. claimed rights to exclusive use of 

Violence also occurs in the immedi- facilities such as cafeterias, basketball 
ate environs of the schools, with gang- ,courts, and the like, claims of exclu-
fighting taking place in schoolyards, sive rights to exercise authority (in-
athletic areas, and adjoining streets. cluding the administration of dis-
Such conflict often involves gang mem- cipline) in the classrooms, rights to 
bers who have dropped out of school collect fees for passage through school 
or passea the compulsory school at- hallways as well as for permission to 
tendance age, but who congregate in enter and remain in school buildings, 
school areas because the "action" is and the deSignation of particular in-
thrre. One respondent said "They terior and/or exterior locales as exclu-
sp~~d more time around the school sive congregating areas ("turr') for 
after they are no longer enrolled than specific gangs. 
they ever did when they were." Iri some, Concern over gang control in the 
cities, notably Chicago, increased se- schools was evinced most strongly in 
curity measures have made it difficult Los Angeles and Chicago. Los Angeles 
or impossible for these ex- or non- respondents said that gangs had "ter-
student gang members to gain entry ritorialized" whole high school dis-
to the school buildings themselves, tricts, with the "ownership" of parti-
so they wait until student gang mem- cular high schools serving as the victory 
bers leave the building and use the prize for gang combatants. They told 
surrounding areas as arenas of conflict. also of gangs gradually increasing:'their 

Claims of "control" by gang mem-numbers in particular classrooms until 
bers over specific rooms, zones, ~d they have achiev,ed a "critic,al mass"-a 
facilities within the schools, as well as presence which defeats the capability 
over schoolyards, a1hJ.etic facilities, of the teacher to exercise discipline. A 
and other extemalareas, were reported Chicago respond~nt said ''The gangs 
for the fourlargest cities. This aspect ltave simplyt~im over the schools;" 
of school-r~lated gang activity is of a New Yorker, "The ~hoolsba\'e sold 

",' 
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out to the gangs;" Philadelphia was 
forced to close the cafeterias in several 
major high schools because gangs had 
claimed the right to control access, 
seating areas, and other arrangements. 

The "intimidation" of teachers and 
other school personnel was reported for 
New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. 
The major form taken by such intim'i~ 
dation is threats by gang members that 
the teacher will be beaten or killed if 
he or she reports violations by gang 
members of school regulations or legal 
statutes, or appears as a witness in 
court preceedings against gang mem
bers. A related aspect of intimidation" 
is re refusal by gang members to accept 
the authority of the teacher and con
comitant claims that the right to exer
cise classroom authority belongs to the 
gang members. A respondent in New 
York, where the school system has 
been partially "decentralized," claimed 
that the local semi-autonomous school 
districts had "sold out" to the gangs, 
granting them the privilege of recruit
ing members among the student body 
in return for promises to refrain from 
violence. A Chicago respondent, a 
former teacher, claimed that the 
teachers were frightened of reporting 
gang violations not only because of 
threats by the gang members, but be
cause they had no assurance that their 
claims would be supported by school 
principals who were anxious to conceal 
evidence of violence in their schools 
(the "concealment" issue will be dis
cussed shortly). He added that three 
or four teachers in a school might be 
willing to take a stand, but ~mable to 
enlist the support of the other 100, 
felt powerless to act. 

A similar situation was reported for 
Los Angeles by the respondent who 
described the process whereby the 
presence in a class of a sufficient num
ber of gang members effectively renders 
the teacher powerless. He also de
scribed the process whereby gang mem-

. bers establish abeachead of control in 
one classroom, which they then at
tempted to extend to the entire school. 
A'Philadelphia respondent, denying the 
existence of "intimidation" by gang 

members, admitted that they did sums were getting larger, and that since 
threaten teachers, but claimed that the children are reluctant to inform their ". 
teachers' refusal to press charges against parents of the reason for their need for 
gang members arose from a "natural money, were being forced to steal from 
reluctance to testify" rather than fear their parents and others to come up 
of retaliatory violence. with the required amounts. In one case, 

. One of the traditional activities of gang members kept raising protection 
urban youth gangs in the community fees until they reached a point where 
is that of "extortion" -a demand for the parents came to the school in 
payment for the privilege of not being bewilderment, inquiring as to the rea-
assaulted. In the past, the victims of - sons for the ever-increasing amounts 
this practice have primar~x been their son was requesting. 
younger adolescents or children in the The wearing of gang "colors" 
local community, and sums of ex- (jackets or sweaters bearing the gang 
torted money have generally been low. name) within the schools waJreported 
Most authorities have thus tended to for the two largest cities. T1us practice 
regard this as a relatively innocuous represents a particularly pointed 
practice, referred to as a "lunch-money method of flaunting gang member
shakedown" or by similar terms. As in ship, since it at the same time defies 
the case of turf-control claims, the school rules and proclaims the power 
shakedown extortion practice has now and threat of the gang. Fashions con
been "imported" from the community cerning the wearing of "colors" are 
into the schools. quite changeable, and New Yorkers 

Extortion in the schools takes two report that the practice of wearing 
major forms, one being the traditional colors in schools has recently waned 
"protection" type already noted-pay- in some areas of the city . .It should be 
ment in order to forestall threatened noted, however, that gang members in 
beatings or worse. But there is also a those schools where colors are not 
second type, not traditionally noted- worn openly do not thereby forego 
one related to the claims of "owner- the opportunity to indicate their gang 
ship" of school facilities made by identity. In Philadelphia, for example, . 
gangs. This is the collection of money there has never been any real tradition 
for what one respondent called "the of gang colors, but in this city, as well 
privilege of attending school." On the as in Los Angeles, gang members avail 
basis of the gang-asserted premise that themselves of a very wide variety' of 
they "own" the school and/or its facil- what some respondents call "distinc
ities, fees are levied for the right to tive forms of apparel" which readily 
enter the building, traverse its passage- reveal their gang identity to the initi-
ways, utilize its cafeterias and gyms, ated;. These include broad brimmed 
and so on. A Los Angeles respondent hats, ("Brims"), caps of particular 
said that the line between this type of colors, a single earring, one white 
"exchange" and outright robbery was sneaker, special satin trousers, and 
extremely thin. many others. Wishing at the same time: 

Figures on the extent of these prac- to reveal their gang identity to some 
tices and the amounts of money in- and to forestall ready identification by 
volved have not been obtained. otheJS, gang'membe,rs frequenfIy 
Quarters and dollars were the sums change from one of these esoteric 
most freq!leritly mentioned; aPhil~. forms ofciothing or adornment to 
delphia respondent said that.many , another. . . . 
students customarily lceep their extor~ . . Gang members undoubtedly par-

.'-', 

tioninoney in an accessibleplace,butticipateinthe monumentalalliountoC ':: 
hide additional sums intbeirshoes or property dan,lage currently beingin~ ....' 
elsewhere so as to keep all their rnoney.flicteduponthe. schools, but the large!)' - " 
from being taken by the gangs. Several secretive ... ~ureof such activityl11akes 
respondents suggested that demanded it difficulttoidentifyspeclficallythole 
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acts Qf vandalism, arson, and deface
ment in which gang members are the 
primary participants. One exception, 
of course, applied 'to a relatively mild 
form of property defacement, grafitti; 
gang members in Philadelphia, Chicago, 
and elsewhere cover the walls in and 
around the schools with names of their 
gangs and their members. One partic
ularly spectacular instance of property 
destruction in Los Angeles is widely 
assumed to be the work of gangs; 
after one and a half million dollars was 
put into the complete modernization 
of a city high school in 1974, gang 
members broke into the school and 
"completely demolished everything." 

~ Gang members in New York have used 
explosives such as pipe-bombs and 
Molotov Cocktails to burn and damage 
public facilities, and it is not unlikely 
that some portion of the extensive 
damage to school facilities has been 
affected in this manner. 

One very concrete indication that 
gang violence constitutes a highly dh\· 
ruptive force in survey-city schools is 
that authorities have been constrained, 
in recent years, to institute and aug
ment arrangements for school "secur
ity" that are probably unprecedented. 
Table XXIII indicates that five of the 
six gang-problem cities report special 
secu'rityarrangements involving muni
,cipal police,pri'vate or school-system 
security guards, and citizen security 
personnel, in various combinations. 
While it Is impossible, as noted earlier, 
to isolate exactly that portion. of gen
eral school violence that is specifically 
attributable to gangs, there is little 
douh:t that gang activity constitutes a 

·principaheason for these increased 
.. ,'security arrangements. 

Two of the gang-problem cities, 
Chicago and Philadelphia, utilize all 

. three types ofSecurity' personnel just 
'mentioned.;.,.municipal police office.,s, 
school-d~partment security guards 

~~' ... (sometiqtes off-duty municipal police
,,nen), and civilian security personnel. , 

. In Philadelphia, a fourth k~d of ar· 
,~ran~ementis Used -emergency response 

,'teams:~tJll!monea in cases of gang 
.. ,,"'.' .. ,'Vjoleitc~;'While'theseteams do riot in-

elude police officers, they carry mobile 
communications equipment which 
permits radio contact with city police. 

New York. uses both city police who 
are assigned to the schools and a sepa
rate school security force. Civilian 
security personnel as used in Chicago, 
Los Angeles and Philadelphia are not 
reported. The only gang-problem city 
not reporting special securi~y arrange
ments in response to gang and other 
youth violence in the schools is San 
Francisco. In late 1974, after a series 
of violent confron tations between 
gangs in several schools, criminal 
justice authorities initiated proposals 
for the institution of such mell.sures. 
However, these were rejectod J:<,V the 
school department, claiming tbt to 
"have policemen in the schools" 
would be unduly disruptive to the 
climate necessary for productive edu
cational activities. 

While no statistics have beel). ob
tained as to the actual numbers of 
school security personnel in the five 
cities and the costs of security opera
tions, a rough notion of the scope of 
these operations is conveyed by the 
fact that in Los Angeles the amount of 
money allocated to school security is 
higher than that of any other security 
operation in the city, with the sole ex
ception of the Los Angeles Police 
Qepartment itself. 

Police officials in all five gang
problem cities claim that the place
ment of officers within the schools 
has made it far more difficult for gang 
members to engage in gang-fighting and 
other forms of assault (Chicago, in ad
dition, attempts to enforce a strict "no 
outsiders on the campus" regulation), 
and that the presence of uniformed 
police (and in some cases plainclothes 
police) within the school has in fact 
prevented the situation from becoming 
worse than it is. Others claim that this 
policy has simply shifted the major 
lcx:ales of violence from the interiors 
to ,the exteriors of the schools. In any 
event,datajust presented as to the 
kinds of gang activity currently found 
in the gang-city schools indicates ~at 
while police pre~nce may well exert a 

so 

restraining influence, violent and other 
criminal activities by gangs in the 
schools still remain a formidable 
problem. 



Issues Concerning Gang-School 
Problems 

ity, race relations, and so on. These 
opposing characterizations were in 
some cases forwarded by respondents 

A number of additional issues are rele- in th.e same city. In all probability, an 
vant to the problem of gangs in schools, understanding of these apparent con-
but can be treated only in the briefest tradictions would require further in-
fashion in the present report. They formation and analysis. 
concern the extent to which school The practice by gangs of using pop-
principals conceal or admit problems ulations of students for the purposes. 
of violence in their schools; the use by of recruiting membership was reported 
gangs of student populations as recruit- for the two largest cities. In New York, 
ment sources; racial aspects of gang- as noted earlier, a respondent claimed 
school violence, and the issue of what that the schools had "sold out" to the 
lies behind the severity of current gangs, promising them free rein in re-
gang-school problems. cruiting stu 'nts in return for no-

The policies of school authorities violenc": "ties. In Chicago the re-
with respect to disseminating informa- cruitment problem is regarded as 

1/ 
tion concerning their gang problems sufficiently serious that not only is 
were raised as an issue by many re- recruitment into gangs proscribed by 
spondents. The New York situation statute, but this offense is classified 
was described in almost identical terms as a major felony, As in the case of 
by most.respondents. In the past, they the "concealment" issue, information 
'said, school principals had been ex- as to forced conscription by gangs and 
tremely reluctant to admit the exist- <:';ther aspects of gang recruitment is 
ence of gang problems in their schools- .' extremely fragmentary, and any sort 
seeing such problems as a direct refle'c~ of adequate picture would require 
tion on their own capacity to ma{:~~d" further research. 
internal school discipline. Police'~,< One might suppose that the issue of 
plained that concealment and derti8i~b'y racial antagonism, and its role in gen
school authorities had unduly delayed eral and/or gang-related school vio-
the adoption of necessary control lence, would have been a major subject 
measures. Many schools, respondents of concern by respondents. Somewhat 
said, still pursue a policy of conceal- surprisingly, the race issue was not . 
ment, but in an increasing number of raised by any of the respondents dis-
cases the problem has become so over- cussing gang-school problems in the 
whelming that the principals have been four largest cities. The issue was 
constrained not only to admit its exist- rajsed, however, by respondents in 
ence and severity, but to adopt policies Detroit, and San Francisco-appearing 
of cooperation with and use of other here as experiencing problems of 
service agencies to a far greater degree lesser seriousness. In both cities the 
than before. issue was discussed in the context of 

The sentiment that "the schools are school integration, and particularly in 
fmally beginning to admit the serious- connection with the possibility that 
ness of the problem" was also ex- compulsory busing was iIi' prospect. 
pressed, in various forms, in Los Resporidents who raised this issue 
Angeles, Philadelphia, and Detroit, but seemed convinced that additional . 
in some of these cities, and particularly miXing of racial and/or ethnic groups 
in ChiCago, an essentially opposite. in the schools would serve as a spur 
position was cited. These respondents t to gang formation. One position pro
claimed that let alone trying to conceal jected the likelihood that ·'defensive" 
their gang problems, the sch()ofs were gangs would form in schools now 
deliberately exaggerating them, in without gangs in the event that 
effect scapegoating the gangs in an potentially hostile students of other 
attempt to cover up their own inade- ra.ces or ethnic backgrounds were to 
quacies in handling problems of secur- enter the schools. Evidence respecting 
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such predictions is very scanty, and it 
could also be argued that busing might 
serve to lessen the danger of gang 
problems in that it would weaken the 
territorial basis of gang formation and 
conflict. The experience of Boston, a 
city not included in the present phase 
of this survey, during its initial year of 
busing to achieve a broader racial mix
ture, does not support the notion that 
increased racial mixing in the schools 
inevitably leads to increased gang 
problems. Here again, additionili in
formation is needed. 

A final issue concerning gangs and 
schools relates to explanations for the 
activities and practices described here. 
As already noted, the present report 
presents no systematic analysis of this 
very fundamental issue, and the reasons 
behind increased gang problems in the 
schools constitute only one aspect of 
the larger problem of explanational 
treatment. However, it migllt be useful 
at this point simply to report some of 
the kinds of exp\anations forwarded by 
respondents, without attempting to 
relate them to one another or to any 
largerexplanational scheme. Explana~ 
tions mostly concerned two issues; 
. reasons for gang violence in the 
schools, a:nd the role of the schools 
in engendering the formation of gangs. 

A New York respondent claimed 
that as the schools have increasingly 
lost their capacity to "hold"students, 
they are forced out into the streets, 
where they then form into gangs. as a 
natural development. The spread of 
gangs was also attributed by other 
respondents in New York, Los Angeles 
and Philadelphia to schoo! policies; 
when schools transfer particularly 
difficult students who are also gang 
members to other schools, the trans
ferred student then proceeds to form 
new .gangs or or!lJlches of gangs iit the 
new school, thus spreading rather than 
confining gang problems. In Chicago 
reasons for the erosiOn of teacher 
authority over gang members were 
couched in racial/ethnic terms, but 
the postulat~dprocesseswereex
plained qUitedifferently{or black and 
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Hispanic gang members. A black ex
teacher cliilined that black nationalism 
had undermined the legitimacy of 
institutional authority, and particularly 
school authority, for black youth, 
without replacing it with any alterna-

• tive basis ofauthority; a worker with 
Hispanic gangs claimed that Hispanic 
notions of "honor" made it impossible 
for a gang member to accept the au
thority of the teacher without suffering 
a serious~oss of face in the eyes of his 
gangmates. 

School policies were Widely blamed 
for contributing to gang formation. 
Some said classes were so large that 
te.achers couldn't possibly exert effec
tive discipline; others claimed that the 
training of teachers equipped them 
very poorly to deal with persops 9f 
different ethnic and/or subcultural 
backgrounds; others said teachers had 
become too permissive, and that stu
dents mistook kindness for weakness. 
Avery strong indictment of the 
schools was articulated by several 
respondents on the grounds that 
overall educational policies had utterly 
failed to lnculate gang members with 
any sense of identification with or 
allegiance to the larger social order, 
providing them no basis for transcend
ing the immediate perceptions, values, 
and bases of prestige delineated by the 
subculture of the gang, Explanations in 
this area, as in others, showed little 
mutual articulation, and in some in
stances were directly contradictory. 

The question of why gang activities 
in the school are perceived as .a more 
serious problem in the 1970's than in 
the past W~'H1rt ~ddtessed directly by 
local r:espondelllt!l,"-.lUld even tentative . ~/ ,\ 

answers must await further analysis. 
One speculative answer concerns the 
"holding power" of the schools, 
claimed by a New York respondent to 
Jtave weakened,thus forcing adoles-
. cents onto the streets and into gangs. 
It appe!lI's equally likely that the public 
schools are today "holding" more 
rather. than fewer gang-prone youth. 
PriQrto the rights movements of the 
1960's,~~hools controlled a variety of 
methods for extruding youth who 

posed the most serious discipline 
problems,'among whose numbers gang 
members ranked high. These included 
early release for work-related purposes, 
"continuation" schools, and of course, 
expuls~on . 

During the past decade there has 
been increasing pressure on the schools 
to "hold'~ the maximum number of 
school-aged adolescents-particularly 
those from minority and/or low in
come communities. Many of the 
methods by which the schools were 
able to extrude "problem" youth be
came less available to them. This sec
tion has presented examples of gang 
activities (extortion, gang-fighting) 
which formerly were practiced pri
marily in the community rather than 
in the "privileged sanctuary" of the 
schools. It is not unreasonable to 
speCUlate that as more gang members 
have been constrained to spend more 
of their waking hours within the 
spatial orbit of the public schools, 
they become more likely to bring into 
that orbit those patterns of behavior 
whose practice had formerly been con
fined to the outside community. Other 
possible reasons as well as this require 
further investigation and testing. 

Summary. The phenomenon of 
gang violence and other gang activities 
in the public schools. in the 1970's 
commands a degree of concern and 
attention which is probably unpre
cedented. One reason for this concern 
relates to the range and character of 
gang activities currently conducted 
both within school buildings and in the 
school environs. Activities reported for 
. the gang-problem cities include the 
following. Identified gangs are operat
ing within the school at all three levels
elementary, junior high ("middle" 
school) and senior high schools. In 
many instances, several gangs, often 
rival!;. operate within the same school
often two or three., in extreme cases 
eight or more. This creates a high 
potential for in~ergang conflict. Gangs 
have engaged in serious assaultive be
havior within the !lChools-shootings, 
stabbings, beatings-with other gang 
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members, teachers, and fellow students 
as victims. 

Gang members above school age or 
out of school for other reasons custo
marily frequent school environs., im
peding or interdicting passage or entry 
by non-gang students, attacking rival 
gang members leaving or going to 
school, engaging in gang combat, and 
defacing and destroying school prop
erty. In the two largest cities gang 
members openly wear jackets or 
sweaters bearing their gang names 
while in school, and in other cities 
maintain some distinctive form of 
dress or adornment that identifies 
them as gang members. Through 
threats of violence, in some instances 
carried out, gang members in many 
schools have so terrorized teachers 
that they are afraid to report their 
illegal activities to school authorities, 
let alone daring to lodge formal com
plaints with the police or appear as 
witnesses in court proceedings. 

To a degree never before reported, 
gang members have "territorialized" 
the school buildings and their environ
ments-making claims of "ownership" 
of particular classroom~, gyms, cafe
terias, sports facilities, and the like-in 
some cases applying ownership claims 
to the entire school. As "owners" of 
school facilities, gang members have 
assumed the right to collect "fees" 
from other students for a variety of 
"privileges"-attending school at all, 
passing through hallways, using gym 
facUities, and, perhaps most common
that of "protection" -the privilege of 
not being assaulted by gang members 
while in school. Gang members have 
covered the walls of school facUities 
with the names and membership of 
their gangs, and have participated in 
serious destruction of school property
ranging from breaking out windows to 
wholesale damage and looting of 
schools and school equipment. In the 
two largest cities, gang members are 
reported to be using the student bodies 
of particular schools as recruitment 
poolS-in some instances with the 
compliCity of school authorities
fearful lest their refusal to permit this 
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practk~ will provoke gang attacks. 
In the face of such activities, five 

of the &ix cities have been forced to 
institutil vastly increased security 
measures-including the stationing 
of unifOimed policemen in the schools, 
use of sp"cial school security forces, 
enlistment of citizen volunteers to per
form secudty functions, and the use of 
city-wide mobile emergency response 
teams, ready to move rapidly to city 
schools wh(~n violent incidents occur. 
',No cost figures for such security meas
!l1'es are available, but in one city the 
bast of secui'ity operations for the 
schools is second only to that of the 
entire municipal police force. 

Traditionally, school principals and 
other administrators have been ex
tremely reluctant to admit to out- • 
siders the exis'!1:nce of violence within 
the schools-SEleing such violence as a 
reflection on their own capacity to 
maintain suitable discipline ~nd control 
over their stud~nts. In the C.7V's, how
ever, the severity of gang-related crime 
and violence has risen to a point where 
the pr,incipals in many instances have 
been forced to ,idmit the gravity of the 
problem and th'eir inability to cope 
with it using school resources alone, 
and have been turning increasingly to 
outside agencien for help. In some in
stances, principills have reversed the 
traditional policy of concealment and 
in fact exaggerate the severity of vio
lent incidents iJ1. their schools, in an 
effort to persuade outsiders of the 
.seriousness of their needs for assist
ance. 

Authorities ~.n cities which face the 
prospect of cOllrt-ordered busing for 
purposes of in~ .. eased ethnic/racial 
mixing of studfmt bodies express fears 
that such poli'1ies would aggravate 
existing gang p,roblems, in that new
comers from c!ommunities with gang 
traditions wo~Jdeither import these 
traditions witll them to new schools, 

[. 

force the fomjation of defensive gangs 
in new schoof,i, or both. Evidence to 
support such !?evelopments is '~ot, 
however, curJ~n.tly available, and it is 
also possible i~hat increased transfers of 
gang-membef$ from one district to 

another might serve to weaken the 
territorial basis .of gang membership. 

Reasons for what appears as an 
unprecedented proliferation of gangs, 
gang violence, and other illegal gang 
activities in urban schools in the 1970's 
are poo~ly Wlderstood. Professionals, 
apparently taken unaware by the in
tensity of these developments, have 
not as yet developed any generally ac
cepted explanations. Reasons cur
rently forwarded tend to be fragmen
tary, poorly articulated, and sometimes 
contradictory. One possible explana
tion derives from the observed fact 
that gang members in the 1970's 
"imported" into the formerly "neutral
ground" environment of the schools 
activities such as gangfighting and 
extortion whose practice was pre
viously confined largely to the com
munity. This suggests that the schools 
today may be "holding" within their 
confines a considerably larger number 
of youth from communities with gang 
traditions than formerly was the case, 
and that these youths, their opportuni
ties to engage in gang activities formerly 
conducted in the community having 
been curtailed, have transferred them 
to the school milieu. Other explana
tions center on the notion of a society
wide and/or ethnically specific diminu
tion in the acceptance by youth of 
official authority, including educa
tional authority, increased anger and 
frustration by minority youth against 
the institutions of the "dominant" 
society, and failure by the schools to 
inculcate a sense of afflliation with the 
society and/or a sense of social respon
sibility. 
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VIII. Trends in 
Youth Gang Crime: 
Past and Future 

A major objective of the present report, 
as noted earlier, is to provide informa
tion which will serve to inform the 
process of deciding which of a variety 
of pressing crime problems should re
ceive what portion of limited public 
resources. At least two kinds of infor
mation are relevant to this decision
making process-information as to the 
current magnitude and seriousness of 
the problem, and information as to 
possible future trends. Are particular 
forms of crime on the rise? decreasing? 
fairly stable? With respect to that por
tion of the total crime problem attrib
utable to youth gangs, Chapters II, III, 
VI, and VII provide the first kind of 
information; the present chapter the 
second. 

A more comprehensive treatment 
would provide information not only 
concerning crime by gangs as such, but 
related phenomena such as youth group 
crime and collective youth violence as 
well. It is possible, for example, that 
crime by gangs might decline at the 
same time as crime by groups increased. 
In the present chapter, however, only 
gang crime as such will be considered. 

The importance to policy-makers of 
information as to future trends in crime 
is matched only by the difficulty in de
veloping such information. The basic 
questions can be stated quite simply. 
Will gang crime in major cities rise, de
cline, or remain at similar levels? Will 
the numbers of gangs and gang mem
bers increase, decrease)or remain at 
similar levels? Are levels of gang activity 
in the mid"1970's higher or lower than 
in the 1960's? 1950's? 1930's? What 
can we expect for 1980? 1985? But 
problems in obtaining reliable answers 
to such questions are enormous. Social 
researchers by and large have a rather 
poor track record in forecasting trends 
relevant to crime problems. Along with 
a few accurate forecasts (e.g., 1950: 
the percentage of youth completing 
high-school will iricrease substantially 
by 1970) there have been ;l fair number 
of striking rnis~s (1955: The major ~ 
problems faced by the United States 
during the next decades will be those 

associated with excessive affluence; 
1967: large-scale civil disturbances will 
be a continuing feature of urban ghetto 
life for the next decade; 1968: violent. 
student protest will be a continuing 
feature of campus life during the next 
decade). 

Prediction is particularly problem
atic when the behavior of youth is in
volved, since many practices of the 
youth subculture are highly susceptible 
to fashion. Use of consciousness-alter
ing substances provide a good example; 
during the past decade there has been . 
a rapid succession of fads affecting the 
use of drugs and alcohol-the types of 
drugs used (marijuana, amphetamines, 
barbiturates, LSD, cocaine, etc.), the 
types of alcohol favored (wine, types 
of wine, beer, hard liquor), drugs versus 
alcohol as favored forms, and so on. 

As one type of associational form 
delineated within and playing an im
portant role in certain adolescent sub
cultures, youth gangs are subject to,. 
and respond sensitively to, changes in 
that subculture. But fashion is only 
one of a variety of influences that af
fects the prevalence, popularity, and 
practices of youth gangs. The cyclical 
nature of gang activity, discussed else
where' is affected as well by COnullU

oity reactions. Once gang violence 
reaches. a certain level of intensity, it 
produces a set of retponses by police, 
service agencies, municipal authorities, 
citizens' groups, and others which sig
nificantly impact the numbers, visibil
ity, formality of organization, and other 
characteristics of gangs and their mem
bers. Our understanding of the nature 
and causes of these cyclical variations 
is very primitive. 

Prediction of future levels of gang 
activity, either over the short or long 
term, is thus a perilous enterprise. It 
would appear, by contrast, that com
paring the present to tlie Ilil$t would be 
relatively safe, but even this. task entails 
considerable risk. This is due, as noted 
earlier i to the paucity of reliable infor-

1 . . 
Miller,Op. cit., 1974. 
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mation relating to gangs-either on a 
national level or for individual cities
for any previous period of American 
history. One cannot with any confi
dence assert that there are more or 
fewer gangs in major cities in the 
1970's than in the 1950's, '30's, or 
'lO's. Reliable quantitative information 
for these periods is simply unavailable. 

Despite these problems, the impor
tance of trend data for policy purposes 
indicates the desirability of an attempt 
botl). to compare the seriousness of cur
rent gang problems with those of the 
past, and to predict future trends. Fol
lowing sections will address four major 
questions. How does the seriousness of 
the youth gang problems described ear
lier compare with those of the recent 
(10 to IS year) past, and do present 
developments represent a "new wave" 
of gang violence? How do respondents 
in the six gang-problem cities see the 
future of gang problems in their cities? 
What are the major factors-social, 
economic, demographic-seen by 
respondents as influencing the future 
of gang violence? What do popula-
tion projections for the "youth" 
sector of the population portend for 
the future of gang and other youth 
violence? A fifth question-What is the 
likelihood that gang problems will de· 
velopin cities not now experiencing 
such problems-is not addressed in the 
present report. 

Gang-Problems Cities: 
Past to Present 

The question "Is there a new wave of 
gang violence in the United States?" 
must be addressed on a city-by·city 
basis, since developments in different 
cities vary considerably. Following sec
tions present brief histories of develop-
ments relating both to gangs and to 
local efforts to cope with gang prob
lems. In most instances the events de
scribed cover a 10-year period-roughly 
from 1965 to 1975. A summary section 
compares cross-city trends for the dec
ade and their implication for the future. 

New York. The history of gangs and 
gang problems in New York during the 
past decade may be divided roughly 
into three phases. Between 1965 and 
1971 there was general agreement by 
both law-enforcement and social agen
cies that the kinds of "fighting gang" 
problems prevalent during the 1950's 
had essentially disappeared. In 1969 
the Youth Division of the Police De
partment reported a total of 18 gangs 
in all of New York, of which only 3 
were categorized as "fighting gangs." 
Police personnel began to note a re
surgence of gang activity in the Bronx 
in the spring of 1971, and media re
porting of such activity began in No
vember of the same year. The years 
1971 and 1972 were characterized by 
rapid increases in reported numbers of 
gangs and gang members. Between 1973 
and 1975 citywide figures remained 
fairly stable-with police reports show
ing approXimately 300 "known" or 
"verified" gangs, and an additional 150-
200 "alleged" or "under investigation." 
Numbers of gang members reported for 
this period also remained fairly stable, 
fluctuating around 10,000 for "verified" 
members, and around 20,000 for 
"alleged." " ,,' 

In the face of considerable stability 
during a-three year-period in estimated 
numbers of gangs and gang members 
(1975 figures for, "verified" gangs were 
somewhat higher than in 1974), the 
character of gang ,activity handled by 
the police changed considerably. The 

. total numbers of gang-member arrests 

S6 
0' 

climbed steadily (approximate figul'es: 
1972,2,200; 1973,3,400; 1974 and 
1975,4,600), while the kinds of offen
ses involved varied from year to year. 
The most marked change occurred in 
reported killings, with a aecline from a 
peak of 57 in 1972 to almost none in 
1975. 

On what grounds can one explain 
what appears to be an almost total dis
appearance of gang-related killings in 
New York in three short years, while 
arrest rates for other offenses were 
rising? The only clearly-documented 
development relates to changes in meth
ods of recording gang.related killings. 
Until 1973 the task of reporting all 
gang·related crimes was the responsi
bility of the city police department's 
gang intelligence units. In 1973, the 
right to make determinations with re
spect to one type of offense-gang
related killings-was removed from this 
unit and assigned to the detective divi
sion. Sharp reductions in the reported 
numbers of such crimes followed. in
formation as to the details of present 
methods of determinating whether a 
murder is to be considered "gang re
lated" are not available, but several 
kinds of available information provide 
a rough check of the accuracy of reo 
leased figures. 

For the first 11 months of 1975 de. 
tective division figures showed two 
homicide complaints and one homicide 
arrest involving gang members. News. 
paper accounts during this period indio 
cate a minimum of seven killings ala 
most certainly related to gang activity, 
and five more probably related. More 
direct evidence derives from arrest 
figures for other offenses compiled by 
the gang intelligence units. These 
figures show that gang member arrests 
on "assault" charges rose from 411 in 
1974 to 436 in the fust 11 months of 
1975. To suppose that in only three 
cases of almost 440 gang member 
arrests on assault charges did acts of 
assault-many ex;ecuted withfuearms
result in death, appears highly unlikely. 

Indirect evidence would thus indio 
cate that at least some portion of an 
apparently drastic decrease in gang-



related killings may be attributed to 
changes in police reporting methods 
rather than in the behavior of gang 
members. It seems evident, however, 
that only a part of this decrease ref1ect~ 
police reporting methods, and that in 
fact a reduction of considerable scope, 
even if not as great as that indicated by 
official statistics, has affected gang
related killings. This decrease has also 
been accompanied by a marked reduc
tion in media attention to New York's 
gang problems. 

But what does this mean as to the 
current seriousness of these problems? 
Police estimates of 10 to 20,000 gang 
members in the city, figures which re
mained essentially constant for three 
years prior to 1976, indicate that New 
York at present has more police-re
ported gang members than any other 
city in the country. (See Table IX). 
Reported numbers of arrests of gang 
members for offenses other than hom
icide (approximately 4,600/year, 
1974/5) are also the highest of any 
other city (data made available subse
quent to present tabulations show that 
Chicago's arrest figures exceeded New 
York's in 1975). In addition, while 
recent arrest figures show some de
creases in serious offense categories 
(robberies down slightly), they show 
increases in others (burglaries up 33 
percent; assaults, rapes, up). As indi
cated elsewhere, criminal activities by 
New York gangs, while less lethal than 
in the past, still constitute a crime 
problem of major magnitude. 

For New York, then, the past dec
ade was characterized by a five year 
period during which neither predatory 
nor violent activities by gangs were 
recognized as serious problems; a two
year period of rapid growth in the 
numbers of police-identified gangs and 
their spread from the Bronx to other 
boroughs, accompanied by an upsurge 
in lethal violence often related to in
tergang combat; and a recent period" 
during which the most lethal forms of 
gang activity have declined ,substan
tially, while the numbers of gangs, 
gang members, and gang-member in
volvement in other forms of crime 

have remained at a high level, and in youth into gangs came to the forefront, 
some instances increased. and the Illinois State Legislature, by a 

Chicago. Unlike New York City, unanimous vote, passed a statute mak-
which apparently experienced a five ing such recruitment a felony. A report 
year moratorium in perceived youth by the Chicago Crime Commission 
gang problems during the 1965-75 dec- claimed that youth gangs represented 
ade, gang problems in Chicago received a greater threat to the city than Chi
continued attention throughout the en- cago's famed syndicate operations. 
tire period, with one or more gang-re- In 1972, violence by gang members 
lated issues being publicized during in correctional institutions (many had 
each year of the decade. In 1965 and been incarcerated as the result of in-
'66 publicity was directed to the for- tensified arrest policies and special 
mation and growth of a number of gang-focussed legal procedures insti-
black "supergangs" -including the tuted largely as a result of mayoral 
Blackstone ~gers, the Vice Lords, pressure ) became an issue, and a candi-
and the Black Disciples. In 1967 police- date for Attorney General included a 
reported gang killings related to con- proposed "all-out war on gangs" as a 
ruct among these and other gangs major campaign promise. Attempts by 
reached an all-time high of 150, and the waning, sllpergangs to ally them-
the police department, at the urging selves with established civil rights 
of the mayor, established a special groups were rebuffed. In 1973 atten-
gang squad-the Gang Intelligence Unit tion shifted away from the now declin
(GIU). In 1968 Federal programs aimed ing supergangs to the growth and 
at the conversion of the super gangs spread of white and Latino gangs in the 
into "legitimate" organizations became North and Northwest sections of the 
embroiled in a complex set of scandals, city. The GlU, having become em-
with the gang-federal program issue be- broiled in complex political disputes, 
coming the subject of a series of hear- was abolished, and a new gang unit, the 
ings by a U.S. Senate subcommittee. A Gang Crimes Investigation Division 
Newsweek article reported a member- (GCID) was established within the Bu-
ship of 2,000 for the Rangers, and reau of Investigative Services of the po-
1,000 for the Disciples. lice department. In 1974 the GCID re, 

In 1969 the mayor and State's At- ported approximately 4,400 gang-rel~ted 
torney declared an "all out war" on arrellts in connection with 2,600 sepa-
Chicago youth gangs; the GIU was ex- rate gang incidents-with the bulk of 
panded to 200 officers, and a feature arrests in North Chicago. A special re-
in a major newspaper claimed that 200 port on gang-related crimes in the 
violent gangs roamed every area of the schools tabulated 800 arrests of gang 
city, which had become the gang vio- members in connection with 400 incl
lence capitol of the country. In 1970, dents involving drugs ($64,000 worth 
a substantial number of black commu- of marijuana, cocain, heroin and other 
nity leaders, some of whom had previ- drugs were recovered from stUdents) 
ously been supportive of the major posseSSion of weapons, and other of-
black gangs, began to turn against fenses. 
them, and call for stricter control meas- Between 1974 and '75 (first 11 
ures. These moves were associated with months) arrests of gang members by 
a well-publicized gang extortion plot the GCID rose from approximately 
against a popular black radio personal- 4,400 to 5,OOO-an increase of over 25 
ity, and a gang attack on a minister percent-in the face of reductions in 
who directed a major civil rights organ- the size of the unit. Since no records 
ization.1ri the "same year the Board of are kept of the numbers 9f gang mem
Education issued a report claiming that bers arrested by units other than the 
youth gangs were a major problem in GelD, these statistics repre$Cnt the 
all 27 city school districts. In 1971 the minimal number of gang-member ar
issue of forcible recruitment of local rests. Also in 1975 a U.S. Senat~ sub-
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committee reported that hundreds of 
youth gangs in the city were respom:i
ble for school vandalism costing mil
lions of dollars, and received report'! . 
of 2,200 assaults on public school 

, teachers in a two year period. 
The decade can be divided fougldy 

into three periods: 1965-1969, the rise 
of thesupergangs, with a peak of 150 
killings in 1967; 1970-1972, the decline 
of the supergangs, and the rejection by 
major black leaders of gang claims to 
be socially-beneficial organizations; 
1973-1975, the proliferatio~-of smaller, 
more traditional gangs among white 
and Latino populations in North and 
Northwest Chicago. Throughout the 
decade the numbers of gangs and gang
like groups reported by the police re
mained relatively constant, with the 
number of groups varying between 700 
and 900 (see Table VIII), and the num
ber of gangs between 200 and 300. It 
would thus appear that serious gang 
problems remained at a high and fairly 
consistent level throughout the entire 
d~cade; in the face of changes in the 
ethnic status, major locales, and sizes 
of the more sedously criminal gangs. 

Los Angeles. The Los Angeles met
ropolitan area is at present experiencing 
what is probably the most serious 
youth gang violence problem of any 
major United States city. Understand
ing the complex developments affecting 
gang problems during the past decade 
requires at least two sets of distinc
tions-one involving metropolitan 10-
cale~" ~he other, ethnic status. Within 
an extremely complicated distribution 
of metropolitan-area COmmunities over 
an extensive urbanized ar~a, a Simplified 
distinction can be made on the one 
hand between the city of Los Angeles 
proper-an irregularly shaped entity 
extending from the San Fernando Val
ley in the north to San Pedro on the 
Pacific coast in the south, with a popu
lation of appro~~nately three million 
'per~ns, and the""county" areas on the 
other-an equally irregular zone encnm
passing two major counties~Los An
geles and Orange. Los Angeles County 
alone includes some 87 urban com· 
munities beside the main city-some 

l." ~:;: 

of which fall completely within the Asian interest groups. Another basis of 
boundaries of the municipal cit!'. The conflict particularly well-developed in ., 
total population of the metropolitan Los Angeles centers on the thesis that 
area is about ~ven million, liS is the the more direct attention is devoted to 
populaticn of Los Angeles County. gangs qua gangs (e.g., public/media reo 

With respect to gang problems, four cognition, service programs using group
major racial or ethnic categories fIgUre work methods) the more are gang 
most prominently in the events of the problems exacerbated. 
4ecade-Hispanic ("Chicano"), Anglo As the decade opened, public atten-
(non-Hispanic European), black, and tion was focussed on extensive civil 
Asian. Throughout the decade, gang disturbances in the largely black com-
problems have risen and declined in munity of Watts, in southwest Los An-
severity according to a complicated geles city-disturbances in which local 
pattern of ethnic/locality manifesta- gangs reportedly played a minor role. 
tions. However, eclipsed in public attention 

Viewing the area as a whole, metro- by the Watts developments, violent 
politan Los Angeles somewhat resem- gang encounters were occurring with 
bles Chicago in possessing a long-term, considerable frequency among Chicano 
well developed gang tradition which gangs in two different areas-the San 
extends at,ihe least to 1900. For the Fernando Valley of northeast Los An-
decade between 1965 and 1975, as geles (towns of Pocoima, Van Nuys, 
during the previous six, the major prob- Reseda, others), and in East Los An
lem is not how to account for increased geles-a county city contiguous to 
gang problems durh!~ certain periods, east central Los Angeles. In the latter 
but rather how to explain those rela- community, a large number of estab-
tively short periods when gangs have lished Chicano gangs, each associated 
not presented serious problems. with a particular barrio (La Marianna 

In Los Angeles, probably more than Mara, Lotte Mara, Varrio King Kobras, 
any city, concerned professionals in the La Arizona, others) were continuing a 
middle 1960's were convinced that the pattern of lethal intergang conflict 
likelihood of serious gang violence in started in the early 1900's. In the 
the future had been greatly reduced by "Valley," numerous confrontations in-
three major developments; the rise of volving shootings and stabbings, pri-
the ethnic-pride movements, with their marily among Chicap.o gangs, resulted 
ideological stress on refraining from in many serious injuries; i!t:ld a fair 
violence against persons in ones own number of gang-related killmgs. 
ethnic category; the "Great Society" Gang violence in East Los Angeles 
programs, which funnelled many mil- and the Valley contir.ued as a crime 
lions of dollars into a myriad ofvoca- problem in 1966, with an increased 
tional, educational, recreational, and number of violent incidents and killings 
other service programs for youth; and in the Valley. The Los Angeles County 
the institution of major re(orms in the probation department reported that 
criminal justice system whose major there were 300 identifiable youth gangs 
thrust was to utilize "treatment" ap- in the area, of which 150 were "vio· 
proaches, preferably through commu- lent." They also reported an increase 
nity based programs, in preference to in the number of criminally-oriented 
more punitively oriented law-enforce- black gangs in South and West Central 
ment measures. Los Angeles; these reports, 'however, 

Thus, in Los Angeles, as gang vio- were disputed by most black commu-
lence increased to alarming pr<,>portions nity leaders, who claimed that those 
by the end of the decade, the major gangs which remained Ui. communities 
dimensions of conflict among concerned like Watts and Compton had converted 
parties involved "soft" versus "hard" their criminal activities into political 
approaches to youth violence, and con- activism. A Chicano worker claimed, 
flicts among Chicano, Anglo, black, and on similar grounds, that Chicano gangs 
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were dying, and predicted their extinc
tion by 1975. In this year the State of 
California institut~d a "probation sub
sidy""program, which encouraged 
treatment of juvenile delinquents in 
the community-a program l~.ter cited 
by law-eJlforcement officials as one 
major cause of the gang-violence crisis 
of the mid.'70's. 

Some developments in 1967 and 
'68 appeared to support those who 
contended that civil-rights activism, 
massive federal programs, and related 
measures were ameliorating gang prob
lems. Gang conmct in the V'alley appar
ently diminished, and there was little . 
reported gang activity in the black com
munities of the south central city. On 
the other hand, several developments, 
not attended at the time but seen in 
later years as portents, were noted. 
Violence in 'the Valley flared up again 
in latter 1968; in a single incident, po
lice arrested 55 gang members in Van 
Nuys; a few years later Pacoima police 
arrested 42 youths, also during a single 
incident. A "new" set of black gangs 
were beginning to develop in the Watts
Compton area, and were involved in 
several shootings. Also in 1967 the 
first of the current wave of shootings 
during gang fighting in the public 
schools was reported. Anglo gang ac
tivity received attention in several 
outer-city communities-much of it in
volving newly-expanding ''van'' or car 
clubs. Newsweek in a 1969 feature re
ported a membership of over 10,000 
youth in such club!i. Reported in the 
same year for the nrst time were extor
tion activities (If the Chinese Hwa Ching 
gang-the pioneer of the "new" Asian 
gangs of the '70's. 

Events in 1970 and'71 signalled the 
beginnings of what was to become a 
major escalation of gang violence in the 
Los Angeles area. The mayor in 1970 
used federally published police statis
tics as the basis of an announcement 
that violent crime was declining in, the 
city; however,.in the predominantly 
black communities of Watts and nearby 
Compton, local residents were becom
ing concerned with increasing gang 
activity. In 1971 the Los Angeles Po-

lice Department began to kli'ep records 
of gang-related crimes, and reported 33 
gang-related killings for the city and 
nearby county areas; gangs in East Los 
Angeles were particularly active, ac
counting for a minimum of 15 killings. 
The year 1972 witnessed a sharp in
crease in recognition by public agencies 
of the growing severity of gang prob
lems, with police spokesmen claiming 
that the rapidly expanding "Crips" 
gangs were "spreading like an octopus" 
from their base locale in the south cen
tral city. The mayoi, taking a sharply 
differing position from that of 1970, 
announced that "gang activity in Los 
Angeles has reached extremely serious 
proportions;" the city council, in'br
dering the police to launch a major 
crackdown on south central gangs re
ferred to "a crisis of intimidation and 
fear" imposed by the gangs. 

In 1973 Newsweek reported that 
in Los Angeles a serious gang incident 
was occurring almost every day, and 
a local newspaper editorial stated that 
the problem of black gangs, now num
bering nearly 10,000 members, had 
caught the juvenile justice system 
completely off balance. The police de
partment assigned 100 men to gang 
control duty, and established a new 
gang intelligence unit. The head of the 
juvenile division stated that approxi
mately 50 percent of juvenile arrests 
in the city were gang-related. The head 
of the city council announced that 
Los Angeles was in the grip of a gang 
crisis that would probably get worse, 
and the council participated in setting 
up a special gang-violence coordinating 
council, whose memb~rs included top
echelon representatives of the police, 
city and county human relations de
partments, board of education, and the 
state youth authority. A six million 
dollar program to deal with gang vio
lence in the schools was proposed. 

In 1974 the governing body of Los 
Angeles County, the County Board of 
Supervisors, whose chairman stated 
that "gang violence in Los Angeles is 
close to an epidemic stage," and that 
"halting juvenile crime and juvenile 
gangs is the number one priority of 
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county government," set up a special 
task force on gang violence, and pro
posed a major reorganization of eight 
county departments so as to deal more 
effectively with the problem. The po
lice department estimated that 180 vio
lent gangs with 12,000 members were 
active in the city, and held a conference 
on "Gang Violence in 1974" attended 
by 500 law-enforcement offi<;ers. The 
department also expanded both the 
in telligence and op~rations branches 
of its gang-control units, with the na
ture of these intelligence operations 
arousing the opposition of civil-liberties 
interests. By year's end the department 
reported 69 gang-related killings, and 
over 2,000 arrests of gang memb~rs for 
violent crimes. 

The Board of Education, convening 
a special meeting on gang violence in 
the schools, issued a report citing gang 
activity in 95 city school distr\cts, 380 
assaults on teachers and other school:; 
personnel, confiscation of 630 guns, 
and five killings in the schools thus far 
that year. The County Youth Service 
Department applied for a $500,000 
grant for gang-focussed efforts, includ
ing a gang-worker program (initially 
designated a "gang" oper~tion, then a 
"group" operation, and finallYi"8 
"youth" operation) which was to be
gin operations with a staff of approxi
mately 45 service workers. The state 
legislature held hearings on gang vio
lence in Los Angeles. The stance of 
some black cdmmunity leaders was 
beginning to shift; a statement by the 
Watts-Compton Community Tensions 
Committee claimed that local blacks 
were "caught in the middle" between 
opprftssive police tactics and rising 
black gang violence; a black newspaper 
urged in a front page editorial that 
authorities "remove the veiv,et gloVl~" 

L 
in dealing with "a new and frightening 
element-bla~k gangs who kill without . 
remorse." 

In 1975 the process ofcommitt~ 
hearings continued, with the City 
Council for the rust time taking the 
.1initiative in forwarding a set of recom-c. 
mendations to the State Legislature. 
respecting revisions in the st;Jte's juve-
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nUe justice laws-most of which advo- lated gang rivalry. Black gangs in the :county, or city levels. 
cated-stricter treatment of juveniles, south central city received little atten- During a second phase, 1970-'72; . 
incimling the processing of older juve- tion. The second phase, 1967-'71, was the city police began to develop organ-
niles as adults. The County governing characterized by increasing severity of izational responses to the worsening 
board also held hearings, and produced intergang violence in East Los Angeles, gang problem. A gang-focussed inteUi-
similar recommendations; the County and its spread westward to a number of gence gathering unit was established, 
Grand Jury, also conducting a study of nearby county comglu,nities in the San and for the fust time information on 
the juvenile justice'system, advocated Gabriel Valley area.! 'alack gangs were the numbers of gangs, gang members, 
sterner legal measures, and recom- starting to become more active in the and gang crimes, including killings, was 
mended more resources for the Watts- communities of Watts and Compton, collected. Other public agencies, how-
Compton area. The number of jl!stices but received little official attention. ever, while increasingly aware of gang 
in the juvenile court was .increased from The first of a new set of Asian gangs, problems, undertook little direct ac-
three to seven. Black police officers in the Chinese Hwa Ching, began activi- tion; similarly, representatives of the 
south central Los Angeles claimed that ties in Chinatown. The third phase, ethnic communities began increasingly 
gang members were "regularly killing 1972-'73, saw extensive development to recognize the gravity of the prob-
each other and frightening the heII out of violent black gangs in the Watts- lem, but undertook few initiatives in 
of the community," and several groups Compton area, with most attention mounting specific programs. 
of black businessmen organized pro- focused on the multi-branched "Crips" A third phase, 1972 through 1975, 
grams designed to divert gang members gangs, and gang activities in the public was characterized by intensive activities 
from illegal activities. schools. The in-movement of Chicano on many fronts by a variety of public 

Conflicts developed between the families intensified violent gang activity and private interests. The police at the 
City Council and the Police Depart- in the San Gabriel area. The fourth same time substantially expanded in-
ment over the allocation of gang-con- phase, 1974-'75, saw a continuation of formation-gathering activities and 
trol funds, with the mayor and council high levels of violence in the Watts- mounted several direct law-enforce-
pressing for more "diversion" programs, Compton and San Gabriel areas, and ment efforts; over a two year period 
and the police for more enforcement; intensified gang activities in numerous the numbers of officers assigned to 
one outcome was an additional parts of the county with particularly these operations more than doubled to 
$800,000 to the police to expand gang acute problems in two more distant over 100 uniformed and plainclothes 
control operations by 44-~dditional areas-the Santa Ana (Orange County) officers. Many county police agencies 
persons. Gang Intelligence personnel and Pomona (Los Angeles/Orange also began to institute specialized gang 
reported that there were "thousands of County) areas. control units or designate particular of-
gangs" in Los Angeles, with the more Three phases can be distinguished ficers as gang control specialists, with 
criminally-oriented comprising about in the activities of communities and duties differentiated from those of 
15,000 members; about 2,000 had official agencies with respect to gang regular juvenile operations. The City 
been arrested for violent crimes the prDblems. Between 1965 and '69 Council and Mayor's Office took new 
previous year. By the end of Sept em- methods of most public agencies were initiatives in pressuring the state for 
ber police in the metropolitan area had based on service philosophies which major changes in laws governing the 
recorded 80 gang-related killings (49 stressed treatment and rehabilitation, handling of serious juvenile offenders-
city; 31 county), a figure excr.eding in preferably in non-legal community with most recommendations in the di-
nine months the total for the previous settings. Spokesmen for the major rection of stricter dispositional meas-
fuII year. ethnic groups forwarded the position ures. Declaring the halting of juvenile 

The complex and rapidly-changing that violent and illegal activities of and gang violence the number one 
pattern of developments in the Los gangs had been, or were in the process priority of county government, the 
Angeles metropolitan area might be of becoming, converted into political county governing board set up a spe-
summarized in highly simplified form activism, and generally opposed police cial task force on gang violence, and 
as follows. With respect to gang devel- involvement in local gang problems. advocated extensive reorganization of 
opments, events involvmg the more Gang control was primarily the concern county facilities to cope with the prob-

e 
seriously violent gangs may be divided of local police agencies, acting inde- lem. The number of juvenile court 
into four phases. In 1965 and '66 the pendently, with major responsibility judges was more than doubled. 
most serious problems were located in exercised by juvenile officers. There Major spokesmen for the black 
the predominantly Chip;mo communi- was no specific organizational speciali- community began to move toward a 
ties of East Los Angeles and the San zation in response to gang problems much "harder" approach to black gang 
Fernando Valley. These reflected a within city or county police depart- activity in the Watts-Compton area, 
continuation, with periodic fluctua- ments, and minimal involvement by recommending sterner measures and i 
tions, of a long tradition of barrio-re- governmental agencies at the state, evincing greate9ympathy toward law-

-{ 
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enforcement approaches. The begin
nings of black citizen action, consider
ably better developed in Philadelphia 
during this period, were a!':~) in evi
dence. As of 1975 the tempo both of 
gang violence and efforts to cope with 
it were clearly on the rise; in this year 
the highest number of gang-related 
killings in the history of the metropoli
tan area, and the highest of any city in 
the nation was recorded, with an inev
itable peaking-off still in the future. 

Philadelphia. Philadelphia's experi
ence with gang problems during the 
past decade differs quite substantially 
from that of New York, Chicago, and 
Los Angeles. For one thing, both pub
lic and official concern with gang vio
lence as a crime problem was more 
intense and long-lasting than in tiJ.e 
three larger cities, and thus became 
swept up into the political arena to a 
greater extent than elSewhere. Sec
ondly, since the more problematic 
gangs in Philadelphia were almost 
. exclusively black, black community 
leaders tended to play a more direct 
role in political maneuvering relating 
to gang problems. 

While the details of actual develop
ments both with respect to activities of 
the gangs and the city's attempts to 
cope with them are extraordinarily 
complex, the profusion of events as
sumes some semblance of order if they 
are viewed as elements in a pattern of 
response geared to a series of repeated 
failures in devising demonstrably effec
tive methods for coping with steadily 
worsening gang problems. Paralleling 
the complexity of control efforts, de
velopments respecting the activities of 
the gangs themselves do not fall readily 
into clear patterns. However, discerna
ble if not always evidently related 
trends can be followed by tracing three 
indicators of gang problems-the num
ber of violent incidents (shootings, 
stabbings, killings) attributed to gangs, 
the number of "rumbles," as one form 
of gang violence, and the number of 
reported gangs. 

Between 1963 and '64 the number 
of gang-related violent incidents re
ported by police doubled (about 25 to 

50), and doubled again the next year 
(about 50 to 100). This number re
mained fairly stable. for three years 
(1965 through '67) and then doubled 
again between 1967 and '68. Vi~lent 
incidents remained at this level, approx
imately 200 per year, for three more 
years (1968 through '70), and then 
increased once more by 150 percent. 
This level, about 300 per year, was 
maintained for another three year pe
riod (1971 through '73). 1973 is the 
last year for which such data are avail
able,2 but developments with respect 
to one component of the violent inci
dent count, gang-related killings, appear 
to indicate a diminution in 1974 and 
1975. As discussed previously, at least 
some of this decrease is probably due 
to the adoption by the police of a more 
restrictive deflnition of what constitutes 
a "gang-related" killing, but other evi
dence indicates that there was, during 
these two years, a definite slacking off 
in the level of killings achieved during 
the peak period between 1969 and '73. 

With respect to the numbers of vio
lent gangs in Philadelphia, starting with 
a flgure of 27 in 1963, numbers esti
mated by the police increased at a rate 
of approximately 10 new gangs each 
year until 1970, when the number lev
eled off at about lOO-a figure which 
remained fairly constant during the 
next flve years. However, during this 
same period, as officially-disseminated 
poli~ estimates hovered around 100, 
administrative reports claimed the de
partment was monitoring over 300 
gangs and/or trouble-prone groups, and 
s~ia1 service agencies put the number 
at closer to 400. 

Separate police tabulations of "rum
bles" between rival gan~3 indicate . 
two fairly distinct phases. Between 
1964 and 1969 the number of police
reported rumbles ranged between ap
proximately 25 and 40 per year; from 
1970 on, the number was approxi-

2ln 1974 the poli::e department stated 
that it was no longer making separate tabu. 
lations of "gang-related" homicides, on the 
grounds that dissemination of such infonua
tion aggravates the situation. 
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mately 7 to IS per year. As thenum
ber of reported "rumbles" decreased, 
the amount of intergang viol~nce at~ 
tributable to "forays" and "hits,,3 in
creased, reaching a peak between 1969 
and 1971. 

Attempts by the city to cope with· , 
these increasingly severe problems-were 
characterized by a profusion of often 
competing approaches, by recurrent 
shifts in methods used by the various 
agencies, in the major loci of responsi
bility for gang control, and in the de
gree of primacy granted to different 
kinds of programs. Major participating 
entries include the state government, 
municipal government, police, and pri
vate agencies. Also involved were black 
and white political constituencies and 
their leaders. 

In 1968, as the number of gang 
killings increased two and It half times, 
the gang control unit of the police de
partment shifted from mOle service
oriented methods of dealing with gllIJ.gs 
to a more direct focus on gang homi
cides per se. In the same year, the city 
welfare department, which had con
tracted out gang-work services to a 
private agency, terminated the contract 
and assumed this function itself. This 
year also saw the organization of a 
black private gang-work agency which 
was to playa major role in control ef
forts dUring the next seven years. 

In 1969 a CommisSion of the ~tate 
Department of Justice held widely 
publicized hearin~s on the gang vio
lence problem, and issued a report con
taining 45 specific policy recommen
dations. The police department in 
connection with the district attorney's 
office announced a major new ".hard 
line" policy of intensive arrest and 
prosecution of gang-member offenders. 
In 1970, as "hit" and "foray','-type 
killings reached their peak, a crime 
committee of the federal Hol,lSe of Rep
resentatives held hearings on Philadel
phia gang violence, and the police. de
partment, currently spending almost 

3Definitions of "rumble" and other fonus 
of hostile gang-member engagements are 
included in Chapter VI of this report. 



a million dollars a year for its gang
control unit, iJidicated its intention to 
request additional federal funds for 
gang work. 

In 1971 the gang-work unit of the 
city welfare department received $1.6 

~-~-~--'jj"ailliOii'in ·f.edeial,(Law Eiifoicement 
Assistance Administration) funds to 
increase its sWf of gang woikers from 
150 to 300. In 1972, a new mayor, the 
former police chief, set up a new gang
control unit within the mayor's office
a separate agency independent of ex
isting welfare department operations. 
A leaCliDg newspaper complained that 

. with all the expenditure of federal, 
state and local funds, the gang situation 
had not improved since the 1969 state 
commission hearings. In 1973, after 
four years of agonized, conflict-ridden 
planning, the city council finally au
thorized the establishment of a muni
cipal youth service commission, one of 
whose major functions would be to 
rationalize and coordinate the chaotic 
multiplicity of gang-control efforts. 
The council also allocated a quarter of 
a million dollars for the support of 
local community efforts to deal with 
gang problems. The police department 
reported monitoring the activities of 
231 gangs, and the welfare department 
gang unit announced a new policy of 
working with gang members on an in
dividual, case-by-case basis rather than 
using group-oriented methods. 

The next year, 1974, represented a 
major turning point in the stance and 
policies of certain black community 
leaders with respect to gang-problems. 
Prior to this time, most black commu
nity leaders had been united in support
ing service-oriented approaches to gang 
problems, and in strongly opposing 
"get-tough" policieS advocated or exe
cutedbythe police and other agencies. 
In August a black city official pre
aented a detailed proposal for legisla
tion which incorporated extremely 
Itljct.law-enforcemcmt-oriented meas
uresfor dealing,with gangs. While this 
proposal was vigorously opposed by 
rome black leaders, it received strong 
;support frorn others-including some 
identified with militant black activism. 

A second major development in
volvingthe black community was-the 
institution and proliferation during 
this year and the next of ~ set of 
largely "grass-roots" citizens' organi
zations aimed at the control of gang 

with these major new efforts, police 
reports indicated the most sigilificant 
decrease in the number of gang-related 
killings sUice the start of the decade, 
although information as to gang in· 
volvement in crimes other thanhomi-

probleilaS in therr"own communities; cide has ~ot been fort.'lcommg. 
These groups were both male (e.g., Philadelphia's complex experience 
"Black Men in Motion") and female with gang problems during the past 
(e.g., "North Philadelphia Mothers," decade can be summarized in highly /) 
claiming four chaptel"$ by 1975). While simplified form as foDows.During the 
mounting and/or supporting a variety period between 1963 and 1968, as 
of recreational and service programs problems with gang violence continued 
for youth, a central activity of most to worsen, programs were based pri. 
of these groups was the active conduct marlly on service-oriented methods,4 
of neighborhood citizens' patrols which . and administered primarily by whites. 
in effect posed a direct challenge to the In 1968, with the number ofviolent 
gangs' claims of "control" of local gangs increasing to about 100, violent 
neighborhoods. These patrols were for incidents to about 200 a year and gang 
the most part supported and backed by killings to about 40 a year, approaches 
local police. In the public sector, the to treatment and control tended to 
city welfare department allocated two split largely along racial lines, with 
and a half million dollars, largely from most black leaders advocating and ex-
federal sources, for its gapg programs. ecuting predominantly service-oriented 

In 1975 the city Board of Education, programs, and many white leaders, 
responding for the frrst time in a com- primarily through the police and other 
prehensive fashion to progressively criminal justice agencies, pursuing in
worsening gang problems in the schools, creasingly stringent law-enforcement 
began the implementation of a major policies. This divergence put major 
gang control plan, to be funded at an sectors of the black and white commu-
initial level of $135,000 per year. At nities in direct opposition. After about 
the same time, the city, in concert five years during which there was little 
with private agencies, instituted a third appreciable improvement in gang vio
major municipally-mounted gang pro- lence, a significant realignment oc· 
gram-based on a new method of using curred, with one group of black leaders 
"crisis intervention" teams. These moving toward direct advocacy of 
teams, composed of representatives of stricter law-enforcement approaches, 
different agencies and interests, were and another group (including "grass 
to be dispatched to local communities roots" leaders) which had previously 
on the advent of new or renewed gang evinced strong opposition to the police 
problems. The teams in essence re- and law-enforcement methods, starting 
sumed the practice of dealing directly to participate in programs which com-
with gangs-an approach which the bined elements of law-enforcement 
welfare department had abandoned with the kinds of service provision pre-
two years before. The crisis interven- viously employed. This shift was ac· 
tion program, for the fust time in the companied by an apparent diminution 
decade, pursued policies which in- in the more lethal forms of gang vio-
volved cooperation on both adminis- lence, and possibly by a decrease in 
trative and operational levels between the numbers of the more violent gangs. 
private black service organizations and Detroit. Detroit during the past dec
the city police department. There was ade experienced extremely serious 
further proliferation of local citizens' 
groups, and a concomitant increase in 
.cooperative efforts between adult black 
citizens and the police. Concurrent 
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4See Miller, "Operating Philosophies of 
Criminal Justice Professionals," Op. dt., 
1975. 
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I problems with criminal violence-lead- recognized during the years between and other police operations. In 1971. I .' ins the nation in numbers of recorded 1965 and 1967, involving a number of the Youth Bureau changed the name 
~' 

homicides in the early '70's-but until gang-related kiDings.ln 1965 Detroit's of its gang detail to the "Special As- \', 

Ii 

Ii very recently showed a persisting homicide rate began to rise, reaching a signment Unit" and continued to re-
reluctance to associate such violence- peak in the early '70's, but none of the port its existence for several y~ars. In 

:i 
L, even when it involved groups of youth- murders were officially attributed to reality this change signalled ~ phasin~ _ . 
~ 
i~-=- with the existence 'of youth gangs per gang members. Iri 1967 the cityexpe- out ofYoufh Bureau gang operauQns. 
~r !Ie. This reluctance was :hared by rienced a large-scale civil disturbance- Meanwhile the police were experiencing If 
h municipal authorities, police, service one of the most serious of the urban increasing criticism of their undercover 
:1 agencies,and the media. Many officials disturbances of this period. Again, ai- intelligence operations, some involving \ 
• .r. appear t<>o subscribe to the notion-also though 42 disturbance-related killings gang activity,and a few ye.ars later a 
~ prevalent in Los Angeles-that desig- were recorded, little direct participa- particularly controversial unit was. 
ii nating violent youth groups as "gangs" tion by gangs per se was reporte~. eliminated at the order of a newly-;1 
[- will engender gang formation and ag- However, the threat of violence expe- elected black mayor. 
IJ 
" gravate criminality. This reluctance is rienced by local residents in the course Although gang activity, particularly l1 
f~ 

'. 
, reflected in the existence of at least of these events prompted many to arm in the East Side, began to intensify in 

f 
>:. two schools within the police depart- themselves,thus contributing to the 1972, it was accorded little or no offi-i , 

ment-:one of which has consistently general availability of weapons to many cial attention. It was not until 1973-a 
i underplayed the gravity of gang prob- citizens-including gang members. year that marked a dramatic turning 
} lems and the need for any specialized During the decade gang control ac- point in the city's stance toward gangs-1 
~ police response, while the other has tivities were conducted by several divi- that public and official attention turned 
~ 
'" emphasized the gang-connected nature sions within the police department-in- to focus on the role of gangs in youth ~ 
·s of much of the city's youth violence, cluding the Youth Division, the violen.:e. Gang shootouts in the vicinity 
i and has called for police measures Community Relations Section, and of schools early in the year were ac-,j 

f 
geared specifically to gang problems as the Major Crimes Section. The Youth companied by increasing complaints· 
such. Bureau gang squad was relatively small; by Eastside residents that gang violence 

{ One consequence of this reluctance in 1967 it consisted offour men-a was spreading throughout their com-
le to recognize gangs is that informational number which remained fairly stable munity. In OctobeMhe Community 

I operations concerning gang activities in unti11972.ln 1968 juvenile homicides Relations Section of.the police depart-

i Detroit are the poorest of any of the showed a substantial increase, and the ment conducted the frrst city~wide po-
~ large gang-problem cities. In 1975 a police department established a "Youth lice survey of the gang situation in many 
~ juvenile court judge asserted that "get- Patrol," which patrolled potential years. Their report stated that gangs. 
~ ting a handle on Detroit's teenage gang trouble spots where youth congregated were active in.10 of the ~ty's 13 poHce ~f 
.' situation is like fighting two tons of (schools, parks, recreation centers) in precincts; the largest gang was the Bish-
~, feathers;" a high o(ficial of the police both marked and unmarked cars. Our- ops, a black Eastside gang reputedly 
.<? 
~ Youth Bureau claimed "I just can't ing the next several years the depart- able to muster between 300 and 400 
~1 understand how these figures (as to ment reported between 25 and 30,000 members. The head of the YouthBu-~. 

~t numbers of gangs, gang members, and visits per year to a variety of youth con- reau, on the other hand, down-played 

i arrests) can be provided by these other gregation locales. It was also in 1968 the gang problem-claiming that there 
"J cities!" Maintaining a state, of informa- that initial developments began to occur was little or no "formal" gang activity 
... "i.'i 

,~ tional deficiency permits officials who in a gang rivalry that was to acllieve ex- in the city-merely spontaneous ~tions 
>,' 

I 
wish to do so to gloss over or even deny tensive attention five years later; the by collections of youth. By the end of" 
the severity of gang proble~. These two warring ~ngs, both from the pre- the year, however, concern over East-
circumstances make it possible for a dominantly black Eastside, were named side gang violence-including sev~ra1 
group of officials to agree that there the "Bishops" and the "Chains." publicized shootouts between the.Bish-

i 
are "10 to IS" gangs in the city, and In 1969 and '70 police spokesmen ~ ops and Chains-had becomesuffi~ 
then proceed to cite 30 to 35 different claimed that there were between 10 ;' ciently intense to produce a citizens' 

~ 
gang names in subsequent discussion. and 16 gangs in the city and that gani! Ilemonstration in froptof the' county 

i It was not until late in 1975 that the activity around'the schools was in- courthouse .. Repreaentatives ,of several 
police released any figures on gang-re- creasing, but that none of the ~tPproxi- block clubs and other community or-

I lated homicides for the recent period. mately 25 juvenile homicides reported ganizations as well as unaffiliated resi-
In common with numerous other for these years. were gang~related. The dents claimed that gang yiole~ce'dUPng , cities, Detroit experienced problems police claimed to be "on top of the the past six months had reached the ,> 

r.~ with "traditional" fighting gangs in the gang situation," with gang activity kept point where resillents were afraid to " F:, 1950's. Sporadic gang activity was well under control by the Youth Patrol leave their homes at niJitt, and that 
. " 

-~ 
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gang members engaged in robberies, 
shootings and extortions were threat
'ening their victims with death if they 
informed the police. 

Official activity With respect to gang 
problems began to accelerate substan
tially~n early 19'7 4~ In January a meet
ingincluding representatives of the 

"municipal government, Recreation De
partment, the Police Athletic League, 
and the Ford Motor Company resulted 
in the assignment of workers to the 
warring Bishops and Chains, who re
sponded by claiming to have reformed 
and made peace, and requesting public 
funds to involve themselves in legiti
mate enterprises in place of gang con
flict. The newly-elected black mayor 
befriended a Bishop leader charged 
with armed robbery. The next month 
five members of the supposedly re
formed Chains killed a store clerk in 
a holdup, and the mayor admitted he 
had been duped by the Bishop leader, 
who turned out to have a long criminal 
record. These events did not discourage 
efforts to reform the Bishops and 
Chains, and in April a group of gang 
members was taken to Chicago to 
share the experience of a Chicago gang 
who had become involved in a fast
foods franchise operation. The mayor 
began to shift to a harder line with re
spect to youth violence, and deplored 
the increasing victimization of blacks 
by blacks. 

In September, and also early in 
1975, publicity was given to what the 
media called "youthful gangs of crim
inalgeneralists" -groups similar in age 
to the kind of youth gangs defined 
earlier, but differing from these in be
ing organized almost exclusively around 
predatory crime. Police claimed that 
one of these gangs in less than a year 
had committed Ii. minimum of five kill-
. ings, 50-10 rapes, and 250 robberies, 
and another at least 12 killings. 

In November the head of the police 
department's Youth BUreau issued a 
new memorandum on gangs, essentially 
reversing his position of the previous 

'yem:. The. memo reported "an upsurge 
in gang'activity" in the city during re
.cent months, 'and a proliferation of 

gangs, particularly on the Eastside-a 
proliferation attributed at least in part 
to publicity accorded the Bishops and 
Chains. His report included three re
commendations; a substantial expan
sion of police gang-control personnel, 
the establishment of a special gang
school detail, and the establishment of 
a systematic and comprehensive gang 
intelligence operation. None of these 
recommendations, at the time of writ
ing, had been implemented.s The city 
thus continues to lack any official 
agency responsible for collecting city
wide information on gangs and gang 
crime. Some of the older Bishops and 
Chains, continuing claims of reform, 
formed a single group called the 
"Brotherhood," .and reportedly de
creased theircriminaI activities, but 
younger age-divisions of both gangs 
continued to engage in violence. Vio
lence in the high schools-some of it in
volving gang members-resulted in sev
eral killings, and the mayor placed 
special police in the schools. 

In March of 1975 the mayor set up 
a special gang unit within the mayor's 
office, with two directors and two co
ordinators as senior staff; hiring of 30-
40 street workers began at once, and 
by November the number of workers 
had reached 60. In April representatives 
of the police, probation, courts, and 
private agencies provided the names of 
a minimum of 25 to 30 "formal" gangs 
in Detroit, and allowed for the possi
bility of an additional 75 formal or in
formal gangs and groups. One veteran 
police officer said that he could pro
vide 100 gang names for the Eastside 
alone, although many of these, he 
claimed, were either very small, claimed 
gang status on shaky grounds, were 
short-lived, or some combination of 
these . 

S By mid-1976, police were moving toward 
implementation of the ''increased gang 
operations" recommendation. In addition 
to the special unit within the Major Crimes 
Section setup in September 1975, a new 
unit to deal exclusively with gang problems 
was organized in May 1976, operating out 
of a police station in the heart of the 
Eastside gang area. 
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In April a media story reported that 
most of the Eastside residents still at
tributed the bulk of continuing gang 
violence to the Bishops and Chains, 
when in fact most of the original mem
bers had moved away from serious 
gang criine; the real perpetrators of 
violence, the story said, was a new gen
eration of smaller gangs in the area (in
cluding the Baby Bishops and Little 
Chains). Attempts by the original Bish
ops and Chains to set up commercial 
ventures had, by and large, failed. 

In September, the mayor, respond
ing to continuing demands by Eastside 
residents, ordered the establishment of 
a new gang unit within the police de
partment. The new unit, comprising 16 
special officers under the command of 
a lieutenant, was established within the 
Major Crimes Section of the depart
ment rather than the Youth Bureau, 
on the grounds that the seriousness of 
current gang criminality called for the 
special skills of officers accustomed to 
dealing with crimes such as homicide, 
armed robbery, rape, and similar of
fenses. The jurisdiction of the new unit 
was not, however, citywide, but con
fmed to the four Eastside precincts 
with the most serious problems. Even 
within this limited area of jurisdiction
with major police attention directed to 
the activities of about 10 particularly 
criminal gangs with a membership of 
about 250 youths, almost 40 gang
member arrests were made during the 
unit's first two months of operation. 
By November police attributed 12 
gang-related killings to these gangs only; 
information as to gang killings in the 
rest of the city was not available. Dur
ing the same month city officials cited 
names of at least a dozen new gangs in 
addition to those noted in April, pro
ducing a minimum estimate of 40 
named gangs in the city for 1975. At 
year's end it appeared clear that gangs 
and gang violence were continuing to 
proliferate in Detroit. 

Detroit's experience with youth 
gangs during the 1965-75 decade can 
be divided into three periods. Between 
1965 and 1967 there was sporadic 
gang activity and several killings, but 
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the pattern of well· developed, turf-ori- !lispanic gangs. In 1962 the first and t clash of gang armies," attendant on 

i 
ented fighting gangs of the 1950's had smaller of two waves of new Chinese intensifying rivalry between two major 
weakened substantially. The period ~e- immigrants began to arrive, and in 1963 Chinese gangs-both of which were 

It 

tween 1968 and 1972 saw the growth a number of smaller cliques of immi- reputed to be recruiting heavily in local 
and development of two major Eastside grant youth federated into a: larger schools. 
gangs-the Bishops and Chains-and gang they called the "Hwa Ching" In the meantime, sharp increases in , 
their involvement in classic forms of (Chinese Youth). the numbers of a new group of Asian 1 .r gang conflict, except that firearms and In 1965 a secolld and much larger immigrants, Filipinos, complicated the , 

i automobiles played a larger role than wave of Chinese immigrants arrived gang situation. Extensive immigration J 
f in the past. Neither the activities of the (new immigration regulations in that of Filipinos began about 1970, and' ., 

.~ ~ Eastside gangs nor those of the addi- year dropped long-standing quotas), young males began to form themselves I" f tionall0 to 16 gangs estimated by the and the ranks of the Hwa Ching were into rival gangs almost at once. In ?" 
" police commanded much public or . augmented by new immigrants. Police 1974 police attributed six killings in Ii 
i' official attention, and local officials reported that the gang consisted of two years to conflict among three major ( 
.~ 

compared their city favorably to others about 2-300 youths aged roughly 16 Filipino gangs of 50 to 60 members ~ 

£ such as Chicago and Philadelphia with to 20. At first the Hwa Ching directed each, and respondents reported that 
t respect to gang problems. In a third their hostile aciions toward native-born the numbers and criminal activities of .' 

" 1 phase, 1973 to 1975, gang violence Chinese youth and adults; as they grew the Filipino gangs were con tinuing to 
:l moved rapidly into a priority position in numbers and power, they undertook increase. i 
1 as one of the serious crime problems in an extensive program of extortion of During this same period an addi-.( 

.t the city, with attention focussed partic- local Chinese business people. DUring tional development began to affect the 
J ularly on school-related gang activities. one year the gang collected $10,000 In San Francisco gang situation-increas-,1 
~.,. Organizational units'in the Police De- protection money from a single Chinese ing violence in the schools-some at-
j padment, Mayor's Office, and Private theater owner. By 1970 the immigrant tend ant on the introduction of blacks ., 
j Agencies were newly formed or aug- youth had developed three separate into previously primarily Chinese q mented to cope with gang problems; gangs which began to compete with schools. One city high school was the i 

,1 names of at least 40 gangs were cited each other for the lucrative extortion scene of armed clashes between Chi-'" ~ by officials, along with the existence market, and in the course of this rivalry nese gang members and gang-like .I 

:~ of scores of additional "informal to kill each other. groups of blacks. At the same time ( 

l gangs," of the type here termed "law- In 1972 police attributed approxi- predatory groups of four to eight black 
.{; violating youth groups." Violent activ- mately 15 killings over a three year youths were expanding their opera-~ 
t ities by the city's two largest and most period to rivalry among the gangs and tions throughout the city-particularly 
.1 

publicized gangs had decreased, but their extortion activities (gang memo in connection with the transportation " i 
I increasingly serious violent crime was bers claimed that there had in fact system. As these incidents multiplied 
~~ continued by a proJiferation of smaller, been 96 to 98 killings during this pe- in frequency and severity, an emer-./ 

less-well-organized, and more mobile riod), and organized a new anti-crime gency meeting of the county governing 
~~ gangs and groups. detail specifically to deal with gang board in November called for the es-, 

San Francisco. Although it is the warfare in Chinatown. Both state and tablishment of a special police unit to J 
! 

;~. smallest of the six gang-problem cities federal authorities were involved in the combat what the press c!llled "ram-
':j 

(1970 population 704,000), San Fran- planning process, since it appeared that pages by teen-aged gangs." The mayor L 

"1 
.~. cisco has an unusually high degree of the Hwa Ching and its companion gangs announced that "We are not going to 

ethnic diversity, and the character of were spreading not only to other parts let juvenile terrorists invade our bus-
, gang problems within the past decade of the state (particularly Los Angeles), ses;" the proposed police units ranged ·f 

.~ reflects this diversity. The year 1965 but to other parts of the nation. The from 60 to 120 officers, with costs 
i appeared as a turning point in the char- state Justice Department set up a cen- estimated between two and a half and 

. ,,"'1 acter of gang activity. The city had tralized me on gang members. Killings four and a half million dollars a year . : 
.' experienced a persisting problem with attributed to the Chinese gangs con- A police officer at the hearings re-~.~ 

~i traditional types of fighting gangs for tinued to rise, and by 1975 police fig- ported that groups of black youths had I roughly ten years prior to this date; ures for homicides since 1969 had risen committed 63 known violent crimes .. ~ 
), many of the "rumbling" gangs were to 22. In the same year, however',a and an estimated 60 additional crimes 
~ black, but Hispanic, Anglo, and Asian major police campaign against the Hwa on transportation vehicles in the first " ,~i. 
~ youth were also involved. By 1965 this Ching produced 11 convictions of gang IS days of the month. . , 
,~ traditional type of gang fighting had members on murder charges. In late Although the term "gang" was uS('d 
~"" 

~ virtually disappeared, and with it the 1975 intelligence sources in the police frequently and freely by the mecUa and 
f~~ more "organized" type of black and department were predicting "a massive public officials in describing these in-
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cidents, the degree of participation by 
gangs as dermed in this report is not 
clear. There is little doubt that some 
clearly fit the definitional criteria, but 
since much of the violence involved 
larger groups of high-school students, 
the actual numbers of the "new" black 
gangs is difficult to estimate. It can be 
said that events in the latter part of the 
year were not inconsistent with predic
tions of informants earlier in the year 
of a possible resurgence of black gang 
activity, relatively quiescent since 
1965. 

The past decade in San Francisco 
has thus witnessed the formation and 
expansion of new types of Asian gangs
some extensively involved in theft and 
criminal extortion, with a concomitant 
growth of gang-related killings. Black 
and Hispanic gangs were relatively in
active during the to-year period, but 
recent developments indicate the pos
sibility of increased activity, particu
larly by blacks. 

Summary: 
Gang-problem Trends in Six Cities 

To the question posed at the beginning 
of this section-"Is a 'new wave' of 
gang violence affecting American cit
ies?" the answer derived from the dec
ade reviews of six cities is "Yes," but 
a qualified yes. Using the year 1970 as 
a baseline, the notion of a "new wave" 
of gang violence applies definitely to 
New York, Los Angeles, and Detroit; 
the "wave" is present but less new in 
Chicago and Philadelphia, which have 
e-xperienced serious gang problems for 
all or most of the past decade; in San 
Francisco, the "new wave" has affected 
Asian communities primarily; the rest 
of the city is not characterizable in 
these terms, unless current trends to
ward a possible resurgence of black 
gang activity become more pronounced. 

In highly condensed form, the ex
perience of the six cities during the 
decade is as follows. New York appar
ently experienced a lull in gang vio
lence between 1965 and '71, then a 
rapid rise in the numbers of gangs and 
gang crimes up to 1973. Since that 
year the numbers of reported gangs, 
gang members and gang-member arrests 
have remained consistent and at a high 
level, but the number of gang-related 
killings appears to have dropped off 
markedly. Chicago experienced the rise 
and fall of a number of well-publicized 
"supergangs" between 1965 and '73, 
with a peak of gang killings in 1969, 
and a proliferation of smaller, more 
traditional gangs and rising gang-mem
ber arrest rates in subsequent years. In 
Los Angeles, traditional Hispanic gangs 

. posed problems between 1965 and '71, 
primarily in established Hispanic com
munities. After an apparent lull in 
black gang activity, black gangs began 
to proliferate around 1972, and con
tributed the bulk of rapidly rising num
bers of gang killings which at present 
have reached record high levels. In 
Philadelphia, problems with violent 
gangs, mOitly black, began to itensify 
near the beginning of the decade, with 
police reporting an average of about 40 
gang-related killings each year for the 
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six middle years of the decade. During 
the past two years the numbers of 
gang-related killings have diminished, 
but the present number of gangs and 
gang members remains at the high level 
maintained during the past five years. 
Detroit reported a decline in a well-de
veloped earlier gang situation during 
the earlier years of the decade, experi
enced growth of a small number of 
larger gangs between 1968 and '73, and 
a proliferation of smaller gangs, mostly 
black, between that year and the pre
sent. Gang-related killings currently 
stand at record levels. San Francisco 
also saw a decline in a previous devel
opment of black gangs early in the 
decade, accompanied by the establish
ment of a small number of highly crim
inal Chinese gangs. Between 1971 and 
'74 there was an increase in the num
bers of relatively small AsUm gangs, 
particularly Filipino, and an increase 
in lethal incidents involving the Chi
nese gangs. Between 1973 and the pre
sent there has apparently been a de
cline in the violence of Chinese gangs, 
accompanied by a possible resurgence 
of black gangs, particularly in the 
school context. 

For present purposes, the major rea
son for the six-city decade reviews lies 
in their potential for indicating the di
rection of future developments. As 
shown earlier, there are a variety of 
possible indicators of the seriousness 
of gang problems. These include the 
numbers of gangs and/or troublesome 
youth groups in the cities; the numbers 
of such groups; the volume of com
plaints about or arrests of gang mem
bers for all crimes, for violent crimes, 
for murders; the perceptions of police, 
municipal agencies and other agencies 
as to the priority of gang problems 
among urban problems; the numbers 
and kinds of public and private pro
grams orgaluzed to deal primarily or in 
part with gang problems. 

Measures of only two of these indi
cators will be considered here. These 
are the numbers of reported gangs and 
gang members, and the amount ofvio
lenee attributed to gangs. With respect 
to numbers, two of the cities, New 



York and Philadelphia, show consid
erable '~tability over the past three to 
five years in reported numbers of gangs 
and gimg members, and four show an 
increflse in numbers-Chicago, Los An
geles, Detroit, and San Francisco. For 
none of the cities does evidence indi
cateany significant decline. 

Using only gang-related killings as a 
measure of violence, it is noteworthy 
that two of the cities showed peak fig
ures about five years ago (Chicago, 150, 
1969; Philadelphia, 47,1970) one 
about three years ago (New York, 57, 
1972) and three others this year or last 
(Los Angeles, 112, Detroit, minimum (~f 
12, nine months of 1975; San Fran
cisco, 20,1974-'75). 

With respect to violent crime in 
general, it would appear that Detroit, 
Los Angeles, and San Francisco are ex
periencing increases; New York and 
Chicago are remaining relatively stable, 
and Philadelphia is showing a decrease, 
Using these recent trends as a basis of 
prediction, one could expect gang 
problems in the near future to worsen 
in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and De
troit, remain at similar levels in New 
York and Chicago, and lessen in Phil
adelphia. A variety of contingencies, 
to be discussed in subsequent sections, 
could, however, invalidate each of these 
predictions. 

Gang-problem Cities: 
Present to Future 
Extrapolations from the recent past 
provide one basis for predicting future 
trends. Another method is to query 
knowledgeable local persons as to their 
perceptions of the future of gang vio
lence and related phenomena in their 
cities. Questions concerning predictions 
appear under item 11.5 in the Survey 
Guide (Appendix A). Those respond
ents who reported the existence of 
gang problems were asked to forecast 
the future of such problems, either 
over the short term (two to five years), 
the long term (l0 years or more), or 
both. Respondents who reported the 
existence of group but not gang prob
lems were asked to estimate the likeli
hood that such problems might become 
gang problems, or that group problems 
would improve or worsen. In some in
stances, respondents were queried as to 
their notions of the future of youth 
crime in general or violent crime in par
ticular-during the near future, over 
the long term, or both. 

Following sections present fmdings 
relating to predictions made by re
spondents in the six gang-problem cit
ies. These refer almost entirely to the 
projected activities of youth gangs per 
se; predictions concerning the future 

Table XXIV 

of youth group violence and youth vio
lence in general will be presented in 
future reports. Understandably, most 
respondents were reluctantto offer 
unqualified predictions, and in many 
instances phrased their forecasts in 
conditional terms such as ~'Jfunem
ployment worsens, or federal funds 
diminish, then gang problems will 
worsen." Despite such qualifications, 
it was possible to assign 45 out of 56 
codable predictions to one of five pre
dictive categories, as shown in Table 
XXIV. These categories are: (1) Gang 
problems will become worse, are cur
rently increasing in seriousness; 
(2) Problems will become worse over 
the short term, better over the long; 
(3) Problems will remain at levels simi
lar to the present, have peaked or lev
elled off; (4) Prc)blems will get better 
over the short run, worse over the long; 
(5) Problems will improve, are currently 
decreasing in seriousness. 

Table XXIV shows the number of 
responses falling under each of these 
categories, and Table XXV ranks the 
six cities according to the percentage 
of respondents predicting problems 
would worsen, and the percentage pre
dicting problems would either worsen 
or remain at levels similar to the pre
sent. 

Gang-Problem Cities: Predictions of Trends in Near Future 

N Responses = 56 

N.Y.C. Chi. L.A. Phil. Detr. S.F. Six Cities 

No. % 

Gang Problems will 
Worsen, Increase 10 1 2 4 4 21 37.5 
Worsen then improve 1 1 2 4 7.J 
Remain at Similar Level 3 2 4 1 1 3 14 25.0 
Improve then Worsen 1 1 2 3.6 
Improve, Decrease 1 1 2 4 7.1 

Response equivocal, 1 6 2 2 11 19.6 
ambiguous 

Total Responses 6 20 9 5 9 7 56 99.9 
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Table XXV 

Gang-Problem Cities Ranked by Proportions of 
Respondents Predicting No hnprovement of Gang 
Problems in Near Future 

N=45 

City 

Chicago 
Detroit 
San Fran. 
Phila. 
N.Y.C. 
L.A. 
Six Cities 

Percent Predicting 
Problems will Worsen 

78.6 
71.4 
57.1 
40.0 
20.0 
14.3 
53.3 

Table XXV shows that about half 
(53 percent) of those respondents in 
the six cities who provided categoriza
ble responses predicted that gang prob
lems in their city would worsen during 
the next two to five years. In two cit
ies, Chicago and Detroit, 70 percent or 
more saw worsening problems; in two 
others, San Francisco and Philadelphia, 
40 to 60 percent saw a deterioration, 
and in two others, New York and Los 
Angeles, fewer than one-fifth expected 
gang problems to worsen.6 

Figures combining predictions that 
gang problems would either worsen or 
remain at similar levels show consider
ably higher percentages. Almost nine 
out of ten respondents (87 percent) in 
the six cities felt that gang problems in 
their city would not improve during the 
next several years. In three cities, De-

6Events occurring subs~quent to these 
predictions, as reported in previous sections, 
indicate that the Los An~lenos were the 
poorest p~phets-at least with respe(!t to 
the ncar future; Los Angeles, which ranked 
Iowc$t(l4 p::r~nt) in the proportion pre
dicting wonc'ning problems, in fact experi
cnoedthe sharpcstincrease in gang violence 
of any of ,the six cities in the year following 
the prcdictions. Dctroitcrs Wcre most pre
M:icnt in anticipating worsening problems, 
and Philadclphians, with 60 percent pre
dicting that violence would not wotsen, 
were also quite ~lose to the mark. 

City 

Detroit 
San Fran. 
Chicago 
N.Y.C. 
L.A. 
Phila. 

Percent Predicting 
Problems wiII Worsen 
or Remain at Similar Level 

100.0 
100.0 
92.8 
80.0 
71.4 
60.0 
86.7 

troit, San Francisco, and Chicago, all 
or almost all respondents foresaw that 
gang problems would either worsen or 
remain at similar levels; in two others, 
New York and Los Angeles, 70-80 per
cent offered similar predictions. In the 
least pessimistic city, Philadelphia, 60 
percent felt that gang problems would 
remain at similar levels or increase. This 
last fmding-that the proportion of 
Philadelphia respondents anticipating 
decreased gang problems was the high
est of the six cities is of interest in 
light of evidence reported earlier that 
lethal gang violence in that city appears 
to have declined between 1973 and 
1975. 

It is possible to use the findings re
ported in Table XXV as one basis for 
qualified predictions as to the future 
of gang violence problems during the 
next two to five years. Over half of the 
respondents in three cities-Chicago, 
Detroit, and San Francisco, foresaw 
worsening problems, and it seems rea
sonable to assume that gang problems 
will not improve appreciably in these 
cities in the near future. For the three 
cities where fewer than one half pre
dicted worsening problems, develop
ments reported in previous sections 
suggest that some of the more violent 
aspects of gang activity in New York 
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and Philadelphia might ameliorate in 
the near future; in the case of Los An
geles, however, respondents appear to 
have been far too optimistic, and failed 
conspicuously to anticipate a serious 
deterioration in gang violence problems 
in the year following their predictions. 

~I 



Conditions Affecting Future Trends. larly federal) funds for service pro
grams, the state of the economy (par
ticularly job availability), school 
desegregation programs (particularly 
those entailing compulsory busing), 

Many of the predictions forwarded by 
respondents are characterized above as 
having been "qualified." What was the 
nature of these qualifications? Re
sponses by the 56 respondents who 
made predictions included citations of 
86 conditions which they felt had the 

the future size of the adolescent popu
lation, popUlation movements (particu
larly movements in and out of central 
cities), and the cyclical nature of gang 
prevalence and/or violence. 

. capacity to affect future trends in gang 
or group crime and violence. The seven 
conditions cited most frequently are 
listed in Table XXVI according to 
frequency of citation. The conditions 
most often mentioned were: police 
policies, availability of public (particu-

It is of particular interest to note 
that for each of the three most fre
quently cited conditions, respondents 
were split into two opposing groups 
with respect to the impact of the con-

Table XXVI 

Conditions Cited as Affecting Future of Gang Problems 

N=57 

Condition Nature of Effect 

Police Policies Firmer policies, fewer gang problems 
Firmer poliCies, more gang problems 

Availability of More funds, fewer gang problems 
Public Funds for More funds, more gang problems 
Service Programs 

State of Economy Economy worse, gang problems worse 
Economy worse, gang problems better 

School Desegre- Worsen gang problems 
gation Programs Improve gang problems 

Future Size of Fewer adolescents, fewer problems 
Adolescent Fewer center city adolescents, more problems 
Population 

Population Middle class move out of city, lower income pops. 
Movements move in, more gang problems 

Lower income pops. move out, more problems 
Middle class pops. move in, more problems 

Cyclical Trends Cycle has been down, will now go up 
Cycle has been up, will now go down 

ICondition cited, impact not specified, by one respondent. 
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dition at issue. As to police policies, 
some respondents argued that gang 
problems would be substantially miti
gated if "hard-line" policies of intensive 
surveillance and arrest were continued 
or instituted, while others asserted that 
such policies w()uld actually strengthen 
gang organization and increase violence
producing resentment. 

Concerning the availability of public 
funds, the majority maintained that 
federal or local cutbacks of financial 
support for current or planned social 
service or law-enforcement programs 
(an eventuality feared by many) would 

No. No. % 
Citing Citing Citing 

8 12 21.0 
4 

7 111 19.3 
3 

6 9 1 15.8 
2 

7 7 12.3 
0 6 

5 6 10.5 
1 

3 6 10.5 

2 
1 

2 6 10.5 
4 

57 99.9 



inevitably lead to a worsening of gang 
problems; a minority argued that the 
more govemmental attention to and 
support of gang-related programs, the 
greater the incentive for youth to form 
themselves into gangs or better consol
idate existing groups in order to make 
themselves eligible for such support. 
With respect to the state Of the econ
omy, the majority predicted that wors
ening economic conditions, and partic
ularly decreasing job availability, would 
put more jobless and moneyless youth 
out on the streets, thus spurring gang 
formation and predatory crime; a mi
nority argues that depression condi
tions would inhibit the rate of popula
tion movement, resulting in more stable 
local communities with an enhanced 
capacity for exercising parental and 
neighborhood control over the behav
ior of youth. 

Respondents who cited school de
segregation programs as a factor in fu
ture gang developments were unani
mous in the opinion that such programs 
would engender gang formation and 
violence. No respondent forwarded the 
argument, noted earlier, that transfer
ring local students to different neigh
borhoods might serve to weaken the 
territci~al basis of gang membership. 
Of those 'ilfho cited popUlation move
ments, some argued that continuing 
movement of higher status,opulations 
from the center city, and their replace
ment by low income populations, 
would increase the n~mbers and den· 
sity of the kinds of populations most 
likely to produce gangs; others main
tained that as low income populations 
moved out of the central city areas, 
they would import their gangs and 
gang traditions into new areas, thus 
increasing the spread and scope of gang 
problems. Exponents of the influence 
of cyclical trends were essentially in 
agreement as to their impact; they 
argued that gang activity is cyclical, 
and once it reaches a certain level of 
intensity it tends to diminish relatively 
independently of the kinds of social, 
demographic, and program develop
ments just cited; conversely, after a 
sufficient period of quiescence, it was 

felt that gangs and the gang tradition the crime problems associated with 
inevitably re-emerge as a natural devel- this population will also decline. A cor
opment. Cities cited as ripe for cyclical relary of this position is that the cur
declines were New York, Los Angeles, rently unprecedented volume of serious 
and Philadelphia; cited as ready for a crime is in large part attributable to the 
cyclical resurgence was the city of disproportionate size of the youth pop-
Detroit. ulation, which in turn is a consequence 

These differences among respond- of the "baby boom" of 1956 to 1965, 
ents in assaying the effects on gang whose products, in the mid-1970's, are 
problems of various kinds of develop- aged roughly 10 to 19.7 This position 
ments-in some instances involving the further asserts that since birth rates fell 
postulation of directly opposite effects off after 1965, as the baby-boom gen· 
of the same condition-raise again the eration progressively moves out of the 
complex issue of the "causes" or cor- high risk age period (in 1980 they will 
relates of trends in gang formation, be aged 15 to 24, and in 1985 20 to 
prevalence, and crime. The conspicuous 29), youth-contributed crime rates, and 
lack of consensus by well-informed re- thus total crime rates, will decrease. 
spondents respecting this issue indicates This analysis, while of obvious rele-
anew the importance of further re- vance to issues such as the amount of 
search on the impact of the cited con- classroom space needed or the size of 
ditions, as well as others, on observed the rock music record market in 1980, 
trends in gang activity. must be looked at more carefully in 

Age-group ProjectiOns. One of the predicting the future of youth gangs 
conditions cited by respondents, while and associated forms of collective 
not mentioned as frequently as other youth crime. Many of the demographic 
factors seen to affect the future of projections on which these projections 
gangs, nevertheless merits special atten- are based apply to populations undif-
tion at this point. This fllctor is the ferentiated by region, locale, social 
size of the youth popUlation (See Table status, ethnic status, and other major 
XXVI). A major reason for such atten· differentiating characteristics. Chapter 
tion is that social analysts, in contrast IV shows that members of gangs and 
to the primarily service-oriented reo law violating youth groups are drawn 
sponden ts of the present study, are disproportionately from male central 
more likely to grant major importance city populations of "minority" (Asian, 
to this factor in projecting future de- African, Hispanic origins) status. Birth 
velopments. Since the age group be- rates and age-group projections for 
tween 14 and 24 accounts for a higher populations sharing these characteris-
proportion ofviolent and predatory tics, rather than those of the youth 
crimes than any other, the future size population as a whole, must thus be 
of the gang-age group (approximately considered when attempting to foresee 
10-20) is relevant to considerably the future of gang and related activities. 
broader areas of criminal behavior than Very few studies are currently avail-
those which relate specifically to the able which attempt to predict the fu· 
future of gangs. This age group is the ture size of this particular population 
"high risk" category for violentand category. As noted earlier, population 
predatory crimes, and its numbers, both projections have often proved to be 
absolute and proportional, bear directly 
on the future volume of street crime in 
general, and more violent forms of 
crime in particular. 

It is widely accepted, not only by 
informed professionals but by many 
demographers, that the size of the 
"high risk" crime population will de
cline over'the next decade, and thus 
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7See, for example, the discussion in J. Q. 
Wilson, Thinking about Crime: Basic Books, 
1975, pp. 12-18. Wilson, while stressing the 
importance of increases in the numbers of 
youth in connection with current crime 
rates, also cites studies which indicate that 
increases in crime during the coming-of-age 
of the baby-boom generation were larger 
than would have been predicted on the basis 
of population increases alone. 
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quite inaccurate. both because factors 
influencing birth rates are subject to 
shifting fashions, and because factors 
relating to immigration and emigration 
are extremely difficult to anticipate. 
Despite the risks involved, however, the 
present report will present figures in· 
tended to provide a very crude test of 
the proposition, forwarded by survey 
respondents and others, that reductions 
in the size of the adolescent recruitment 
pool for gang and group members will 
lead to a diminution of problems asso· 
ciated with such groups. Table XXVII 
presents the results of an extremely 
simple calculation based on 1970 de· 
cennial census figures. 

Confming its consideration to the 
six gang· problem cities, it addresses 
this question. What was the size of the 
male population aged 0-9 years in mu· 
nicipal and metropolitan areas in 1970 
compared to the size of the 10·19 year· 
old group? If one makes the assump
tions that there will be no mortality 
among the younger age·group and no 
population movement in or out of the 

Table XXVII 

areas at issue, those aged 0-9 in 1970 tions will decline in size. Looking at 
would be 10-19 in 1980. This would the metropolitan areas which include 
mean that comparing the size ofthe the suburbs of the six gang"problem 
0-9 and 1()'19 age groups in 1970 would cities, and considering only white male 
enable one to predict the degree and populations, the figures show that 
direction of changes between 1970 and there were approximately 2,800,000 
1980 in the size of the youth popula· males 1 ()'19 in 1970, while the number 
tion. of their younger brothers, who will be 

Both of these assumptions are, of 10 to 19 in 1980, was approximately 
course, untenable to different degrees. 2.650,000-a difference of approxi· 
While the likelihood that any signifi· mately ·5 percent. Percentage differ· 
cant number of ().9 year oids will die ences for the six cities are roughly 
between 1970 and 1980 is very low, similar-ranging from about ·3.5 per· 
the likelihood of population move· cent for Los ~geles to about ·8.0 per· 
ments-both emigration from and immi· cent for Philadelphia.8 

gration to the municipal and metropot· If, on the other hand, one turns to 
itan areas-is very high. The immigra· consider the non·white popUlation of 
tion factor-particularly illegal the municipal cities themselves, an op-
immigration from Mexico and other posi(e trend appears. Non·white males 
foreign countries-is of direct impor· 1()'19 in the six cities numbered ap-
tance. Given the artificiality of the proximately 525,000 in 1970, but the 
assumptions underlying these projec· ()'9 group numbered about 570,ooO-a 
tions, the results nonetheless are of difference of +8.4 percent. Increases 
considerable interest. appear in all cities but San Francisco-

Column one of Table XXVII gives with the younger age group being al· 
results in line with the general "baby· most 15 percent larger than the older 
boom" thesis that adolescent popula· in New York and Los Angeles. When 

one looks separately at the black por· 
tion of the "non·white" populations, 
differences are even more pronounced. 
For the six cities, the younger age 

Comparison of 1970 Male Youth Population with Projected 
Population for 19801 Six Gang·Problem Cities 

group is 9.4 percent larger than the 
older; there is no city in which the 
younger group is not larger, and in one, 

White Males 
Metropolitan Areas 

No. Males 1()'19, 2,700 2,3 

No. Males 0·9,2,646 

City 

N.Y.C. 
Chi. 
LA 
Phil. 
Detr. 
S.F. 
Six Cities 

% difference4 

-4.5 
-4.5 
-3.6 
-8.1 
-6.0 
-7.3 
-5.2 

Non·White Males 
Municipal Areas 

No. males 1()'19, 525.8 
No. males ()'9, 570.1 

% difference 

+14.5 
+ 4.3 
+14.7 
+ 5.3 
+ 1.9 
- 3.1 
+ 8.4 

Los Angeles, it is almost 17 percent 
larger than L'Ie older. 

It is impo(rtant to reiterate that these 
figures, which cRpear on their face to 

No. males 10·19,478.4 run directly contrary io(ne notion 
No. males 0·9,523.5 that a declining youth population will(, 

Black Males 
Municipal Areas 

% difference 

+14.6 
+ 7.0 
+16.7 
+ 4.7 
+ 1.7 
+ 5.2 
+ 9.4 

1 Assuming no changes via mortality, population movement: see text. 
2In thousands. 
3 All figures from 1970 Census: Bureau of Census, PHC (1) Series 
4Difference between No. persons 10-19 and No. 0-9. 

8 Similar conclusions are forwarded as 
part of a much more comprehensive anal~ 
rsis by Frank Zimring. Zimr!ng presents 
figures for the size of the urban minority 
youth population aged IS·17 for 1970, 
).975, 1980, 1985, and 1990, and project. 
an increase from 637,000 in 1970 to 
729,000 in 1990, an increase in the pro
portion of thiS category from 12 pcr~nt 
to 20 percent of the urban population. 
(Zimring, Frank, DelIling with Youth 
Crime: N~lIoruzl Needlllnd Prlorltiel, 
paper prepared for the Nationallnati· 
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result in less crime, and to suggest in
stead that there will be marked in
creases in the size of the population 
most likely to become members of 
gangs or youth groups and to engage 
in violent crime, are based on artificial 
assumptions. The most obvious ones 
are that few of the 0-9 group will die 
in ten years, that few will move out of 
the municipal city, and that there will 
be lit,tle movement of lower-status mi
nority males into the municipal cities 
by 1980. In consideration of thelie as
sumptions, the most conservative con
clusion one might draw from these fig
ures is that they do not provide 
convincing support to the notion that 
the size of the high-risk adolescent 
population will decline markedly over 
the next five years. 

If, on the other hand, one wishes 
to venture less conservative predictions, 
an examination of the cited assumrr 
tions, rather than weakening predictions 
that the size of these high-risk youth 
populations will increase, seem to 
strengthen them~and raises the possi
bility of increases even larger than 
those suggested by Table XXVII. With 
respect to mortality, as already noted, 
the number of persons 0-9 likely to die 
or be killed within the ten year period 
represents a negligible proportion of 
the total. fu addition, according to cen
sus officials, the number of persons 
aged 0-9 is somewhat more likely to be 
undercounted than persons at older age 
levels. 

Factors involving immigration and 
emigration trends introduce the great
est degree of uncertainty into popUla
tion extrapolations. Available evidence 
points to at least three relevant trends; 
a continuing exodus of higher status 
whites and non-whites from central 
city areas ("white flight'1), and a con
sequent increase in th,e proportions of 

. lower status "minorities" in municipal 
<, arellS". a majo~ movement since the 

lQ50's; <!.{jlpwdown and/or halting of 
, the' ul,ltJI1Jwement .of lower status porr 
ufut;~~Q1i!ersity areas; and in
creases,in7somecases very substantial, 
of in_movemen~~ of low--'SldUed foreign 
immigrants-soIne legal, many more 

illegal-into the municipal areas. One 
estimate reckons at least 8 million 
illegal immigrants (mostly Hispanic) in 
the U.S. in 1975, with approximately 
one million of these (about 13 pe[(;ent 
of the popUlation) in New York alone. 
The cumulative effect of these trends 
is quite clearly to increase the propor
tion oflower-status minority popula
tions in the major municipal cities, and 
somewhat less clearly to increase the 
absolute numbers of these population 
categories. To the degree to which 
these trends obtain or continue be
tween 1975 and 1980, there is a very 
high likelihood that the size of the re
cruitment pool from which members 
of youth gangs and law-violating youth 
groups are drawn will increase rather 
than decrease over the next five years.9 

Summary. Acknowledging the risks 
inherent in delineating trends in crim
inal activity, particularly predictions, 
the importance of trend information 
for policy purposes justifies a;l exami
nation of developments affecting gang 
violence during the past decade, and 
attempts to predict future trends. De
velopments in six major cities between 
1965 and '75 were as follows. New 
York experienced a period of reduced 
gan.g activity for about five years, fol
lowed by a sharp rise in the numbers of 
gangs and gang crimeG. During the past 

liThe most recent population projections by 
the U.S. Census fail to support the "declin
ing youth population" theses even on a na
tionwide basis, and strengthen the "less 
conservative" predictions presented here. 
These popUlation figures show a 50-s~ate 
figure of 40.6 million persons aged 14 to 
24 in 1970 and a projected figure of 45.2 
million in 1980-an increase of 11.3 percent. 
For whites in this age category the increase 
i~ 8.5 percent; for blacks, 25.7 perce!· I 

Ugure substantially higher than the ~ ,; ,'"r
oont increase projected for the sele" ,:;1 , 
urban areas J!hown in Table Y.,XVII: f:' _<' 

tions to 1985 she'."i JJl increase of 4 pel,;, ~It 
over 1970 of person~ 14 to 24 (all catego
ries), with the numbers of white youth al
most exactly the same as in 1970, and black 
youth showing a popUlation increase of 19 
percent. (U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Char
acteristics of American Youth: 1974'" 
Olrrent Population Reports, Special Study, 
P-23, No. 51, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington D.C., 1975, Tables 1,2, 
pp.3,4.) 
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three years th", numbers of homicides 
directly related to gang,conflict has de
clined, but the number:; of gangs, gang 
members, and gang member arrests 
have remained high. Chicago continued 
to experience gang problems through
out the decade, with large "supergangs" 
located mostly in one urban area pre
senting the most serious problems dur
ing earlier years, and a proliferation of 
smaller gangs spread throughout the 
city characterizing recent y~ars. At 
present the number of yea!r~Y gang 
member arrests is at an all-time high. 
Los Angeles has experienced continu
ing problems with Chicano gangs 
throughout the decade, with a sharp 
increase in the numbers and violent 
activities of black gangs during the 
past four or five years, resuJtjng in a 
record high number of gang-related 
killings at the time of writing. Phila
delphia has been struggling with seri
ous gang problems throughout the 
decade. Violence by predominantly 
black gangs appears to have peaked 
off during the past five years, accom
panied by declining rates of gang-re
lated killings. However, numbers of 
gangs and gang members remain stable 
and high. In Detroit gang problems 
were less in evidence during the first 
part of the decade, but the number of 
gangs and violent gang crimes have 
risen sharply in the past three or four 
years and are still rising, with present 
levels of gang connected murders, 
robberies and extortions probably at 
an all-time high. San Francisco simi
larly experienced lower levels of gang 
activity earlier in the decade, but in 
the past five years has seen a marked 
increase in gang violence primarily in
volving Asian gangs, with a resurgence 
of black gang activity a present possi
bility. 

Gang violence during the past fiJ;~ 
years has thus been characterized by 
sharp increases to record levels in Los 
Atigeles and Detroit; increases and 
continuing high levels in Chicago and 
New York; increases in San Francisco, 
and probab1.e decreases in Philadelphia. 
These trends would appear to support 
the conclusion that a "new wave" of 
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violence is affecting these major cities, 
along with others not here examined. 
Predictions for the future made by re
spondents in the six cities correspond 
fairly well with the trend data. The 
majority of respondents in Chicago, 
Detroit, and San Francisco predicted 
that gang problems wOcilu worsen dur
ing the next few years; a majority in 
New York, Philadelphia, and Los An
geles predicted that problems would 
remain at similar levels or improve; 
currently worsening conditions in Los 
A..'lgeles cast doubt upon the accuracy 
of the latter prediction. 

Respondents cited over 80 different 
social, demographlr.. and economic 
conditions which they felt would af
fect future gang developments. Most 
frequently cited were: police policies, 
amount of financial support for social 
services, the state of the economy, 
school desegregation programs, size 
of the youth populations, and cyclical 
processes. Respondents in many in
stances differed as to the kind of im
pact on gang problems these conditions 
would exert. 

The projected size of the youth 
population was given special considera
tion, since this condition affects not 
only the size of the "recruitment pool" 
for gang members, but potential num
bers of persons presenting a high risk 
of involvement in youth group and 
other forms of collective youth crime 
as well as youth violence and delin
quency in g\~neral. A very rough anal
ysis of youth populations in the major 
urban areas suggest that the commonly
held notion that the currently dispro
portionate representation of youth in 
the total population will decline sig
nificantly in coming years must be 
significantly modified when applied to 
"minority" youth in the largest cities. 
Rather than decreases, projections 
suggest rather sizable increases in the 
size of this poputation-a population 
which currently manifests the highest 
potential for involv~ment in violent 
and predatory crime. 

None of these findings, some of 
them admittedly tentative, appear to 
support predictions that problems of 
violent crime by youth gangs and 
youth groups will diminish significantly 
over the next three to five years. While 
it is impossible to anticipate particular 
rate fluctuations in dim· rent cities at 
different times, the general outlook 
appears to be one of continuing high 
rates of gang crime in most of the 
largest cities, with probable increases 
in some and decreases in others aver
aging out to a continuing high all-city 
level. 

In evaluating this conclusion, the 
following factors should be considered. 
Substantial changes in any or any com
bination of the above-cited conditions 
(e.g., massive infusions offederal gang
program money; massive jailings 
of gang members) could well negate 
this p~ediction. Although the cities on 
which conclusions are based include 
the five largesI, developments in other 
cities, some of which will be examined 
in later phases of this survey, might 
affect predicted developments. The 
character of collective youth violence 
might change without much effect on 
its volume or seriousness; e.g., crime 
by youth participatipg in less formal 
youth groups might increase at the ex
pense of crime committed by members 
of gangs as here defmed. On th{~ssump
tion that the probability of these or 
related developments are low, the 
likelihood that gang problems will 
continue to beset major cities during 
the next few years appears high. 
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IX: Urban Gang 
Violence in the 1970's: 
Summary and Conclusions 

Between 1967 and 1973, three major 
multi-volume reports, each presenting 
comprehensive reviews of a wide range 
of major crime problems in the United 
States, were prepared by the staffs of 
federal-level commissions. The three 
commissions were: The President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice (1967); 
The Natidnal Commission on the 
Causes and Prevention of Violence 
(1969); and The National Advisory 
Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals (1973). While 
varying in the nature and degree of 
attention devoted to youth gangs, all 
three conveyed a similar message. 
Youth gangs are not now or should not 
become a major object of concern in 
their own right; youth gang violence is 
not a major crime problem in the 
United States; what gang violence does 
exist can fairly readily be diverted into 
"constructive" channels, primarily 
through the provision of services by 
.community-based agencies. 1 

With these general conclusions 
serving as the best and most current 
diagnostic characterizations available 
to Federal authorities respecting the 
seriousness of youth gangs and their 
activities as a crime problem, one 
objective of the present survey has 
been to assess the current validity of 
these conclusions by bringing to bear 
newly-collected national-level informa
tion on the issue of gang violence. The 
conclusions of the survey as presented 
in previous sections diverge radically 
from those of the Federal Commis
sions. Youth gang violence in the 
United States in the mid-1970's ap
pears as a crime problem of the utmost 
seriousness. Hundreds of gangs and 
thousands of gang members frequent 
the streets, buildings, and public facili
ties of major cities; whole communities 
are terrorized by thejntensity and 
ubiquity of gang violence; many urban 
schools are in effect in a state of occu
pation by gangs, with teachers and 

students exploited and intimidated; 
violent crime by gang members is in 
some cities equivalent to as much as 
one-third of all violent crim~~oy 
juveniles; efforts by local communities 
to cope with gang crime have, by and 
large, failed conspicuously; many urban 
communities are gripped with a sense 
of hopelessness that anything can be 
done to c!lrb the unremitting menace 
of the gangs. 

The major fmdings of this re~ 
port may be summarized as follo~s. 
Of the nation's 15 largest metropolitan 
areas, local professionals interviewed 

1 111e Olallenge of Crime ill a Free Society 
and accompanying Task Force Reports, The 
President's Commission on Law Enforce
ment and Administration of Justice. 
James '{orenberg, Executive Director, U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1967; Crimes 
of Violence, Staff Reports submitted to the 
National Commission on the Causes and 
Prevention of Violence, D. Mulvihill and 
M. Tumin, Co-Directors, U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1969; Report on Commu
nity Crime Prevention, National Advisory 
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals, Executive Director, T. Madden, 
U.S. Government PrintingOffice,1973. In 
only one of these three sets of commission 
reports are youth gangs allocated a separate 
chapter or paper. This is the Klein paper 
included in the 13th supplementary vol-
ume of the Violence Commission.J:.eports-a 
high-quality, comprehensive review. (Klein, 
1969, Op. at.) However, Klein's conclusion, 
noted earlier, is that youth gang violence is 
not a major social problem. In The Presi
dent's Commission major summary report 
(Cluzllenge) which devotes approximately 
three paragraphs of its 340 pages to gangs, 
the problem does not even merit a topic 
heading, but appears as a minor subtopic of the 
"Youth in the Community" section (p. 67). 
Gangs are mentioned briefly in some of the 
Task Force Reports of this series, but the 
largest of these reports,Juvenile Delinquency 
and Youth .Crime, does not include a paper 
on gangs as one of the 22 separate juvenile 
justice topics treated in this volume (the 
paper on "Juvenile Delinquency and the 
Family" by Rodman and Grams includes a 
brief discussion of youth gang theories 
(p.1901). The National Advisory Commis
sion 011 Criminal Justice 5tandards and 
Goals chose to include its brief references 

.to gangs (four paragraphs) under the heading 
"After-School and Summer Employment" 
(p.124). The question of why these Federal 
Commission reports, which include scores of 
separate volumes and many thousands of 
pages,,~ consistently underplay gang vio
lence ti a crime problem deserves further 
consideration. . 
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directly reported the existence of 0 

problems with youth gangs or law
violating youth groups in all but five. 
Four of these five were not visited, and 
the possibility that all or most would 
also report such problems is good. In 
the fifth, Houston, respondents agreed 
unanimously that there is no ~ng 
problem, but were divided as to 
whether law-violating youth groups 
presented a problem. New Orleans, a 
city not included in the top 15 
metropolitan areas, reported problems 
with groups but not gangs. Of the 
11 cities reporting problems with 
gangs or groups, respondents in six 
characterized them as "extremely 
serious" relative to other major crime 
problems. 

Figures as to the numbers of gangs 
and gang members in major cities are 
inexact, but available data permit esti
mates of ~ minimum of 760 gangs and 
28,500 gang members in the six cities 
reporting serious gang problems (New 
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadel
phia, Detroit, San Francisco), as well 
as a higher but probably still conserva
tive estimate of 2,700 gangs and 
81,500 gang members. The number of 
gang members reckoned under the 
minimum estimate substantially exceeds 
the total number of juveniles confined 
in all jails and juvenile detention facili
ties in the 50 States. In addition to the 
cities just cited, the possibility exists 
that there are ~ng problems of varying 
degrees of seriousness in approximately 
20 other major cities in the country. 

Social characteristics of gang mem
bers in the mid 1970's resemble those"-' 
reported for past periods. Gang mem
bers are predominantly male, range in 
age from about 10 to 21, originate in 
low-income communities, and are com
posed primarily of Illembers of those 
ethnic groups most heavily represented 
in the lower educational an~ occupa
tional categories. Some evidence sug
gests that active gang participation is 
beginning at younger ages. The bulk of 
gang members in the United States 
today are black or HispaniC, but gangs 
of a v!lriety of Asian origins, a new 
phenomenon in American society, 



appear to be on the increase. Non
Hispanic white gangs have not dis
appeared, but most of them are prob
ably found in circummunicipal "sub
urban" communities, and in smaller 
towns and cities. 

Murder by firearms or other weap-
ons, the central and most dangerous 
form of gang-member violence, in all 
probability stands today at the highest 
level it haneached in the history of the 
nation. The five cities with the most 
serious gang problems averaged a mini
mum of 175 gang-related killings a 
year between 197iand 1974. These 
figures are equivalent to an average of 
about 25 percent of all juvenile homi
cides fOi the five cities, but reach a 
proportion of half or more in some. 
The three largest cities recorded ap
proximately 13,000 gang member 
arrests in a single year, with about 
half of the arrests for violent crimes. 
The gang member ratio of one violent 
crime arrest for every two arrests com
pares to nation-wide ratios of one in 
five or one in 20, depending on the 
basis of calculation. Available evidence 
as to police reporting methods sug
gests that some of the gang crime 
figures may represent substantial under
counts. 

Examination of the character of 
gang member violence indicates that 
gang members engage in combat with 
one another in a wide variety of ways. 
The classic "rumble" still occurs, but 
forays by small bands, armed and often 
motorized, appear to have become the 
dominant form of inter-gang violence. 
Prevalent notions that non-gang mem
bers have become the major victims of 
gang violence are not supported by 
available data; however, there does 
appear to be a defmite trend toward 
incr~asing victimization of adults and 
children, particularly in the largest 
c~ties. Gang-member violence appears 
llS well to be increasingly motivated by 
desire for material gain and a related 
desire to exert "control" over public 
facilities and resources. 

Probably the single mo~t significant 
development affecting gang-member 
violence during the present period is 

an extraordinary increase in the availa
bility and use of firearms to effect 
violent crimes. This development is 
in all likelihood the major reason be
hind the increasingly lethal nature of 
gang violence. It is likely that vio-
lence perpetrated by members of 
youth gangs in major cities is at present 
more lethal than at any time in history. 

The present period is also unique in 
the degree to which gang activities are 
conducted within the public schools. 
Gangs are active at all three levels
elementary, junior, and senior high 
schools. In some city schools gangs 
claim control over the school itself or 
over various rooms and facilities, with 
such control involving the right to set 
disciplinary policY, the right to collect 
fees from fellow £tudents for such 
privileges as attending school, travers
ing the corridors, and not being subject 
to gang beatings, and the right to for
bid teachers and other school staff 
from reporting illegal activities to 
authorities. Largely as a consequence 
of such gang activities, many city 
schools have been forced to adopt 
security measures of unprecedented 
scope, and to abandon a traditional 
policy of handling student discipline 
as an internal problem. 

Comparing earlier with later periods 
of the past decade in the six gang
problem cities shows significant in
creases in levels of gang violence in 
New York, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, 
Detroit, and San Francisco,justifying 
the notion of a "new wave" of gang 
violence in major United States cities. 
In Chicago such violence has remained 
high throughout the decade. Data rela
tive to future trends suggest condi
tionally that gang problems during the 
next few years will worsen in Los 
Angeles, Detroit, and San Francisco, 
improve in Philadelphia, and remain 
fairly stable in New York and Chicago. 
Moreover, the notion of a coming de
cline in the size of the youth population 
which serves as a "recruitment pool" 
for gangs and other Criminally-active 
youth does not appear to be supported 
by cU11"ent'demographic projections, 
which indicate increases rather than 
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decreases in these youth populations 
during the next five to ten years. 

The basic question-"How serious 
are problems posed by youth gangs and 
youth groups today, and what priority 
should be granted gang problems 
among a multitude of current crime 
problems?" must be approached with 
considerable caution, ow.ing to a per
~isting tendency to exaggerate the 
seriousness of gang activity, and to 
represent the "gang of today" as more 
violent than at any time in the past. 
Exercising such caution, the materials 
presented in this report appear amply 
to support the conclusion that youth 
gang violence is more lethal today than 
ever before, that the security of a 
wider sector of the citizenry is 
threatened by gangs to a greater degree 
than ever before, and that violence and 
other illegal activities by members of 
youth gangs and groups in the United 
States of the mid-1970's represents a 
crime problem of the first magnitude 
which shows little prospect of early 
abatement. 
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Appendix A 

Gang Survey Interview Guide 

Section I: Information with respect to local situation re: 
existence of gangs, nature of gang/youth activi
ties, seriousness of problem, recent develop
ments. 

Section II: Information with respect to modes cf dealing 
with gang and/or youth problems, including 
prevention programs. 

1.1. What is your personal judgment as to whether there is 
a gang problem in this city? 

I.1.A. If yes. How would you rate the seriousness of 
the problem on a scale from not serious at all 
through moderately serious, quite serious, 
extremely serious? If you prefer, use a ten
point scale with 1 representing the "least 
serious" point and 10 the "most serious." I 
would like you to rate the seriousness of the 
gang problem with respect to two problem 
areas: 

I.l.A.I. With respect to other kinds of 
crime problems-e.g., robbery, 
burglary, mugging, drugs, rape, etc. 

I.1.A.2. With respect to other kinds of non
crime problems faced by the city
e.g., hOUSing, transportation, 
schools, unemployment, race re
lations, fiscal, etc. 

I.I.A.3, 
4,5,6,7 (Optional) What is your judgment 

as to whether the 3. Police/ 
4. Municipal Government/ 
5. Schools/ 6. Social Agencies/ 
7. Residents of the city/feel that 
there is a gang problem? 

1.1.B. If no. Are there problems with groups of 
youth? Street corner groups? Troublesome 
youth groups? Youth/juvenile burglary rings? 
Collective youth violence? 

I.1.B.1. If yes. Rate seriousness as in I.I.A. 

!.I.C. ("No gang problem"). Why not? (Cite exist
ence of 'problem in nearest major and/or most 
comparable city.) 

I. l.C. 1. Ar~ there any agencies or individuals 
in .. this city who do feel that there is 
a gang problem? 

Probe: Agencies cited in I.1.A.3-7. 
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1.1.0. Was there ever a gang problem in this city? If 
so, when? How serious? 

1.2. How would you define a "gang"? 

1.3. (Possible later, if appropriate) Are there available 
through your agency/organization any reports or 
documents which contain information as to youth 
gangs/juvenile delinquency/local youth problems? 

For PO: Annual report of PO? Your 
division? 

For Social Service: Information re: your 
agency /service caseload? 
Periodicals relevant to 
your work? 

Particularly interested in information in re: numbers 
of gangs, sizes, locations in city, ethnic/racial status, 
degree of "organization," leadership. Names/not 
named, major kinds of activity, major kinds of of
fenses, degree of violence/violent offenses, gang
connected homicides. 

1.3.A. If no reports, or information not in reports, 
query selectively las appropriate from Gang 
Information Topic List. 

1.3.B. 00 you know of, or have available, any re
ports on gang situation (youth crime/juvenile 
delinquency situation) produced by other 
organizations such as leglislative committees, 
special committees, study groups, academ~c 
research groups, etc.? 

1.4. What would you say are the most significant recent 
developments (for "recent" use a time period appro
priate to, related to specific events of, that city) with 
respect to activities, behavior patterns, of gangs/ 
youth groups/troublesome youth in this city? 

1.5. (Recapitulate developments cited) How would you 
explain, what seems to lie behind, the developments 
you have mentioned? If increase or emergence of 
gangs/group violence is not cited as a development, 
ask why increase or emergence. 

1.6. Probe from Topic List. 

Query as appropriate, situation with respect 
to Topic List items A) Not cited under, or 
known to be'contained in materials available 
under, 1.3.B) Not cited under 1.4. 

Methods, Procedures, Programs 

11.1. Considering all the efforts of all agencies andorgani
zations in this city working on the Youth gang/youth 
crime problem (not just your own) 'and the pro-



grams being carried out in all parts of the city, how 
would you characterize the totality of these efforts-

I1.I.A. On an effectiveness scale, with "extremely 
'effective" at one end and "completely 
ineffective" at the other? (Cite intermediate 
points-quite effective, moderately effective, 
so-so, rather ineffective, very ineffective.) 

II. LB. On a "coordinated-uncoordinated" scale, 
with fragmented, uncoordinated, low coop
eration at one end, and organized, coordi
nated, cooperative, at the other? 

11.2. What would you say is/are the major technique(s), 
methods, approaches, procedures, used by your 
agency in coping with the youth gang/youth crime 
problem? 

For PD: Any special unit/officers specializ
ing in youth gang work? Juvenile 
work? Special youth programs? 

For Social Agencies: Any area worker/ 
community worker/ 
detached wIJJ:ker/ 
outreach programs? 

If yes, size of staff engaged in this work (possible, 
place in organizational system) 

11.3. What would you say is/are the major philosophy 
(theory) underlying this approach, the use of this 
method? 

Probe: Exposition of "service-oriented" versus 
"enforcement-oriented" positions (depriva
tion-extensive service versus welfart; of 
citizens, small group of offenders. 

ILS.B. If groups, no gangs"or no gang problem; 
what likelihood that groups will become 
gangs, gangs develop, youth group problem 
become worse? 

II.S.C. If neither groups, gangs, gang problem; with 
the general youth crime/youth violence/ 
juvenile deliquency problem/situation? 

Gang Information Topics 

1. Numbers of gangs, youth groups. 

2. Sizes of gangs, YQuth groups; branches,lateral devel
opment. 

3. Existence of different age-levels (e.g. midgets, pee
wees, jUniors, etc.) General age-range of gang mem
bers. 

4. Existence of territoriality, "turf' principle. 

S. Existence of names, "labels." 

6. Existence of sweaters, jackets, "colors," special forms 
of dress, hairstyles, etc. 

7. How well "organized;" leadership. Forced recruit
ment? 

8. Ethnic/racial status of gangs, groups. 

9. E~istence of female gangs, gang members, auxiliaries, 
branches. 

10. Existence of conflict between gangs, groups; rival 
neighborhood groups, high-school groups, etc. 
Severity of conflict, occurrence of gang-related 
homicides, injuries. 

11. Use of, prevalence of, guns, other kinds of weapons. 

(Where appropriate/necessary, questionsII.2. 12. 
and 11.3. can be combined into one.) 

Major forms of illegal activities (e.g. robbery, extor
tion, burglary, mugging, etc.) 

II.3.A. (Optional) Are there any studies, reports, 
dealing with: 

1) The methods used by your agency. 

2) Evaluational studies of effectiveness. 

IL4 If you were given completely unlimited fmancial 
resources (a blank check, 10 million dollar budget, 
billion dollar budget) what would you do, propose, 
plan, to do about the youth gang/youth group/youth 
violence/juvenile delinquency problem in this city? 

11.5 What is your prediction as to what will happen in this 
city during the next year, two years, five years, ten 
years? 

ILS.A. If gang problem; to gangs, gang violence? 
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13. Use of, prevalence of, drugs; kinds of drugs used, 
including alcohol. 

14. Major forms of recreation, athletic, legitimate leisure
time activities, including jobs, employment. 

IS .. Sections, areas, of city where gangs/groups most 
active; general socio-economic level of area. 

16. Favored kinds of hangouts (e.g. stores, hamburger/ 
pizza restaurants/stands, playgrounds, street 
corners, schools, etc.) 

17. Involvement with, relations with, schools; reports of 
school gan~, student gangs, gang influence in jr./sr. 
high schools. 

18. Relations with, involvement with, adult criminals, 
organized crime, syndicate, rackets. 
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19. Involvement in local, municipal, politics/political 
activity. 

20. Involvement with political/ideological movements 
(e.g. Muslims, Panthers, Young Lords, White 
Supremacy Organizations, etc.) 

21. Involvement with, relations with, local citizens asso
ciations (e.g. citizen action groups, citizen polic
ing, security groups). 

22. Relations with, involvement in, youth correctional 
institutions. 

23. Involvement with Federal/State programs (e.g. Job 
Corps., NYC, HUD, OEO, LEAA, SPA, etc.) 

24. Gang/groups situation in suburbs re urban situation. 
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Appendix B 

Sources of Figures in Table XIV "Numbers of Gangs" 

New York: 

Chicago: 

Los Angeles: 

Philadelphia: 

Detroit: 

San Francisco: 

New York: 

Chicago: 

Los Angeles: 

High Estimates 

New York City Police Department, Youth Aid Division 
figures, "324 known gangs, and 148 more under investiga
tion." Reported in Wall St. Journal, Nov. 20,1973. 

Figure reported by the U.S. Senate Judiciary Subcommittee 
on Juvenile Delinquency, Birch Bayh, Chairman, April 15, 
1975. 

Statement by Lt. Ted Cooke, Commanding Officer, Gang 
Activities Section of the Investigative Support Division of 
the Los Angeles Police Department, "There are thousands 
of gangs (in Los Angeles); every park has a gang, every bowl
ing club has a gang ... about 180 of these kidnap, rob, and 
kill." Reported in Long Beach Press, 3/2/7 5; L.A. Times, 
3/23/75. 

Pennsylvania Economy League. Report No. 375, "The 
Gang Problem in Philadelphia,'" page 99. "There are ap
proximately 200 to 250 juvenile gangs and 'comer groups' ". 
"There are another 100 to 150 groups, sometimes designated 
'comer groups' and sometimes gangs, which have been called 
to the attention of the police .... " June, 1974. 

Statement by Detroit Police Department Youth Service 
Bureau Officer for Precincts 5,6,12,13: "I could give 
you 100 names of different gangs that interlock throughout 
the whole East side." References by north and westside 
officers to about a dozen gangs outside the Eastside precincts. 
Interview, April 10, 1975. 

Statements by members of the San Francisco Police Depart
ment Juvenile Bureau. Citations of "three Chinese gangs, 16 
Filipino gangs, and one Chicano gang" in the city. Interview, 
February 3, 1975. 

Low Estimates 

New York City Police Department, Youth Aid Division, 
reported in the New York Times, 8/9/74. 

Figure of 150 provided by Chicago Police Department Com
mander Thomas Hughes, Gang Crimes Investigation Unit, 
Apri115, 1975. Figure of 220 quoted as Police Department 
figure inNewsweek, September 17,1973. 

Figure provided by William P. Hogoboom, former Chief 
Justice, Juvenile Court of the County of Los Angeles, 
January 30,1975. . 



Philadelphia: 

Detroit: 

San Francisco: 

Figure provided by the Juvenile Aid Division, Philadelphia 
Police Department, to the Governor's Justice Commission. 
Cited in Pennsylvania Economy League report (see supra.), 
page 6, June, 1974. 

Figure provided by Paul Hubbard, New Detroit Inc., from 
information furnished by the Detroit Board of Education, 
Aprilll,1975. 

Same as high estimate. 
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